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SUMMARY
This report presents the stability and control analyses for Centaur stage flight of the Atlas/Centaur AC-5
configuration. The analyses include all flight phases from Atlas/Centaur separation through drifting
(unstabilized} flight of the Centaur vehicle in earth orbit.
Stability and control of the AC-5 configuration during Centaur stage flight is provided by the Centaur ve-
hicleborne flight control system which corrects vehicle deviations from the reference attitude provided
by the Centaur inertial guidance system. Separate control channels in pitch, yaw, and roll admit control
signals to the autopilot from the control system sensors (rate gyros and inertial platform). These signals
affect engine gimbaling or attitude control jet firing to provide control forces throughout both powered and
coast flight phases.
The analyses were performed to verify the ability of the flight control system to adequately stabilize:
a. The short period oscillations about the vehicle center of gravity during powered phase flight (includ-
ing parasitic modes of oscillation, i.e., propellant sloshing and elastic vehicle bending).
b. The longer period oscillations resulting from use of an integral term in the steering equation during
powered phase flight.
c. The attitude excursions during coast phase flight.
In addition, the various transient conditions occurring during Centaur stage flight are analyzed. These
include the Atlas/Centaur separation and the Centaur ignition, steering enable, cutoff transients, and
Centaur/payload separation.
Stability during powered phase flight was analyzed using the root-locus technique with actuator nonlinear-
ities represented by describing functions. The results of a time-varying analog simulation of AC-5 were
not available at the time this report was written. However, a "quick look" at simulation results shows
agreement with the analytical results, as expected. Coast phase behavior was analyzed using analytical
techniques as well as an analog computer simulation. Both direct analytical techniques and simulations
were used in the analyses of vehicle transient behavior.
The major additions to this report over preceding reports are the discussion of payload separation and the
updating of preceding analyses to reflect the AC-5 Centaur vehicle configuration. Revisions and additions
have been made to material previously presented for purposes of clarification.
The results of these studies show that the flight control system provides adequate stability and control of
the AC-5 configuration throughout all phases of Centaur stage flight. Analysis of the spacecraft separa-
tion system verifies its adequacy for vehicles AC-5 and on, using presently contemplated spacecraft
parameters. However, a tighter (than present spacecraft design envelopes allow) restriction on the allow-
able Surveyor center-of-gravity location is necessary to meet dynamic constraints. This envelope is
described in Section 3.5.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The Atlas/Centaur AC-5 vehicle is the fifth high energy space vehicle in the Centaur research and devel-
opment program. This report covers the control dynamic analysis of Centaur stage flight from Atlas
SECO/VECO to unstabilized flight on a simulated lunar impact trajectory. Atlas stage analysis is covered
in a separate report (Reference 1), and only a summary of the results is included herein for reference
purposes.
1.1 MISSION DESCRIPTION. Atlas 156D/Centaur 6C will be launched from Complex 36A, Eastern Test
Range (ETR), on a simulated lunar direct ascent trajectory.
1.1.1 Flight Test Objectives. Test objectives of the AC-5 mission include, but are not limited to, the
following:
a. Demonstrating the spacecraft separation system and the capability of Centaur to perform the retro-
maneuver.
b. Demonstrating the performance of the Centaur propellant utilization system,
c. Demonstrating the launch-on-time capability of the Atlas/Centaur vehicle.
d. Demonstrating the operation of the 165,000-pound thrust Atlas booster engines.
e. Obtaining data on the closed-loop operation and performance of the Centaur guidance system.
f. Obtaining data on the inflight environment of the spacecraft.
1.1.2 Mission Parameters. The AC-5 vehicle will be used in a simulated launch-on-time experiment
with the launch time biased so that an intentional lunar miss will occur. The AC-5 vehicle after liftoff
rolls to a launch point azimuth between 90 and 111 degrees. The vehicle will pitch downrange and inject
the Centaur vehicle into a lunar transfer trajectory with Centaur MECO at an altitude of 90 nautical miles.
After a short coast phase, the Surveyor dynamic model is separated, following which the Centaur vehicle
executes a retromaneuver. The trajectory and guidance design is such that if launch occurred at the
proper time, and within the launch window, lunar impact of the Surveyor dynamic model would result.
1.2 STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION. The AC-5 vehicle consists of Atlas LV-3C space booster 156D (EID
55-0502-6), Centaur space vehicle 6C (EID 55-0501-6), and a Surveyor Dynamic Model (SD-1). Figure
1.2-1 is a cutaway view of the Centaur vehicle configuration as mated to the interstage adapter at launch.
A general description of both stages follows.
1.2.1 Atlas Stage. The LV-3C is a modified D-series Atlas space booster. The major structural modi-
fications are the substitution of a 10-foot diameter cylindrical tank section for the Atlas liquid oxygen
tapered tank section and the attachment of an interstage adapter.
The tank configuration consists of two cylindrical tanks separated by an intermediate bulkhead (no insula-
tion). The Atlas liquid oxygen tank contains a baffle cage consisting of 11 ring baffles 10 to 11 inches
apart.
The Atlas and Centaur stages are joined by an interstage adapter permanently attached to the first stage.
The Centaur vehicle is released from the interstage adapter by a flexible linear-shaped charge attached
around the outer periphery of the adapter just below the adapter attachment points. Eight retrorockets at
the base of the Atlas fuel tank provide the force to back the Atlas away from Centaur.
1-1
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Figure 1.2-1. 6-C (AC-5) Centaur Vehicle Structural Configuration
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The Atlas utilizesa Rocketdyne MA-5 propulsion system, which burns a liquidoxygen/RP-1 propellant
combination. The system consists oftwo booster thrust chambers, each rated at 165,000 pounds nominal
thrust at sea level;a single sustainer thrust chamber of 57,000 pounds nominally rated sea level thrust;
and two vernier thrust chambers, each having a nominally rated sea level thrust of 1,000 pounds. The
two booster engines used baffled injectors. All engines employ hypergolic ignition. The booster engine
thrust level represents an uprating from previous Atlas/Centaur vehicles.
During the booster phase of Atlas stage flight, the two booster engines are gimbaled to provide pitch, yaw,
and roll control. The sustainer engine is hulled and the verniers are active in roll. After jettisoning the
booster package, which consists of the two booster engines and the associated hardware, the sustainer
engine is gimbaled to provide pitch and yaw control, and the verniers provide roll control. During boost-
er package jettison, the verniers are active in pitch and yaw, as well as roll.
1.2.2 Centaur Stage. The 6-C Centaur vehicle is a 10-foot diameter, balloon-type, pressure stabilized
structure. The liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen tanks are separated by a structural and insulation bulk-
head. The structure is made of 301 CRES of 0. 016-inch nominal skin gauge. A lightweight baffle is
carried within the oxidizer tank to suppress propellant sloshing. A dynamic model is carried as payload,
and is separated from the vehicle. These are the major structural differences between the 6-C and the
4-C (AC-4) Centaur vehicles.
The vehicle utilizes two Pratt & Whitney RL 10A-3 main engines, burning liquid oxygen and liquid hydro-
gen and having a nominally rated thrust (at altitude) of 15,000 pounds each. These engines are gimbaled
to provide pitch, yaw, and roll control during Centaur powered flight. During coast phase flight, attitude
control is provided by a series of six hydrogen peroxide (monopropellant) jets. Figure C-l, in Appendix
C, illustrates the jet location. Two 3-pound jets, radially directed, provide control in pitch; and four
1.5-pound jets, tangentially directed, provide yaw and roll control. These comprise the coast phase
attitude holding system. Figure 1.2-2 shows the Centaur vehicle coordinate system used in the descrip-
tion of vehicle motion in this report.
1.3 FLIGHT DESCRIPTION. The Atlas/Centaur AC-5 will fly a trajectory similar to that of the opera-
tional, lunar direct ascent trajectories.
1.3.1 Atlas Sta_e. The Atlas/Centaur rises vertically for the first 15 seconds after liftoff, which is de-
fined as the time (t = 0) of 2 inches of vertical motion off the launcher. From 4 seconds to 12 seconds of
flight, the vehicle executes the roll program designed to orient the vehicle pitch plane to the proper azi-
muth as determined by the launch date. From 15 seconds after liftoff to approximately 145 seconds, the
Atlas/Centaur executes the predetermined pitch program. Booster phase flight is terminated by a booster
staging discrete issued by Centaur guidance, with backup provided by two staging accelerometers.
Eight seconds after BECO, the Centaur guidance signals are admitted to the Atlas stage autopilot, with
the guidance system operating in a closed-loop configuration throughout sustainer phase flight. The Cen-
taur insulation panels and the nose fairing are jettisoned during sustainer phase flight. SECO/VECO is
initiated by propellant depletion, which also initiates the Centaur electromechanical timer. During the
next 2 seconds, the Atlas programmer energizes the electrical disconnect, fires the flexible linear shaped
charge (FLSC), and fires the eight retrorockets to back Atlas away from Centaur.
Atlas flight sequencing is given in Table 1.3-1.
1.3.2 Centaur Stage. The hydraulic recirculating pump is activated 1/2 second after SECO/VECO,
causing the Pratt & Whitney thrust chambers to move toward null. Main engine start (MES) is initiated
8 seconds later by the Centaur programmer. The total time of the separation sequence is 8.5 seconds,
as compared with 9.6 seconds for AC-4. This represents the operational sequence.
1-3
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C 2
SN 419.72
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A 4 ÷X
+¢
I
I A
SN 453.5
÷Z
NOTES
1. THE ORIGIN OF THE COORDINATE AXES (X, Y, Z)
IS ON THE VEHICLE GEOMETRIC CENTERLINE AT
THE LONGITUDINAL CENTER OF GRAVITY
LOCATION.
2. THE CONTROL CONVENTION SIGNS ARE SUCH THAT
A POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT OF THE ENGINE
(Sp, 5y, 5r) WILL RESULT IN A POSITIVE DISPLACE-
MENT OF THE MISSILE (0, _b, ¢).
3. THE REFERENCE POINT FOR LONGITUDINAL
STATION NUMBERS (SN) IS 162 INCHES FORWARD
OF THE FORWARD BULKHEAD OF THE CENTAUR
VEHICLE.
Figure 1.2-2. Centaur Vehicle Coordinate System
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Table 1.3-1. Atlas Stage Flight Sequencing*
EVENT START (sec) END (sec)
Guidance to Flight Mode A - 8.0 (Nominal) ---
Unnull Atlas Displacement Gyros Engine Start ---
A - 3.37 (Nominal)
2 inches of Rise
8 inches of Rise
42 inches of Rise ---
Programmer Starts Subroutine A (A = 0)
Unnull Atlas Servo Integrators
Activate Autopilot Control (Booster P, Y,
R, Vernier R)
Roll Program
Pitch Program
LO 2 Tank Pressure Change
Filter Response Change (P, Y)
Open LH 2 Vent Valve Command
Displacement Gyro Gain to Low (P, Y)
Rate Gyro Gain to Low (P, Y)
Enable Staging Sequence
Staging (STG)
Programmer Starts Subroutine B (B = 0)
Booster Engine Cutoff (BECO)
Close LH 2 Vent Valve Command
Activate Sustainer Control (P, Y)
Activate Vernier Control (P, Y)
Rate Gyro Gain to High (P, Y)
Deactivate Booster Control (P, Y, R)
Null Integrators (P, Y)
Deactivate Sustainer Control (P, Y)
* As of 8 December 1964, (Reference 2).
B+0
B+I.0
A+4 A+12
A+15 ---
A+20 ---
A+40 ---
A+70 A+71
A + 110 ---
A+110 B+0
A + 135 B + 0
Staging Discrete C + 0
B+0 ---
B+0 B+I.0
B+0 B+3.0
B+0 B+6.7
B+0 ---
B+I.0 ---
B + 1.0 B + 6.7
B+3.0 B+3.7
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Table 1.3-1. Atlas Stage Flight Sequencing*, Contd
EVENT START (sec) END (sec)
Jettison Booster Package B + 3.1 ---
Bias Verniers to 40 deg (Y) B + 6.7 ---
Deactivate Vernier Control (P, Y) B + 6.7 ---
Open LH 2 Vent Valve Command B + 7 B + 8
Admit Guidance Steering (P, Y) B + 8 ---
Disable Displacement Gyros (P, Y) B + 8 ---
Jettison Insulation Panels B + 30 ---
Unlatch Nose Fairings B + 66.5 ---
Fire Thruster Bottles B + 67 ---
Start Centaur Boost Pumps B + 77 ---
Enable Separation Sequence B + 88 C + 0
Separation Sequence Propellant Depletion ---
Programmer Starts Subroutine C (C = 0)
Sustainer Engine Cutoff (SECO) C + 0 ---
Vernier Engine Cutoff (VECO) C + 0 ---
Start Centaur Electromechanical Timer C + 0 ---
Energize Electrical Disconnect C + 0.1 ---
Fire Shaped Charge C + 1.9 ---
Fire Retrorockets C + 2.0 ---
Reset Programmer C + 30 ---
* As of 8 December 1964, (Reference 2).
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The Centaur engines fire for approximately 7 minutes, the exact time of cutoff being determined by
guidance. During this time, the vehicleTs attitude reference is supplied by the Centaur guidance system.
The guidance vector is nulled at MES and re-admitted 4 seconds later after the transients produced by
main engine ignition have passed. At this time (IVIES + 4) the vehicle undergoes a pitch transient, the
size of which largely depends upon the change in vehicle attitude between Atlas SECO/VECO and MES + 4.
The change in the orientation of the reference vector over this time interval is essentially zero.
Following main engine cutoff (MECO), the hydrogen peroxide attitude control system is activated and the
vehicle rates produced by engine shutdown are reduced to within the threshold levels of the system. The
dynamic model is then separated, following which a guidance vector is admitted to the autopflot, causing
the vehicle to turn around so it points back along the flight path. A prestart sequence is initiated, causing
the residual propellants to be vented through the engine bells and cooldown valves, producing a small
amount of thrust. This thrust backs the Centaur away from the dynamic model (the retromaneuver). The
controlled portion of flight ends some time later when the tank vents are enabled and the attitude control
system is shut down.
The Centaur flight sequencing is given in Table 1.3-2.
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Table 1.3-2. Centaur Stage Flight Sequencing *
EVENT START (see) END (sec)
Booster Staging
Start Boost Pumps
Start Programmer
Close LO 2 Vent Valve Signal
Close LH 2 Vent Valve Signal
Pressurize LO 2 Tank
Pressurize LH 2 Tank
Start Hydraulic Recirculating Pump
Propellant Utilization Segmented Signal
Open LH 2 Boost Pump Accelerating Valve
Propellant Utilization Null Signal
Prestart
Steering Reference to Centaur ¢ A
Start Main Engines (MES)
Energize Igniters
Unnull Main Engine Integrators
Low Rate Gain
Admit Guidance for Steering
Propellant Utilization Segmented Signal
Enable Main Engine Cutoff
Main Engine Cutoff (MECO)
Main Engine Cutoff Backup
High Rate Gain
* As of 8 December 1964, (Reference 2).
Guidance Discrete ---
Atlas Discrete MECO
C+0 ---
C+0.2 C+0.5
C+0.2 C+0.5
C+0.2 C+I.0
C + 0.2 C + 1.0
C +0.5 C + 12.5
C+0o5 C+3.5
C + 1o0 C + 12.5
C+3.5 C +98.5
C + 3.5 MECO
C+3.5 ---
C + 8° 5 MECO
C+8.5 C+12°5
C + 8°5 C + 468.4
C + 8.5 MECO
C + 12.5 MECO
C +333.5 C +450.5
C +403.5 C +450.5
Guidance Discrete ---
C + 450.5 ---
MECO ---
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Table 1.3-2. Centaur Stage Flight Sequencing *, Contd
EVENT START (sec) END (sec)
Inhibit Guidance
Activate H202 Attitude Control System
Low Displacement Gain
Enable Open LH 2 Vent Valve Signal
Propellant Utilization Null
Safe Surveyor Destruct
Pre-Separation Arming
Extend Landing Gear 1
Null Integrators
1
Unlock Omni Antenna
1
Turn on High Power Transmitter
Spacecraft Electrical Disconnect
Switch Guidance/Spacecraft Telemetry
Channels 1
Separate Spacecraft
Admit Guidance for Attitude Control
(Begin Turnaround Maneuver)
Prestart (Begin Retrothrust)
Calibrate Telemetry
Open LO Vent Valve
2
Power Off
Notes: * As of 8 December 1964, (Reference 2).
1
Autopilot signal only.
MECO C + 515.5
MECO ---
MECO ---
C +450.5 C +451
C + 450.5 ---
C +451 ---
C +468.5 C +499.5
C +468.5 C +468.6
C +468.5 ---
C +479 C +479.1
C +499.5 C +499.6
C + 505 ---
C + 505
C + 510.5
C + 515.5
C +715.5
C + 1091.5
C + 1615.5
C + 1616.5
C + 1094.5
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SECTION 2
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Atlas/Centaur flight control system provides the reference attitude (or rate) and maintains the ve-
hicle at this attitude (or rate). Throughout the powered flight of both stages, thrust-vector control main-
tains vehicle attitude. This is also true of the coast phase if the usual definition of thrust-vector control
is extended to include the control provided by fixed jets in an on-off mode of operation.
The AC-5 flight vehicle has closed-loop guidance during sustainer phase of Atlas stage flight and through-
out Centaur stage flight. In addition, the guidance system provides the booster staging discrete and starts
subroutine B in the Arias programmer. The Centaur electromechanical timer is initiated by the Atlas
programmer. With these three exceptions, the flight control systems of the Atlas and Centaur stages are
entirely independent. A brief description of the flight control systems follows; more detailed information
is presented in References 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
2.1 ATLAS STAGE. Thrust vector control of the booster, sustainer, and vernier engines during Atlas
stage flight is provided by electrohydraulic actuators that gimbal the thrust chambers. The actuators are
in turn controlled by the servoamplifier outputs. Signals from rate and displacement gyros are summed
in a displacement gyro package whose output drives the servoamplffier. The sequencing of the whole sys-
tem, including pitch program and gain changes, is provided by the Atlas programmer. These components
constitute the Atlas stage flight control system and are described individually in more detail below.
2.1.1 Programmer Package and Sequencing. The Atlas programmer provides a time base and a preset
switching sequence for subsystems in the vehicle. The autopilot gain changes and the roll and pitch pro-
grams are control functions of the programmer. In addition, discretes that cause panel and nose fairing
jettison, sustainer engine cutoff, separation sequence, and initiation of the Centaur programmer sequenc-
ing are provided.
Certain other discretes are provided by separate systems. The autopilot is activated and the Atlas pro-
grammer started as a function of vehicle rise from the launcher. The booster staging discrete is pro-
vided by Centaur guidance which also starts subroutine B (see Table 1.3-1) in the Arias programmer.
Atlas SECO/VECO and initiation of subroutine C is provided by the propellant depletion discrete. In
addition, the other discretes are provided as backup signals to the programmer. For example, backup
accelerometers ensure that the axial loading due to g-level prior to BECO does not exceed allowable
limits.
2.1.2 Displacement Gyro Package. The Atlas displacement gyro package is mounted at approximately
Station 990 in the B-1 pod. This package contains the displacement gyros, gyro torquer amplifiers, and
gyro signal amplifiers for all three channels (pitch, yaw, and roll). The signal amplifiers sum the rate
and displacement gyro signals or the rate gyro and Centaur guidance signals, and have provisions for
changing autopilot gains during flight.
2.1.3 Rate Gyro Package. The Atlas rate gyro package is mounted at Station 600 on the side of the
Atlas liquid oxygen tank. This location was chosen for reasons of flight control system stability; i.e., it
is just forward of the first bending mode antinode during the booster phase of Atlas flight. Rate gyros for
pitch, yaw, and roll channels are included in the forward rate group. A Centaur-type (overdamped) rate
gyro is used in the roll channel to eliminate the need for roll channel filtering.
2.1.4 Filter-Servoamplifier Package. This package contains the autopilot filters, which stabilize the
flight control system; the autopilot integrators; and the servoamplifiers which provide control signals to
the booster, sustainer, and vernier engine actuators. Provisions are made for changes in the integrator
and/or filter characteristics during flight.
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The autopilot integrator ensures that the error signal has a steady state value of zero, thus ensuring a
zero steady state attitude error to the vehicle. In effect, the integrator assumes the output voltage to
point the net thrust vector through the vehicle center of gravity _-.der steady state conditions. Thus, the
effects of thrust misalignment, rigging errors, and lateral offsets of the vehicle center-of-gravity on the
vehicle attitude are removed.
The servoamplifier receives signals from the integrator, autopilot-stabilization filter, and actuator posi-
tion feedback transducer. It produces a signal to drive the servovalve on the hydraulic actuator.
2.1.5 Electrohydraulic Actuators. The actuators that gimbal each of the five Atlas thrust chambers con-
sist of three major components: the actuator cylinder, a servovalve, and a feedback transducer. Signals
from the servoamplifier command the servovalve to open, generating a hydraulic flow into one side of the
actuator cylinder and out the other. This flow also depends upon the load pressure required to cause the
actuator piston to move with respect to the case (which causes engine motion}. The motion is measured
by the feedback transducer, which generates an electrical signal that is fed back to the servoamplifier.
Thus, the servoamplifler input signals (less the transducer signal) correspond to a commanded engine
position.
The actuators that gimbal the booster and sustainer engines employ flow-control servovalves with leakage
orifices in the actuator pistons. These leakage orifices provide damping to the servoloop.
2.2 CENTAUR STAGE. Thrust-vector control of the two main engines during Centaur stage flight is
provided by electrohydraulic actuators which gimbal the thrust chambers. The actuator is in turn driven
by signals from the servoamplifier package. This package also provides the hydrogen peroxide jet on-
off signals during coast phase. Position signals from the inertial platform resolver chain are summed
with rate gyro signals to produce the autopilot error signal that drives the servoamplifier. The input to
the resolver chain is provided in the form of guidance originated vectors. The sequencing of the overall
system is provided by a timer. These components constitute the flight control system and are described
in more detail below. Figure 2.2-1 illustrates the location of the autopilot and guidance system compo-
nents. The block diagram of the autopilot is given in Figure 2.2-2.
2.2.1 Electromechanical Timer. The Centaur electromechanical timer has a function similar to the
Atlas programmer in that it provides a preset switching sequence. In addition, it accepts signals from
the Atlas programmer and the guidance computer, and by relay logic performs switching functions on the
Centaur vehicle. The guidance vectors are fed through the electromechanical timer, which acts as a
junction box, to the resolver chain. The timer provides the command signal to start and stop the main
engines and attitude control jets. It switches the autopilot configuration at the appropriate times during
the powered and coast phases of flight. The sequencer in the electromechanical timer is started by a
signal received at Atlas propellant depletion from the Atlas programmer.
2.2.2 Guidance Set. The Centaur guidance system will be flown closed loop on AC-5. The system pro-
vides certain discretes and steering commands to the autopilot.
2.2.2.1 Guidance Platform. The guidance platform maintains an inertial reference for the measure-
ment of vehicle accelerations in inertial coordinates. The resolver chain, mounted on the gimbals of
the platform, transforms the position reference vector (in inertial coordinates) to vehicle coordinates.
Physically, three guidance computer voltages are impressed on the resolver chain, and two are read out
as the components of the reference vector along the pitch and yaw axes of the vehicle. The third voltage
is shorted to ground through a loading resistance.
Mounted on the platform is a set of three pulse-rebalance accelerometers. These measure the accelera-
tions of the vehicle in inertial space. The acceleration measurements are used by the computer to deter-
mine the location, velocity, and acceleration of the vehicle, as well as the steering command.
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Three gyros are also mounted on the platform to detect platform rotation. Signals from these gyros con-
trol the platform gimbal positions.
2.2.2.2 Platform Electronics Package. This package provides the switching for caging and aligning
platform gimbals and also amplification and isolation of the signals transmitted through the resolver chain.
The platform-mounted gyro error signals are used to produce the platform gimbal-torquing signals.
2.2.2.3 Pulse Rebalance Electronics Package. This package provides signals to rebalance (null) the
platform-mounted accelerometers. These signals are supplied to the computer as a measure of the in-
cremental inertial velocities. The package is driven by the accelerometer error signals.
2.2.2.4 Guidance Computer. The guidance computer uses the pulse rebalance signals to compute the
attitude reference direction. In addition, gyro compensation signals are fed through the pulse rebalance
electronics package to the platform gyro torquers, and discretes are fed to the electromechanical timer.
2.2.3 Rate Gyro Package. The rate gyro package is mounted on the forward equipment shelf, together
with the inertial platform, at approximately Station 173. The rate gyros for pitch, yaw, and roll channels
are of the nominally overdamped Centaur type whose characteristics are:
a. Natural frequency_ 15 to 23 cps.
b. Damping ratio-- 0.77 to 2.98 (nondimensional).
These characteristics result in a nominal, equivalent first-order lag time constant of _'_ = 0.03 second,
although testing of 12 Centaur rate gyros before the flight of AC-2 indicated a better va_ue to be T = 0. 025
second.
2.2.3.1 Channel Selector. The channel selector inputs are the two resolver chain output voltages cor-
responding to the components of the reference attitude vector along the pitch and yaw axes. These form
the positive yaw and negative pitch rate commands within the channel selector. Hence the output of the
channel selector corresponds to a position error. The channel selector also limits the error signal, thus
limiting the commanded rate.
2.2.3.2 Signal Amplifier. The rate gyro and channel selector signals are summed in the signal ampli-
fier to produce the autopilot error signals. Autopilot gain changes are made within the signal amplifier
and channel selector.
2.2.4 Servoamplifier Package. The Centaur servoamplifier package has essentially the same function
as the corresponding Atlas package. The autopilot error signal is integrated by the autopilot integrator
within the package. The integrator output, the error signal, and the engine feedback transducer signals
are summed in the servoamplifier to produce the servovalve command signal. No filtering is required
for autopilot stability because of the large lag already existing within the engine-gimbaling servo and the
rate gyro.
Additionally, the autopilot error signals are used to generate the on and off commands to the hydrogen
peroxide jets used for attitude and rate control during coast phase flight. This circuitry contains a built-
in hysteresis and filter to mitigate the effects of signal noise.
2.2.5 Electrohydraulic Actuators. The actuators that gimbal each of the two Pratt & Whitney RL10A-3
engines, for pitch, yaw, and roll control during powered flight, consist of three major components as do
the Atlas stage actuators: actuator cylinder, _ervovalve, and feedback transducer. Operation is the
same. Signals from the servoamplifier command the servovalve to open, generating a flow into one side
of the actuator cylinder and out the other. This flow is dependent upon load pressure opposing motion as
well as valve opening. The motion of the actuator piston with respect to the case (and hence engine
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motion) is measured by the feedback transducer, and the resulting signal is fed back to the servoampli-
tier input. The sum of the servoamplifier inputs, less the transducer signal, constitutes the commanded
engine position.
The actuators used on the Centaur employ derivative load pressure feedback servovalves, and have no
leakage orifices in the actuator pistons. This configuration gives a relatively large stiffness to the static
loads such as caused by the engine center-of-gravity offset. These servovalves are described more fully
in Appendix B. Briefly, they employ within them a hydraulic feedback that causes the valve to act as a
flow-control valve at low frequencies and as a pressure-feedback valve at high frequencies. This valve
action, coupled with the low actuator loop gain greatly attenuates engine motion at high frequencies but
without the hydraulic power consumption associated with a leakage orifice. The major parameters of the
electrohydraulic engine-actuator gimbal system are listed in Table E-2.
2.2.6 Hydrogen Perc_ide Jets. The Centaur vehicle has six hydrogen peroxide jets for attitude holding
during coast phase flight. Signals from the servoamplifier package energize solenoids. These in turn
open the valves to release hydrogen peroxide into the jet combustion chambers. Here a catalyst causes
decomposition of the hydrogen peroxide. This results in steam and oxygen which produce thrust by ex-
hausting out the jet nozzle. Switching logic to determine which jet fires, and when, is incorporated in the
servoamplifier package. The location of these jets is shown in Figure C-1. The jets themselves have
certain response characteristics that influence the behavior of the vehicle during coast phase flight. These
characteristics are depicted in Figures C-4 and C-5. They include delay in energizing the solenoid, open-
ing the valve, etc., and are taken from the results of recent tests.
2.2.7 )kutopilot Parameters. The overall flight control system has a configuration similar to that of
Centaur 4C (AC-4), with one exception: the electronic programmer used on AC-4 is replaced by an
electromechanical timer. The sequence is given in Table 1.3-2.
Table 2.2-1. Centaur Stage End-to-End Autopilot Gains (See Figure B2-4; equations in Appendix B2).
END-TO-END TOLERANCE
GAIN PITCH AND YAW ROLL (Percent)
A. POWERED PHASE FLIGHT
kK A (position) (6/_)
KAK R (rate) (6/0) O. 32
KAKRKi(integral-rate ) (b/0) o. 25
B. COAST PHASE FLIGHT
kpK A (position) (5/0) 0.15
KAK R (rate) (5/0) 1.25
KAKRK I (integral-rate) (_/0) 0.98*
0.0MESTOMES+4
0.24 MES + 4 TO MECO
0.0 + 15
0.11 ± 12
0.25 + 30
0.0
0.43
0.98*
*Until nulled by a command from the programmer (nuUed prior to MES).
2.2.7.1 Autopilot Gains. Between MES and MECO, the Centaur autopilot operates in its powered phase
configuration. The end-to-end gains given in Table 2.2-1, Part A, assume an 11.05-volt absolute value
for the reference vector provided by the programmer. Note that the integral gain is specified by an end-
to-end integral-rate gain, because of the absence of a roll position reference indicated by kp= 0 in the roll
channel. Roll attitude is maintained during powered phase flight by the autopilot integrator.
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2.2.7.2 Coast Phase Parameters. Prior to MES and after MECO, the autopilot is in a coast phase con-
figuration. The characteristics and locations of the attitude control jets are described in Section 2.2.6.
The autopilot parameters of interest here are: the error signal thresholds above which one or more atti-
tude control jets will be commanded to fire; the roll integrator characteristics; the filtering of the error
signal; the hysteresis in the command circuitry; and the composition of the error signal (ratio of position-
to-rate information}.
The autopilot is switched to a coast phase configuration by the Centaur electromechanical timer or by
guidance. This involves electrical gain changes within the channel selector and gyro signal amplifiers,
as well as nulling of the autopilot integrators. The operation of the coast phase attitude control is out-
lined in Appendix C.
The coast phase autopilot design parameters are summarized in Table 2.2-2, assuming a position refer-
ence vector magnitude of 11.05 volts as input to the resolver chain.
Table 2.2-2. Coast Phase Autopilot Parameters (See Appendix C).
CHANNEL PITCH YAW ROLL
Rate Threshold, T (deg/sec) 0.2 0.2 0.2
c 1.5, 3
Integrator Gain, K I (sec -1) - - 0.12
Integrator Limit (deg) - - 16.1
Integrator Limit (deg/sec) - - 1.95*
Rate Hysteresis, h (deg/sec) 0.02 0.02 0. 012
Filter Time Constant, _" (sec) 0.1 0.1 0. 00825
"Rate Gain", KR (sec) 8.0 8.0 8.25
Channel Selector Limit, rl (deg/sec 1.6 1.6 -
c
*Approximate
It should be noted that the main thrust chambers will be gimbaled during coast phase flight if there is hy-
draulic power available. This is because the servoamplifiers are still active and are receiving signals
from the servovalves. This is of consequence prior to MES, when the recirculation pump is active, and
after MECO, while the hydraulic power and engine thrust are decaying to zero. The end-to-end gains
that apply during this portion of flight are given in Table 2.2-1, Part B.
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SECTION 3
FLIGHT DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
The results presented in this section concern the AC-5 vehicle flight dynamics and stability characteristics
from liftoff to uncontrolled flight in a simulated lunar impact trajectory. A brief description of the Atlas-
stage flight dynamics is followed by a discussion of the following five phases of Centaur flight:
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
Atlas/Centaur separation.
Main engine ignition.
Powered-phase flight.
Coast-phase flight.
Spacecraft separation.
All phases are discussed in sufficient detail to demonstrate the design integrity of the AC-5 flight control
system configuration.
3.1 ATLAS STAGE FLIGHT. A complete analysis of the AC-5 configuration during Atlas-stage flight
was unavailable at the time this report was being written. The following discussion is therefore based upon
extrapolation from the AC-4 analysis. This procedure is justified since the two major changes, uprated
booster engines and reduced autopilot gains during booster phase, compensate for one another, resulting
in stability properties which are more-or-less unchanged from the AC-4 configuration. The booster phase
will be somewhat shorter, and the sustainer phase somewhat longer due to the use of the uprated engines
and propellant depletion cutoff at SECO/VECO.
3.1.1 Launch Phase. Two major areas associated with the Atlas launch phase are of concern: launch
drift and longitudinal oscillations following lfftoff.
3.1.1.1 Launch Drift. For the first 15 seconds of flight, the Atlas/Centaur is programmed to rise ver-
tically. A true vertical ascent would maintain initial clearances between the vehicle and the umbilical
tower. However, because of such factors as ground winds, vehicle initial misalignment in the launcher,
thrust vector misalignments, launcher release forces, and gyro null errors, the vehicle will drift laterally
with respect to the launch pad as it rises. Since this drift is uncontrolled, it is necessary to examine the
clearances between the vehicle and the umbilical tower structure, including the umbilical booms, as the
vehicle rises.
A "worst case" analysis of the AC-4 launch drift was undertaken, making use of a detailed analog simula-
tion. Three critical clearances exist other than the initial clearances of the vehicle from the umbilical
booms. These clearances are between the booster engine skirt and the lower umbilical boom, the upper
umbilical boom, and the umbilical-tower hydrogen vent stack. These points of closest approach are
approximately 8.9, 3.4, and 5.4 feet at 4.9, 5.3 and 5.8 seconds after liftoff, assuming the worst case
conditions where the vehicle drifts toward the umbilical tower under the assumed additive effects of the
parameters producing drift. It should be noted that the AC-5 configuration with its higher thrust will rise
faster, giving the vehicle less time for lateral drift. This will result in even greater minimum lateral
clearances than indicated here; therefore, there is no risk of collision between the vertically rising
Atlas/Centaur and the umbilical booms and/or tower structure.
3.1.1.2 Longitudinal Oscillations Following Liftoff. The Atlas D-series launcher mechanism produces
forces of sufficient magnitude to excite a structural longitudinal oscillation in the vicinity of six cycles/
second. This oscillation, occurring immediately after vehicle liftoff, has been evidenced in numerous
Atlas flight records and is known to be caused by coupling between the Atlas LO2-tank helium-pressurization
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system and the elastic structure of the vehicle. Extensive analysis has been made of this phenomenon in
connection with other programs. Using the techniques developed for these programs, the AC-5 configura-
tion is being analyzed for the possibility of longitudinal oscillations after liftoff. The mathematical model
includes a spring mass approximation to the vehicle longitudinal dynamics, the ullage-volume thermo-
dynamics (pressure-temperature-volume relationship), the pressure sensing line dynamics, the pneumatic
regulator characteristics, and the helium supply duct dynamics. The effects of the Hadley pneumatic
regulator nonlinearity (hysteresis and flow limiting) are included in the analysis. This analysis is not
expected to show behavior which differs greatly from that of AC-4. A maximum possible limit cycle in
sensed ullage pressure (Atlas LO 2 tank) with initial value of 2.2 psi peak-to-peak and ceasing by 35
seconds of flight time was predicted for AC-4. The precise behavior depends on the launcher release
forces, which at present are only qualitatively known.
3.1.2 Booster Phase. The booster phase of flight begins with autopilot activation at launcher release
(42 inches of rise) and ends with booster engine cutoff (BECO). The primary flight control system objec-
tive is to maintain adequate stability in the presence of parasitic modes of oscillation while traversing the
denser portion of the earth's atmosphere. The high control system gains (required for adequate rigid body
stability in the presence of high aerodynamic loading) aggravate the stability of flexible vehicle bending
modes which have their lowest frequencies during this phase of flight. Propellant sloshing becomes signi-
ficant just prior to BECO where the bending moment capability of the vehicle is lowest (high axial accelera-
tion).
A complete stability analysis of a flexible-bodied vehicle, in which all of the interactions affecting stability
are considered simultaneously, is not practical. Fortunately, the various degrees of freedom of the launch
vehicle are, to a large extent, dynamically uncoupled. Thus, stability of the rigid body control (pitch, yaw,
and roll) modes and propellant sloshing modes are analyzed independently of the higher frequency elastic
bending modes.
3.1.2.1 Rigid-Body/Propellant Sloshing Stability. The widely used pendulum analogy is used to duplicate
the forces and moments associated with propellant sloshing. Sloshing in the Centaur LH 2 tank is ignored
because of negligible influence during Atlas-stage flight. Both digital (root locus) and analog (time varying
simulation) techniques are used to study the stability qualities of the resulting mathematical model of the
vehicle dynamics. The nonlinear character of the engine-positioning servo response results in the pre-
diction of limit cycle behavior.
These studies indicate the rigid-body limit cycle to be dominant throughout most of booster phase and with
maximum amplitude, 5 < 0.05 degree, at maximum dynamic pressure. The system is relatively insensi-
tive to autopilot parameter variations within their tolerance bands, with the exception of booster engine
gimbal friction. Analysis of flight data from several Atlas/Agena flights indicate gimbal friction values
that would produce the limit cycle amplitude predicted here. However, larger values, resulting in larger
limit cycle amplitudes, are possible although not expected.
Past Atlas/Centaur flight data correlates well with the predicted results; the effects of propellant sloshing
are observable on the flight traces just prior to BECO. The rigid body/propellant sloshing behavior of the
present configuration of AC-5 is expected to be quite similar to that of AC-4 because of the similarity in
end-to-end flight control system gains (including the effect of the increased thrust level). It is presently
felt that a reduction in autopilot gain during the latter part of booster phase should largely eliminate the
pre-BECO sloshing.
3.1.2.2 Elastic Vehicle Bendin_ Stability. The coupling of the flexible bodied vehicle bending modes with
the flight control system is analyzed by root locus techniques. The mathematical model consists of a
spring-mass representation of the elastic vehicle dynamics from which mode shapes and frequencies are
obtained. The high frequency terms in the engine positioning servo dynamics are included together with the
rate gyro dynamics in the system equations. The analysis is carried out at several discrete flight times.
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Theusual philosophy in synthesis of the control system parameters is to phase stabilize the first bending
mode, relying on filter and engine position servo attenuation to gain stabilize the higher modes. In the
absence of autopilot filtering, the forward rate gyro location used on Atlas/Centaur results in a first mode
locus departing into the right half plane. Filter lag is used to rotate the locus clockwise into the left half
plane. Then, as flight time increases, the locus continues to rotate, further increasing the stability, as
the modal frequency and the filter and servo lags increase. Thus the most critical time is at launch where
the AC-4 analysis shows a first mode phase margin of 55 degrees for an assumed engine limit cycle ampli-
tude of 0.1 degree zero-to-peak. After the filter change at 40 seconds of flight time, the margin is 33
degrees for 5 = 0.1 degree, and increases thereafter. The higher modes are gain stabilized by factors of
2 (6 db) or greater, independent of phase. The AC-5 analysis is not expected to show any great change in
the bending stability properties because of the great similarity in configuration between AC-4 and AC-5.
3.1.3 Booster Sta_ing Phase. The AC-5 configuration has essentially the same staging sequence as the
standard SLV-3 boosters. Centaur guidance initiates staging with a staging discrete when the axial accel-
eration of the vehicle exceeds approximately 5.7 g's. The booster engines are shut down (BECO) and
centered, and the sustainer and vernier engines are activated in pitch and yaw. Shortly thereafter, the
sustainer engine is centered, and the booster package jettisoned; the sustainer engine then resumes pitch
and yaw control, and verniers deactivate in pitch and yaw.
The sequence produces two distinct transients which are greatest in the vehicle's yaw plane. These occur
at STG (BECO) and at STG + 3.1 seconds (Booster Package Jettison). The first of these is due primarily
to moments caused by the booster engines' thrust decay and the difference between the engine positions
before and after BECO. An analysis of the AC-5 configuration yields an expected transient yaw rate at
BECO of 0.19 4- 0.24 deg/sec (3a) with lesser rates in pitch. This transient is smaller than the usual
D-series vehicles because of the greater moment of inertia of the Atlas/Centaur configuration. The
vernier engines contribute very little to the reduction of these rates, for the same reason.
The booster-package separation forces produce the major portion of the moment which causes the second
transient. Booster package jettison analysis, similar to the BECO transient analysis (based on past flight
experience), gives 1.25 ± 0.95 deg/sec (3a) rates in yaw and lesser rates in pitch. Again, these rates
are smaller than other D-series vehicles having similar staging sequences because of the greater inertial
properties of Atlas/Centaur.
3.1.4 Sustainer Phase. Sustainer phase flight is that portion of flight after reactivation of sustainer
engine gimbaling at STG + 3.7 seconds until sustainer and vernier engine cutoff (SECO/VECO). This por-
tion of flight is characterized by relatively mild demands on the flight control system. The bending fre-
quencies sharply increase after jettison of the booster package, resulting in gain stabilization of all bend-
ing modes. At the same time, the propellant sloshing frequencies drop, and the reduced system lag at
these frequencies improves the sloshing stability. The speed of response of the autopilot is not critical,
and the autopilot gains are reduced accordingly. As during booster phase, the rigid body limit cycle is
predominant at an engine deflection amplitude on the order of 0.04 degree zero-to-peak.
3.1.4.1 Guidance/Autopilot Coupling. Activation of Centaur guidance at STG + 8 seconds replaces the
position gyros with the Centaur platform as a position reference. Two questionable influences occur con-
cerning vehicle dynamic stability: the influence of the inertial platform dynamics, and the influence of the
sample-and-hold nature of the guidance commands.
Analysis has shown (Appendix B4) that the departure of the platform transfer function from the ideal
(frequency-independent) position reference assumed in the analysis is significant for frequencies corre-
sponding to the third and higher mode frequencies during sustainer phase. Since the attenuation of the
engine positioning servo and the autopilot stabilization filter at these frequencies is so great, the practical
influence of the platform dynamics on the modal stability is nil; and, in fact, use of the platform as a
position reference has no influence on the system behavior at these frequencies.
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The same techniques used to analyze the Centaur stage vehicle are used in the analysis of the sample-and-
hold influence on the Atlas/Centaur sustainer-phase flight control system. The low frequency ,,guidance
mode" is produced by the integral term in the steering equation. This term is not admitted until approxi-
mately 15 seconds after steering enable, at which time the transient caused by steering enable has passed.
The influence of this term on the vehicle dynamic behavior should be barely perceptible on the flight traces.
In any case, the magnitude of the gain associated with this term, ki _ = 0.25, is such as to result in a
,,guidance mode" frequency of 0.42 rad/sec and damping of 0.5, assuming the current compute cycle
length, At, of 1.25 seconds.
3.1.4.2 Insulation Panel and Nose Fairing Jettison. At STG + 30 seconds, the insulation panels are
jettisoned. The nose fairing is jettisoned at STG + 67 seconds. Analysis has shown that the worst input to
the vehicle autopilot at panel jettison is equivalent to a step rate change of 0.04 deg/sec in pitch or yaw.
This corresponds to one panel coming off, i.e., and asymmetric condition. The AC-3 flight data showed
no discernible rigid-body transie_ at panel jettison.
Nose fairing jettison is initiated by the firing of thruster bottles mounted near the tip of each nose fairing
half. The far forward location of the nose fairing and its increased mass mean a greater vehicle dis-
turbance if only one nose fairing half should come off (worst case condition from the control standpoint).
This, in turn, can result in a larger rigid body transient. A simplified analysis shows the peak engine
response to be less than 0.16 degree for this condition, well within control capability margins. It should
be noted in addition that the jettison of the AC-3 nose fairing halves resulted in a 0.07 degree, 0.7 cps
disturbance on the sustainer engine traces. It can therefore be concluded that no control difficulties exist
as a result of insulation panel or nose fairing jettison.
3.1.4.3 Simultaneous SECO/VECO. At propellant depletion, the sustainer and vernier engines are shut
down and the separation sequence begins. Of interest at this time are the residual vehicle rates after
shutdown. A simplified analysis based on guidance-commanded rates and command signal levels when the
electrical disconnect is fired yields an approximately -0.21 + 0.42 deg/sec rate in pitch and 0 + 0.42
deg/sec in yaw. A second approach, based upon the flight data from six Atlas/Mercury flights, yields
+ 0.58 deg/sec in pitch, + 0.66 deg/sec in yaw, and + 0.49 deg/sec in roll. All of these rates are within
the allowable levels necessary for successful Atlas/Centaur separation, and it may be concluded that
simultaneous SECO/VECO creates no difficulties with the separation sequence which follows.
3.2 ATLAS/CENTAUR SEPARATION PHASE. The separation sequence for the AC-5 and all succeeding
vehicles differs only slightly from that of AC-4. The Atlas retrorockets are fired two seconds after SECO/
VECO (2.6 seconds for AC-4) and the Centaur coast-phase attitude-control system is not activated, since
positive control of the Centaur stage is not necessary during the separation sequence. The analysis which
follows was made by summarizing past analyses performed in support of the separation system design.
3.2.1 Design Criteria. The philosophic basis of the present separation system design is fundamentally
one of minimizing the vehicle performance lost (due to gravity losses) between SECO/VECO and MES while
reducing the probability of collision between the two stages to acceptable (near zero) levels. This dictates
a fast (as opposed to the earlier slow) separation sequence to minimize the time spent at essentially zero
thrust. At the same time, the exit plane of the engine bells must clear the forward edge of the adapter
before the prestart sequence begins, which is approximately nine feet of relative separation. This is to
prevent an explosive concentration of oxygen and hydrogen collecting within the interstage-adapter section.
In addition, the two stages require a relative separation of about 27 feet at MES to prevent undue heating
of the Centaur aft bulkhead because of flame impingement on the expended Atlas sustainer stage.
3.2.2 Design Considerations. The major design problem is to minimize the probability of collision while
the Centaur engines are still within the adapter. Speed of separation is dictated only by the thrust level
and number of retrorockets used.
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3.2.2.1 Guide Rails (Latch Straps). The guide rails (latch straps on AC-5 and earlier vehicles) serve
to prevent collision between the forward edge of the interstage adapter for the first few inches of longitudi-
nal motion. In effect, they serve to damp out any relative angular motion between the two stages produced
by the forces and disturbances acting during the first few inches of motion. Beyond this point they are
unnecessary since the relative clearance becomes much greater.
3.2.2.2 Location of Retrorockets. The ideal location of the retrorockets is one that will minimize the
relative lateral motion between the forward edge of the interstage adapter and the Centaur vehicle. This
requires that the net thrust vector pass through the center of percussion of the sustainer section. The
obvious location of the retrorockets would be forward of this center of percussion with the thrust vector
directed through it. However, this does not account for uncertainties in the thrust vector angle; small
angular deviations can produce large lateral motions at the forward edge.
The retrorockets could be circumferentially distributed about the center of percussion such that the longi-
tudinal components of the retro thrust produce no pitching or yawing moments about the center of gravity.
The lateral components, since they act through the center of percussion, produce no lateral motion at the
adapter forward edge.
The optimum location is actually somewhere between the two extremes as shown in Reference 8 and
depends on the uncertainties in the retrorocket thrust-vector angle and thrust-versus-time history. Since
these uncertainties are difficult to evaluate with precision, the safest location is at the center of percussion.
The optimum circumferential location is likewise a function of the uncertainties of the retrorocket per-
formance and also a function of the residual rates of the Atlas/Centaur prior to separation. The residual
rates are small (less than + 1 deg/sec at SECO/VECO). (See Reference 9 .) Their influence on the choice
of circumferential location is likewise small, and therefore ignored. (See Reference 8 .) With the longi-
tudinal location at the center of percussion, the ideally selected circumferential locations would prevent
pitching and yawing moments about the center of gravity.
3.2.2.3 Number of Retrorockets. The number of retrorockets chosen is a function of the impulse per
retrorocket. However, as brought out in Reference 10, the more retrorockets, the better; the failure of
one of a large number would produce a smaller effect on the separation dynamics.
3.2.2.4 Additional Considerations. For a given impulse from all retrorockets, the preference is for a
high thrust over a short period of time. This is because a great part of the impulse will be expended
while the angular disturbances due to retro thrust are restrained by the guide rails.
The time interval between SECO/VECO and the firing of the shaped charge and subsequently the retro-
rockets, should be sufficient to allow the sustainer engine thrust to decay to near zero. This time interval
can be shortened, but there is a greater risk of collision.
3.2.3 Mathematical Model. The analysis is confined to the time subsequent to the firing of the eight
retrorockets. The two stages are treated as rigid bodies having the following forces acting on them:
ao
b.
Co
Atlas retrorockets.
Atlas sustainer and vernier engine thrust decays.
Guide rail (latch strap) forces.
The remaining forces due to the interstage electrical and Centaur LO2-tank boiloff valve discom-lects are
insignificant by comparison (Reference 8 ). The Centaur boost-pump exhaust forces are likewise insig-
nificant, being less than 10 pounds apiece. The guide rail (latch strap) forces are important only because
they restrain relative lateral motion between the two stages for the first twelve inches or so of longitudi-
nal motion.
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The separation analysis discussed in this section is based on the equations derived in Appendix A. The
basic data pertinent to the separation system is given in Appendix E.
3.2.4 Separation Distance. Since the forces acting on the Centaur stage produce such small accelera-
tions, they are neglected in the calculation of the longitudinal separation distance. The only significant
forces acting are those of the retrorockets and the sustainer and vernier-engine thrust decays. These
forces (3a) are given in Figure 3.2-1 and result in the displacement versus time relationship given in
Figure 3.2-2 for the case of one retrorocket failure.
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The guide rails are cleared in 0. 375 second, and 9 feet of separation is achieved in 1.25 seconds after
retrorocket ignition. There is more than 11 feet of separation at prestart and 40 feet at MES. This
satisfies the separation distance criteria.
3.2.5 Probability of Collision. The probability of collision between the interstage adapter and the
Centaur main-engine bells or associated hardware can be determined by using Equation A-36 from
Appendix A:
n
n 2
P(E) < q E P(E]E k) + _(n- 1) q (3.2-1)
k=l
Of the eight single retrorocket failure possibilities, the failure of the one nearest the center of gravity,
No. 8, will result in the greatest torque about the sustainer-stage center of gravity (Figure E-l) and hence
the largest lateral displacement of the interstage-adapter forward edge. Equation 3.2-1 can be simplified
considerably by using the following conservative approximation:
n 2
P(E) < nqP(EIE8) + _w(n-1)q (3.2-2)
The probability of collision relative to the hypothesis that retrorocket No. 8 has failed is
P(EIE8) -- p(]S z [ > C[E8) (3.2-3)
1
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This probability can be calculated by considering Szl as being composed of two components.. The first is
the nominal or mean value of Szl, Sz 1, relative to the hypothesis that retrorocket No. 8 has failed. The
second component is the dispersion in Szl with respect to Szl relative to the same hypothesis. The mean
displacement Szl is evaluated from Equation A-18. This equation is
m2_2R 1 _ (3.2-4)
- _._ (sin_. + )
= 12 Xni= 1 1
z 1
where
o
1
= -S + m--_ (tx - f) TR(I") dr - n (i x - r) FR(r ) dr (3.2-5)Xl o
The upper limits in the integrals of (3.2-5), TO andT_ x, are the nominal times required to clear the guide
rails (effective latch strap length) and achieve x feet of axial separation respectively. The nominal axial
separation distance versus time relationship is determined by using Equation A-16. This relationship is
given by
t
1 / (t - T) [TR(r ) - n FR(r)] dl". (3.2-6)g =m2x 1
o
and is represented by the plot of Figure 3.2-2.
Assuming the effective length of the guide rails (latch straps) to be one foot, To is 0. 375 second and t 9
(the time to achieve 9 feet of axial separation) is 1.25 seconds. Using the basic data given in Appendix E,
m2£2R
12
- 0.530
n
1 _ (sinai +_) =-0.206
n
i=l
i#8
(3.2-7)
the parameter X (- Sxl = 9.0), upon numerically evaluating (3.2-5), is
X(-S =9.0) =4.05
x I
(3.2-8)
Therefore, relative to the hypothesis that retrorocket No. 8 has failed, the nominal lateral displacement
of the forward end of the interstage adapter with respect to the Centaur clearance envelope is
z 1
= -(0.530)(4.05)(-O.206)
= O. 442 ft (5.30 inches) (3.2-9)
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From Equation A-20, the standard deviation of lateral displacement is given by
n bS z 2
(3.2-10)
The standard deviation of the retrorocket thrust attenuation parameter, _ i' has been calculated from test
results to be 0. 057 at a confidence level of 95 percent. The standard deviation of residual turning rate,
_o' from Atlas/Mercury flight tests, is estimated to be approximately 0.50 deg/sec. Using Equations
A-28 and A-29 from Appendix A, (3.2-10) yields
_S = 0.772 inch (3.2-11)
Z
1
The available clearance, c, as the adapter passes the aft end of the Centaur main engine bells (- Sxl =
9.0 ft), is 10.8 inches. Therefore, in addition to the failure of retrorocket No. 8, it would require a 7_
dispersion in rocket thrusts and residual turning rate in order to have a collision.
3.2.6 System Adequacy. In view of the preceding results, the first term in Equation 3.2-2 can be neg-
lected for any reasonably acceptable retroroeket reliability. The overall probability of collision is there-
fore approximately:
= n 2
P(E) --_ (n - 1)g (3.2-12)
Assuming the retrorockets to be 99 percent reliable, the overall probability of collision would be about
0. 003. This figure is regarded as adequate.
3.3 POWERED FLIGHT PHASE. Centaur powered flight, for purposes of this report, begins with the
main engine ignition transient and ends with main engine cutoff. The AC-5 flight is a one-burn mission
with the main engines firing for approximately 412 seconds.
The flight control system maintains control of the vehicle in pitch, yaw, and roll. The vehicle attitude
reference in the pitch and yaw planes is obtained from the Centaur guidance computer via the resolver
chain. The roll attitude reference is obtained by integrating a signal proportional to the vehicle roll rate
within the autopilot.
The basic control problem is concerned with the stability of the rigid body motions. Sufficient gimbal
capability is built into the system to enable the engines to be trimmed (Reference 11), i.e., the net thrust
vector can be pointed through the vehicle center .of gravity at all flight times. However, the major prob-
lem of flight control is that of ensuring stability of the system in the presence of the principal modes of
oscillation, i.e., guidance, propellant sloshing, and body bending. A complete analysis of the flexible
bodied vehicle including all system parasitics would be needlessly complicated. The wide separation be-
tween the low frequency dynamics, i.e., guidance, propellant sloshing and rigid body modes, and the
higher frequency elastic body bending modes permits separate treatment of each phase of the problem,
since there is negligible coupling between the two.
3.3.1 Ignition Phase. Reference 12 documents a study to determine the nature and magnitude of tran-
sient attitude excursions of Centaur during and immediately following engine ignition. Also considered
was the extent to which these excursions depend upon: (1) uneven ignition of the two engines, (2) operation
of the engine servohydraulic power supplies, (3) initial thrust chamber positions, and (4) rigging errors
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and thrust misalignments. The AC-2 configuration was recently analyzed to update the Reference 12 study.
The results, with a discussion of system operation as applied to the AC-5 configuration, are given below.
3.3.1.1 Autopilot. The ignition transient period is defined as that portion of powered flight between MES
and Steering Enable (MES + 4). The initial conditions at MES result from events occurring before and
during the separation sequence. (The autopilot is in a coast phase configuration with its integrators nulled
until MES. ) When the hydraulic system recirculating pump is activated 0.5 second after SECO/VECO, the
main engines will begin to gimbal in response to the rate signals existing within the autopilot. Since these
signals are at low levels, the engines will move toward a centered, or nulled position.
At MES, the autopilot is changed to the powered-phase configuration, and the integrators are unnulled.
The thrust of each main engine increases from zero to approximately 15,000 pounds in less than two
seconds. The main hydraulic supply pump is driven by the propellant turbopump. The hydraulic supply
pressure for the four engine actuators rises to approximately 1100 psi simultaneously with the turbopump
speed and the thrust buildup. Because the reference vector is removed at MES, the Centaur vehicle has
no position reference until MES + 4 seconds. As a result of the transient condition and/or the conditions
immediately preceding MES, the vehicle may be oriented several degrees from the desired attitude when
steering is enabled. Another transient will be produced, but under the more easily analyzed conditions of
full thrust and full power. This transient is discussed in Subsection 3.3-2.
3.3.1.2 Hydraulic System. At 8 seconds prior to MES, the recirculation pump is activated, permitting
coast phase gimbaling of the engines. In the absence of any significant position error, the engines will
move to within a few tenths of a degree of null, thus minimizing the vehicle attitude excursions and attitude
rates during the transient following MES.
MES marks the beginning of main hydraulic pump operation. As the pressure on the high pressure side of
the system rises, the bootstrap piston displaces, proportionately increasing the reservoir pressure.
When the system supply pressure reaches and exceeds approximately 600 psi, the accumulator piston is
displaced, permitting fluid flow into the accumulator. The pressure rises still further until a pressure of
approximately 1020 psid is established between the high pressure side and the reservoir. The relief valve
opens, permitting the fluid to flow back to the reservoir. During this supply pressure buildup, an attitude
excursion of the Centaur vehicle takes place, causing the appropriate servovalves to activate and permit-
ting high pressure flow to the actuators. When the pump has reached its steady-state flow rate, the supply
pressure seeks some steady-state level, normally approximately 1100 psi, with the net flow into or out of
the high pressure side equal to zero. The time required to reach this steady level depends on the flow
rate versus time history of the pump, the severity of the vehicle attitude excursion, and hence the flow
into the pitch and yaw/roll actuators.
3.3.1.3 Vehicle Dynamics. For purposes of this study, the operation of the propulsion system is sum-
marized by the pump speed rise curve shown in Figure 3.3-1 and the envelope of thrust buildup curves
shown in Figure 3.3-2. The former is taken from recent acceptance tests by the engine manufacturers
and the latter from the engine specification (Reference 13). It is assumed that the actual thrust buildup
curve lies within the limits of Figure 3.3-2. The difference in the thrust rise between one engine and the
other constitutes the major parameter variation in the study. This difference, in terms of differential
impulse, _I, is
2
_I = f (T 1 - T2)dt
O
(3.3-1)
In addition, there can be a steady-state thrust difference once the engines have reached full thrust. These
two parameters, thrust and pump speed buildup, constitute major variables in the parameter study of the
system and are discussed below in connection with overall system behavior.
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Figure 3.3-1. Typical Hydraulic Pump Speed Starting Transient for Centaur Engines
The mathematical model used to describe the system behavior in the study was that of a rigid vehicle with
two pendulums to duplicate the effect of propellant slosh, and two gimbaled masses representing the main
engines. The earlier studies (Reference 12) indicated that only pitch and roll plane dynamics need be con-
sidered because the yaw transient is negligible. Engine thrust is the major force acting on the system.
The conditions having the greatest influence on the system are the initial rates and the position of the
thrust chambers prior to main engine start. The model is the same as that used in the stability studies of
powered flight except that the main engine dynamics are included in greater detail. Since the time period
analyzed encompasses four seconds of flight, the dynamic properties of the vehicle are assumed to be
constant with the values which apply at MES for the AC-2 vehicle.
The major engine parameters, other than their inertial properties (Appendix E) are those of gimbal block
friction, effective thrust misalignment, and spring rates of the supporting structure. Main engine gimbal
block friction was assumed to consist of two components, coulomb and viscous friction. It was further
assumed that the coulomb component had to be overcome by the application of, at minimum, 20 ft-lb of
torque to the engine about the gimbal block for zero engine thrust, and 200 ft-lb for full engine thrust.
Application of torque would be a linear function of thrust levels. The viscous, or engine velocity depen-
dent component, was assumed to be constant, independent of the thrust level, and equal to five ft-lb/deg/
sec. The thrust vector of each engine was assumed to be misaligned in pitch by 0.54 degree, in yaw by
0.36 degree, and in such a direction to cause the greatest attitude excursion. This misalignment includes
rigging error, vehicle center-of-gravity uncertainty, as well as actual misalignment of the thrust vector
with respect to the thrust chamber centerline. The figures are not unrealistically large.
The thrust vector was assumed to pass to one side of the intersection of the pitch and yaw/roll gimbal
axes by 0.01 foot in such a way to oppose the corrective motion of the engines in response to the ignition
transient. The spring rates assumed for the actuators and their supporting structure are as quoted in
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Appendix E. There is an additional effective spring rate of the gimbal block in the longitudinal direction.
This is so high, as determined from static loading tests, as to be negligible in its effects on the study.
The initial conditions at MES assumed for the study were zero initial vehicle rates and engine positions,
and slosh pendulum angles of five degrees in a direction to maximize the attitude transient. In the actual
case, the engines at MES are oriented to reduce the attitude error (with respect to the reference vector).
Likewise the actual vehicle rate tends to reduce the attitude error. Thus the assumptions above are con-
servative in that they tend to increase the attitude error at steering enable. In addition, the hydraulic
system supply pressure is assumed to be zero at MES, even though the recirculation pump provides a
small supply pressure of approximately 90 psi.
The engine differential impulse is assumed equivalent to taking a typical thrust versus time curve as de-
termined from engine firing (Figure 3.3-3) and delaying it in time with respect to an identical curve on
the other engine. The steady-state thrust level difference is assumed equivalent to attentuating the thrust
rise curve of one thrust chamber with respect to the other. In all cases, both thrust rise curves fit within
the shaded area of Figure 3.3-2.
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Figure 3.3-3. Thrust Rise versus Time Used in Analog Computer Simulation
The vehicle dynamic behavior is as follows. At MES, the autopilot programmer issues a discrete com-
mand to activate the turbopumps on the two main engines. The hydraulic supply pressures and engine
thrusts increase as the speed of the turbopumps increase. Differences in the response times of the two
engines produce unavoidable differences in the rates of thrust buildup, measured in terms of differential
impulse. The differential impulse and the initial misalignment of the thrust vectors with respect to trim
conditions cause the vehicle to begin rotating. The vehicle rates are sensed by the Centaur rate gyros
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and commands are sent to the engine actuators to gimbal the two main engines to reduce these rates. The
amplitude and duration of this command is dependent upon the severity of the disturbance. Depending upon
the command, the time rate of change of the hydraulic fluid supply pressure may decrease and possibly
even become temporarily negative. Coupling of the pitch and roll actuators on an engine through their
common hydraulic supply causes the flow available to an actuator to decrease if the other actuator is in a
high demand condition. It is expected that this coupling is of importance only for relatively large ignition
transients and/or for markedly low values of hydraulic supply pressure. The latter condition can exist if,
for example, the hydraulic pump efficiency is low due to absorbed gases in the hydraulic fluid. The thrust
and the supply pressure reach more or less steady-state conditions by MES ÷ 3. Thereafter the vehicle
flight control system continues to respond to the conditions caused by the transient. The equations of
motion of the overall system are derived in Reference 12 and in Appendix B.
3.3.1.4 System Criteria. To determine the adequacy of the Centaur stage flight control system in the
ignition transient condition, it is desirable to have some criteria by which to judge the system. Unfor-
tunately, no criteria have been formally established, and one must rely on good design practice.
The most obvious consideration is that of performance. The impulse expended during the transient condi-
tion must not result in fuel depletion before the desired guidance objectives are reached. No upper limit
has been established for the allowable impulse perpendicular to the desired flight path, although 50,000
lb-sec was determined acceptable (Reference 14) for the AC-3 configuration. In actuality, the orientation
of the vehicle at MES can be other than that specified by the guidance system and performance could be
lost over and above that lost due to the ignition transient.
Lacking formal criteria, the approach used was to require the autopilot to regain control by the time of
steering enable. This is achieved when the thrust chambers come off their stops. The major flight con-
trol system parameter affecting this situation is total gimbal angle capability. The larger this is, the
larger the moment which can be balanced by gimbaling the thrust chamber. For the 1C (AC-3) and follow-
ing vehicles, the gimbaling capability was increased to + 3.0 degrees to ensure control capability in the
presence of engine alignment and vehicle center-of-gravity uncertainties.
The ignition transient condition imposes conditions on other portions of the system. For example, the
inertial platform must be capable of sustaining the vehicle rates imposed on it by the vehicle. Reference
5 specifies that the platform should be capable of sustaining a body rate of the form
-K2t
0, _, or 0 = K 1 e sin K3t (3.3-2)
where
K 1 = 30 deg/sec
-1
K 2 = 0.36 sec
K 3 = 3.2 rad/sec
This represents a rigid body transient, such as would be experienced at MES, having a peak rate of
approximately 25 deg/sec.
Another consideration is that of loads. In this area, the loads on the aft bulkhead are largely a function of
the thrust buildup with the control system contributing a small additional increment. The present bulk-
head is capable of sustaining control loads well in excess of those predicted by the following analysis. It
should be noted that the major control system load will come from the engine hitting the actuator stops, a
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shockloadingdeterminedbyknowingtheenginevelocityandmassandthespringrateof the actuatorsup-
port structure. This loadingis a designconsiderationonthebulkheadandactuatorsupportstructure.
3.3.1.5 System Analysis. An analog computer simulation of the vehicle and flight control system as
defined by the set of equations derived in Appendix B was set up. The major parameter in the transient
at engine ignition is the differential impulse during the first two seconds after MES.
The results showed that the vehicle was able to recover with an impulse as great as 8,000 lb-sec (the
largest impulse investigated) but required the engines to be driven to their stops for a period of six sec-
onds. For any impulse a little greater than 4, 000 lb-sec, the engines will drive to their stops in the
recovery maneuver.
Another variable was the delay between the beginning of thrust buildup and beginning of hydraulic pump
flow rise. At the lower impulses there was almost no noticeable difference in the transient as the delay
was increased from zero to 0.3 second. At 8,000 lb-sec the only noticeable difference was an increase
in maximum attitude excursion of one degree, and a decrease in the rate at which the thrust chambers
drove to their stops. A maximum steady-state thrust differential of 2,200 pounds required 1.85 degrees
of engine deflection to zero the body pitching moment. The maximum deflection available was 2.5 degrees
for the AC-2 configuration. Note that these figures are well in excess of those reasonably expected and
those observed on the flights of AC-2 and AC-3.
A nominal case for impulse and pump flow delay was set up and runs were made to determine: 1) the
effect of engine thrust misalignment in pitch and yaw, and 2) the initial condition on the oxidizer and fuel
pendulums.
A nominal impulse of 2,000 lb-sec, a steady-state thrust differential of 550 pounds, and no delay in pump
flow were simulated. The combination of thrust misalignment and initial pendulum angles giving greatest
attitude transient during engine ignition was determined. This was used as the nominal case. Using the
nominal parameters, analog computer runs were made for the various combinations of differential impulse
and steady-state thrust differential listed in Table 3.3-1. For each of these combinations, hydraulic sup-
ply pump speed buildup was delayed 0.0, 0.15, and 0.3 second (with respect to the nominal buildup). It
should be noted that the ratio of differential impulse to steady-state thrust differential is held constant.
Table 3.3-1. Impulse and Thrust Combinations Used in Computer Simulations
DIFFERENTIAL IMPULSE
(lb-sec)
STEADY-STATE
DIFFERENTIAL THRUST
(ib)
0 0
2000 550 (nominal}
4000 1100
6000 1650
800O 2200
Figure 3.3-4 illustrates some of the important variables as a function of time for the nominal case as
taken from the analog simulation. Note that, 1) steering enable at MES + 4 seconds is not simulated, and
2) the so-called nominal parameters for differential impulse and steady-state thrust difference are easily
double those actually encountered on the AC-2 and AC-3 flights.
Because of the importance of differential impulse, the variations in angular displacements and rates were
plotted as functions of_I defined as the integral of the thrust difference between main engine start (MES)
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and MES plus two seconds (Equation 3.3-1). Figure 3.3-5 is a plot of the maximum value of pitch attitude
and pitch rate occurring during the ignition transient. The pitch rate shows a gradual increase in slope
as the differential impulse is increased, reaching a value of 12.4 deg/sec at 8000 lb-sec. The pitch atti-
tude, on the other hand, shows a marked increase in slope after 4000 lb-sec. This is caused by the fact
that the engines are at their maximum deflection as shown in Figure 3.3-6. - This figure also shows the
length of time the engines are at their maximum deflection. The longer they are deflected, the greater
the attitude error. It is seen from Figure 3.3-6 that a differential impulse greater than about 6000 lb-sec
causes the engines to remain on their stops until steering enable and beyond. This does not mean loss of
mission; the transient is more severe than should be reasonably expected. The maximum engine veloci-
ties are shown in Figure 3.3-7. The maximum velocities increase as the impulse is increased, then begin
to level out as the maximum velocity for the actuator is approached. The difference in rates between
51 max and 5 2 max is a result of the delay in supply pressure buildup in the C2 hydraulic system. Figure
3.3-8 shows the maximum load pressure as a function of differential impulse. Until the actuator goes to
the end of its travel the load is low, about 340 psi. After hitting the limits the pressure goes to the full
value between the supply and return pressure, this being 1100 psi. This pressure is not transmitted to
the structure. In yaw, the load pressure remains at 200 psi for almost all conditions, increasing 10 to 20
psi as the impulse is increased. The maximum roll rate and roll attitude were both small under all con-
ditions. The thrust misalignment in roll had been set to give a maximum roll rate. The rate experienced
at engine ignition on the AC-2 flight was considerably less than that shown for the nominal case of 2000
lb-sec differential impulse in the simulation. See Figure 3.3-9.
The yaw actuator rates and deflections shown in Figure 3.3-10 were likewise small. These rates include
the effects of the roll channel only, the yaw channel being omitted from the simulation.
16 -40
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Figure 3.3-5. Maximum Pitch Attitude and Attitude Rate Excursions versus Differential Impulse
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Figure 3.3-6. Maximum C-1 Engine Pitch Excursion and Time on Stop versus Differential Impulse
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Figure 3.3-7. Maximum Engine Pitch Gimbaling Rates versus Differential Impulse
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Figure 3.3-10. Maximum C-1 Engine Yaw Gimbal Angles and Gimbaling
Rates versus Differential Impulse
The total impulse between MES and MES + 4 seconds, as measured in the pitch plane at MES is given by:
4
A, =] 1 -
z 5-7.3 [Tl18-61 V51 2
O
This quantity, (AIz), is assumed to be a measure of the impulse expended perpendicular to the desired
attitude and is shown in Figure 3.3-11 as a function of AI. As expected, this impulse increases with
increasing differential impulse. Note that it does not become large until the differential impulse is such
as to cause the engines to gimbal to their stops, and that in all cases, it is less than that previously judged
tolerable (50, 000 lb-sec). This must be interpreted with caution, because the referenced 50, 000 lb-sec
figure includes the impulse that would be used in a recovery maneuver.
3.3.1.6 Conclusions and System Adequacy. The preceding analysis shows that the Centaur flight control
system can cope with extremely large differential impulses or, to put it in another way, with large varia-
tions in engine behavior at ignition. For impulses six times as large as seen on the AC-2 and AC-3 flights,
the vehicle will recover control before steering enable, and well within the allowable impulse loss. All
parameters in the analysis were set in such a way as to produce the most detrimental effect. The analysis
is strictly applicable only to the AC-2 configuration. However, an examination of Table 3.3-2 shows the
AC-2 results to be indicative of AC-5 behavior. The control capability for very large differential impulses,
where the engines have gimbaled to their stops, is greater than for AC-2 because of the increased gimbal
angle capability. The roll transient will be somewhat more severe because of the smaller roll moment
of inertia on AC-5. In sum, the response at MES is basically similar to that shown here. The wide range
of differential impulse shown to be within system capabilities indicates considerable margin in the AC-5
flight control system for controlling uneven engine ignition.
3.3.2
pilot.
error.
Steerin_ Enable Transients. Four seconds after MES, guidance signals are admitted to the auto-
At the instant of steering enable the autopilot will suddenly sense and respond to a large position
The transient caused by steering enable is a function of the commanded attitude change and the
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Figure 3.3-11. Total Perpendicular Impulse at MES + 4 versus Differential Impulse
Table 3.3-2. Comparison of Major Differences Affecting Ignition Transient
Response of the AC-2 and AC-5 Centaur Vehicles at MES
AC-2 AC-5
QUANTITY MES MES
(ft/sec 2 ) 26.1 27.42
M (slugs) 919 834.2
r
M T (slugs) 1,150 1,091
I (slug-ft 2 ) 56,200 56,224
YYr
I (slug-ft 2 ) 3,800 2,105.6
XX
r
kS5 (sec -2 ) 4.17 4.18
channel selector limits. The magnitude of the command is equal to the angle between the vehicle roll
axis and the reference attitude vector in the pitch (and yaw) planes. Roll plane is not of concern since the
only roll attitude reference is that provided by the roll autopilot integrator. Since the channel selector
limiting characteristics are well defined, the magnitude of the attitude command becomes the independent
variable in any attempt to estimate the steering enable transients. For the AC-5 vehicle this command is
primarily the result of the main engine ignition transient.
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The steering enable transients of the AC-5 flight will be significantly less severe than those of the AC-2
and AC-3 flights. This is the result of 1) a smaller change in the reference attitude vector at MES + 4
relative to SECO/VECO (0.4 degree as compared to approximately 20 degrees for AC-2 and AC-3), and
2) AC-5 vehicle commanded rates are limited to 1.6 deg/sec (nominal), the result of a new channel selec-
tor limiter (Reference 15) compared to approximately 8 deg/sec for the AC-2 and AC-3 configurations.
The characteristics of the new channel selector are shown in Figure 3.3-12. Thus the demands on the
AC-5 flight control and hydraulic systems at steering enable will be minimal.
Reference 16 estimates the maximum (3G) attitude dispersions at MES + 4 to be:
pitch_ -0.4+ 8.04
yaw _ ± 7.44
The steady-state bias results from the steering vector change at MES + 4 relative to SECO/VECO. It
should be borne in mind that there are many factors for which there is no detailed knowledge available.
The above estimates are based on the following assumptions:
ao The residual rates at SECO/VECO, used to calculate the attitude dispersions at MES, have been de-
rived from Mercury flight data. This data is analogous to the conditions on Atlas/Centaur because
both have simultaneous SECO/VECO. It is assumed that these rates remain constant from SECO/
VECO to MES; i.e., it is assumed that a "clean" separation will occur.
b. Attitude dispersions as the result of the main engine ignition transient assume a maximum differential
impulse of 6,000 lb-sec. Saturation effects of the autopilot integrator and engine trim angle disper-
sions have been included. Autopilot errors arising from integrator drift have been neglected.
I I I I
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- -]. 0
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-2.0
Figure 3.3-12. Channel Selector Limiting Characteristics
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Figure3.3-13illustratestheeffectsof variousstep commands on peak vehicle angular accelerations,
rates, and engine deflections as the result of the channel selector limiter. The data for this figure has
been obtained from a single-plane analog computer simulation. The mathematical model assumes rigid
body dynamics only and includes a nonlinear actuator (see Appendix B2.4.2.4).
3.3.3 Rigid-Body/Propellant-Sloshing Stability. Normally, two methods are used to analyze the
propellant-sloshing/rigid-body stability, time-slice root loci and time-varying analog simulations. The
root loci provide valuable insight regarding the stability characteristics of the system. The nonlinearities
of the engine actuator system are represented by a simplified describing function. The disadvantage that
prevents exclusive use of this technique is that nonlinear, amplitude-dependent propellant slosh damping
cannot be accurately represented in the linear fixed-time analysis. Therefore, the usual procedure is to
use the root loci for synthesis of the control system, then to use the time-varying analog simulation (which
contains the effects of nonlinear propellant slosh damping) to obtain quantitative limit cycle predictions.
Preliminary analysis of the AC-5 configuration showed that its stability characteristics are very similar
to those of its predecessors, the AC-2, AC-3, and AC-4 vehicles. Due to weight differences among the
configurations, slightly different sloshing mode frequencies are evidenced at corresponding propellant
levels. However, the general stability characteristics are the same. The most critical time is that at
which the rigid-body control mode and the Centaur-oxidizer sloshing-mode frequencies approach each
other. Since this occurs late in flight, the slosh-mode damping by the thrust barrel in the oxidizer tank
is more than sufficient to prevent instability.
Previous correlation of root loci predicted frequencies with the analog computer and flight test data for
AC-2 (Reference 17 ) has shown the mathematical model used to be reasonably accurate. Further,
experience with the Centaur analog computer simulation has shown the time-varying and time-slice limit
¢q
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Figure 3.3-13. Steering Enable Transient at MES + 4
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cycleamplitudes to be virtually the same. This is due to the very slowly varying nature of the coefficients
of the differentia/ equations relative to the frequencies of the dynamic oscillations. Consideration of the
above and the root loci for AC-5 was the reason a time-varying analog computer simulation for AC-5 was
not performed.
3.3.3.1 Mathematical Model. The analysis presented here is based on the pendulum analogy to duplicate
the forces and moments produced by sloshing propellants. Only the fundamental sloshing mode in each
propellant stage is considered. The vehicle body is assumed rigid. The dynamics of the overdamped
Centaur rate gyros have been approximated by a single lag. The analysis is the same for the pitch and
yaw planes, since the vehicle inertial properties in these two planes are essentially identical. The major
difference is in the engine actuator system characteristics, as illustrated in the low frequency engine
servoactuator approximation shown in Figures 3.3-14 and 3.3-15. Roll plane analysis considers the rigid
body only, as the vehicle is assumed to rotate about its propellants.
3.3.3.2 Stability Criteria. No uniform set of stability criteria exists for a nonlinear system such as the
Centaur stage flight control system. The usual concepts of settling time, response time, etc., have no
meaning in a system whose response is nonlinear with respect to control input amplitude. For example,
the settling time, as usually defined, may well be infinite if the limit cycle amplitude is of the same order
of magnitude as the command.
In a situation like this, flexible approach must be used in synthesizing a system. A rigid criterion could
unnecessarily penalize a system design because of cost or unreliability. Basically, then, the problem is
to keep the control loads to a minimum, while maintaining the proper attitude, and using as simple a
design as possible. Also in considering loads, one is interested not only in their magnitude, but also their
history; for example, propellant duct flexing should be kept to a minimum in order to reduce fatigue.
In an evaluation of the existing Centaur flight control system, if the control loads are well within hydraulic
system capability, the limit cycles are stable, proper attitude is maintained, and commanded engine excur-
sions do not exceed gimbaling capability (except during special situations like the ignition transient condi-
tion), then the system is judged to be adequate.
3.3.3.3 Stability Analysis. Figures 3.3-16 through 3.3-20 depict the stability analysis and show the
root loci at five flight times during powered flight. These loci together with the low frequency engine
servoactuator approximation, Figures 3.3-14 and 3.3-15, can be used to predict possible engine limit
cycles. It can be seen that there is a possibility of three limit cycles throughout most of powered flight.
The engine gimbal angle will oscillate about its trim condition with an amplitude and frequency that corre-
spond to the particular conditions prevailing, such as amplitude of sloshing propellants, external dis-
turbances, and the degree of coupling between the sloshing and rigid-body dynamics. An examination of
the root loci indicate that all possible limit cycles are self-exciting, i.e., instability is indicated for low
/
values of K c, hence low amplitudes.
Since the roll moment of inertia has been assumed to be independent of the changing liquid oxygen and
liquid hydrogen masses, the roll plane stability characteristics remain the same throughout Centaur
powered flight. Figure 3.3-21 presents a typical roll plane root locus.
The pitch plane root loci predict stable limit cycles throughout powered flight. The most critical flight
time is encountered about 40 seconds prior to MECO. Figure 3.3-19 shows that the liquid oxygen tank
slosh dipole has flipped to a potentially unstable configuration (pole below the zero), a situation similar
to that encountered in the analysis of the AC-3 vehicle. There exists, however, one significant difference:
the rigid body frequency of the AC-5 configuration is lower than that of AC-3. This decreases coupling
between the liquid oxygen sloshing mode and the rigid body control mode, hence the engine response is
decreased. The lower frequency has resulted from an increase in weight and moment of inertia of the
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AC-5 vehicle over that of the AC-3 configuration. Figure 3.3-19 together with the pitch low frequency
engine servoactuator curve, Figure 3.3-14, predicts an engine limit cycle amplitude of 0.05 degree.
This predicted limit cycle amplitude is very conservative since it is based on linear wall wiping damping
only. The fluid level at this time is approximately three inches below the top of the thrust barrel. At
this fluid level it is not unreasonable to expect a large amount of nonlinear amplitude-dependent damping
as the result of the thrust barrel and baffle support structures. Under these circumstances, the limit
cycle amplitude is likely to be much smaller than predicted. The analysis performed uses damping data
from Reference 18. This data is based on experimental slosh test results for the Centaur oxidizer tank.
Additional points are shown on the loci showing the effect of autopilot phase lead and phase lag extremes
that may exist for Kc 5, and nominal KA with KI, KR, and T taking extreme values from their tolerance
band as set forth in Reference 2 . Although the extreme phase lag condition noticeably deteriorates all
dynamic responses, the system remains adequately damped and stable.
3.3.3.4 Stability Summary. In summarizing stability, the root loci predict small rigid body limit cycles
with still smaller slosh limit cycles throughout powered flight. Because of the frequency separation
between the liquid oxygen sloshing and rigid body modes, it is expected that the slosh limit cycle will not
couple with the rigid body control mode. Thus it is expected that the rigid body mode will be the primary
driving force of the flight control system throughout powered flight.
Figures 3.3-22 and 3.3-23 present a comparison of the root locus predicted limit cycle frequencies and
amplitudes of the AC-3, AC-4, and AC-5 configurations. Note that although the AC-4 powered flight phase
consists of two portions separated by a coast phase, the vehicle weight and inertia data do not vary sig-
nificantly during coast; hence these figures have been plotted versus main engine burn time. In general,
the AC-5 limit cycle amplitudes are too small to be accurately determined from the root loci. Liquid
oxygen sloshing limit cycles have not been predicted near MECO because the corresponding loci, Figures
3.3-19 and 3.3-20, show that the liquid oxygen tank is well damped.
Figure 3.3-22 shows that the AC-5 slosh and rigid body frequencies in general fall between those of AC-3
and AC-4, nearly matching those of AC-4. The AC-5 payload and dry vehicle weights are lighter than
those of AC-4, resulting in slightly higher rigid body and sloshing frequencies from the decrease in
vehicle inertia and increase in axial acceleration respectively (for comparable tanking levels). However,
the AC-5 is not nearly as light as the AC-3. A comparison of the predicted limit cycle amplitudes
(Figure 3.3-23) shows the predicted slosh limit cycle amplitudes of AC-3, AC-4, and AC-5 are approxi-
mately the same. The AC-5 rigid body limit cycle amplitude is close to that of AC-4.
The Centaur hydraulic system's ability to sustain a limit cycle at MECO is shown in Figure 3.3-24. The
upper curve represents the maximum engine deflection which can be sustained as a function of assumed
limit cycle frequency, while the lower curve illustrates the maximum amplitudes and frequencies predicted
by root locus analysis for the dominant rigid body mode throughout powered flight. It is apparent that the
predicted amplitudes fall well below the hydraulic system capability for all observed frequencies. Note
that these predicted amplitudes do not include those expected during transient conditions, i.e., MES,
steering enable, or MECO. The upper curve is based on the assumption of a sinusoidal limit cycle and
parameters used for AC-5 just prior to MECO. This represents a worst-case condition since inertia
forces restraining the motion of the engines are largest when the vehicle inertias are smallest and
accelerations greatest. In addition, worst-case conditions have been assumed for thrust misalignment,
coulomb and viscous friction, and duct restraints. See Appendix B2.4.2.5 for the mathematical descrip-
tion.
3.3.4 Autopilot/Guidance Loop Stability. This section is concerned with the stability of the autopilot/
guidance loop. Centaur obtains its position reference through the guidance system. The usual steering
equation for reference attitude steering is modified by addition of an integral term which corrects for
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Figure 3.3-24. Comparison of Hydraulic System Limit Cycle Capability
at MECO with Predicted Demand
center-of-gravity offset and similar errors, so that the thrust vector, rather than the vehicle centerline,
is aligned with the reference attitude vector. This vector is computed by the on-board digital computer.
Guidance signals are applied to the autopilot in a discrete rather than a continuous fashion. Under these
conditions, the system is described by a combination of linear difference and differential equations.
Development of the mathematical model representing the feedback dynamics of the guidance loop is pre-
sented in Appendix B4.
Autopilot/guidance loop stability for the AC-5 configuration has been analyzed by the time-fixed root locus
technique. The addition of the guidance loop to the autopilot causes considerable complexity to the root
locus analysis. Since signals are not applied to the autopilot in a continuous fashion, the conventional
Laplace transform method of analysis becomes unduly cumbersome. The z-transform method of analysis
is used instead, and root loci illustrating autopilot/gnidance loop stability are plotted in the z-plane.
Perturbations of the reference attitude vector, f-, with vehicle short-period motions are neglected (see
Appendix B4). As in the conventional root locus analysis, nonlinearities of the engine servoactuator are
approximated by a describing function. The mathematical model used to represent the vehicle dynamics
is the same used for the rigid-body/propellant-sloshing stability analysis (see Section 3.3.3.1). Because
of the large separation between the flexible vehicle bonding mode frequencies and the guidance system
frequencies, the vehicle bending modes do not couple with the guidance system. Vehicle bending is there-
fore neglected in this analysis.
Several bases exist on which a stability criterion can be predicted. The usual criterion, in reference to
the flight control system, is to maintain "adequate" control and to minimize possible engine limit cycle
amplitudes. It is also desirable to keep the speed of response high and the settling time at a minimum
while minimizing overshoot, thus maximizing performance. For application to the integral guidance con-
trol loop, the requirements are similar. The criterion used here is that the major root must be 0.3 damped.
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Figures 3.3-25 through 3.3-27 are z-plane root loci illustrating autopilot/guidance loop stability during
the powered flight phase. Roll plane stability is not analyzed, since it is not influenced by the guidance
loop. The poles of the z-loci (varying kl) are the closed-loop roots of the system excluding the guidance
I
loop with nominal autopilot gains. These loci have been generated for a K c = 5 only. In general the slosh
and rigid body poles lie inside the unit circle. At MES + 370, however, an LO 2 sloshing limit cycle can
exist as seen from the corresponding continuous root locus. Thus the z-locus at this time apparently
I
shows an LO 2 sloshing instability (roots outside the unit circle), with the K c of 5 whereas this is only a
low-amplitude limit cycle. The loci show that at the operating gain (k_ = 0.25), the guidance mode fre-
quency remains approximately constant at 0.32 rad/sec.
The root locus analysis shows that vehicle dynamic stability is not deteriorated significantly by the guid-
ance loop. Adequate vehicle stability with the guidance loop closed has been obtained by selection of the
proper loop gain. The existence of only small coupling between the guidance system and the vehicle
dynamics is illustrated by:
a. The closed-loop rigid body and propellant sloshing poles are close to the open-loop poles.
b. The propellant slosh dipoles are small.
c. The rigid body pole is well damped, even when substantial coupling exists.
These results are not surprising since there is approximately a five-to-one separation between the lowest
vehicle dynamic frequency and that of the guidance mode. This frequency separation, and thus the lack of
coupling between the guidance mode and vehicle dynamics, is evidenced by the fact that the guidance mode
root does not move significantly throughout flight. These results show that at the operating gain the guid-
ance loop does not couple with the vehicle dynamics and that the system is adequately stabilized.
3.3.5 Elastic Vehicle Bending Stability. Fundamentally, the phenomenon of elastic vehicle/autopilot
coupling is caused by the feedback of ,,parasitic" signals arising from vehicle elasticity. The feedback
sensors, in this case the inertial guidance platform and rate gyros, are mounted on the vehicle structure
and sense missile body bending in addition to rigid body attitude changes. These modal contributions
provide a gimbaling command to the engine thrust chambers. Since the thrust vector movement, in turn,
excites the body bending modes, a closed loop is formed which can lead to a divergent oscillation at the
bending frequency, if excessive gains and incorrect phasing are present. The problem is further aggra-
vated because the damping associated with these modes is very low.
This coupling phenomenon is usually of paramount importance during the booster phase of flight where the
conditions are such that the vehicle is most susceptible to coupling of this nature. These conditions
include:
a. A large slenderness ratio, i.e., length-to-width (diameter) ratio.
b. Amplification of feedback signals proportional to vehicle elastic deformations by the high autopilot
gains needed for control of the vehicle through the high aerodynamic pressure region of flight.
c. Large engine thrust forces.
d. Low elastic mode frequencies.
e. The presence of high velocity wind gusts.
However, during Centaur powered flight, the reverse is true:
a. The slenderness ratio is low.
b. The autopilot gains are low.
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'c. Theenginethrust forcesare low.
d. Themodalfrequenciesarehigh.
e. Therearenodisturbingaerodynamicforcesto contendwith.
In short, conditionsduringupperstageflight aresuchthatflexiblevehicle/autopilotcouplingis nota
problem. This is demonstratedin thefollowinganalysis.
ThebendingfrequenciesassociatedwiththeAC-5configurationarehigherthanthoseof theAC-4con-
figuration. This is primarily theresult of thedifferencesbetweentheSurveyormassmodelcarriedby
theAC-4vehicleandtheSurveyordynamicmodelcarriedbytheAC-5vehicle. A separationof greater
thantento oneexistsbetweentherigid bodyandfirst elasticbendingmodefrequency. This together
with thefact thattheCentaurtype(overdamped)rate gyrohasthefiltering characteristicof a4to 6 cps
filter, preventssignificantcouplingof theelasticbendingmodeswiththe autopilot.
Figure B3-1in AppendixB illustratesthelumpedparameterspring-massmodelusedin theanalysis. A
simplifiedblockdiagram,Figure3.3-28, illustratestheeffectof elasticvehiclebendingonthefeedback
dynamicsof theflight controlsystem. Thefeedbackprovidedbytheguidanceloophasbeenomittedin
this analysissinceits frequencyis far outsidetherangeof interest, beinglowerthantherigid bodyand
sloshfrequenciesbya factorof five. In addition,filtering withintheguidanceloop, providedbythe
zero-orderhold, is suchthat signalsatthebendingfrequenciesaregreatly attenuated(seeFigureB4-2).
Thustheabovesimplificationis valid. Thedynamicsof theplatformhavealsobeenneglectedbasedon
analysispresentedin AppendixB3.
Thebendingstability is analyzedentirelybythetime slice root locustechnique.Theanalysisincludes
the effectsof thenonlinearelectrohydraulicactuatorby meansof adescribingfunction. As theengine
amplitude(6) changes,theoperatingpointshiftsdueto changesin theactuatorcharacteristics. In order
to duplicatemorepreciselytheeffectsof therategyroat bendingfrequencies,its dynamicsare described
by asecond-orderequation. Theforcesandmomentsproducedbypropellantsloshinghavenotbeen
includedin this analysissincetheresponseof thesloshingmassesat therelativelyhighbendingfrequencies
is neglible. Dampingfor all bendingmodesis basedona very conservativemodaldampingratio of one-
half of onepercent. Thedevelopmentof thebendingstability equationsis presentedin AppendixB3.
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Figure 3.3-28.
PLATFORM ATTITUDE REFERENCE
Block Diagram of the Flight Control System (Pitch or Yaw)
Showing Structural Feedback
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The results of the bending stability analysis for the first three elastic modes at flight times corresponding
to MES, propellant tanks half full, propellant tanks one-quarter full, and MECO are shown in Figure
3.3-29. This figure shows that the elastic bending modes are so stable as to preclude the need for any
formal stability criteria. Figure 3.3-29(a) shows that the first mode is gain and phase stable; i.e., at
the operating gain the mode is stable at any phase, and at the departure angle shown the mode is stable for
any gain. Figure 3.3-29(b) shows that the second mode is also gain and phase stable. Figure 3.3-29(c)
shows that the third mode is gain stable.
3.3.6 Main Engine Cutoff Transients. The Centaur vehicle prior to main engine cutoff is in a limit-
cycle condition with the engine and the vehicle oscillating at very low amplitudes about their trim positions
at approximately three radians per second. When the programmer issues the discrete commanding MECO,
the autopilot changes to a coast phase configuration. This means that the rate and position gains are
changed (Table 2.2-1). The integrators, however, are left in an unnulled condition. The thrust begins its
rapid decay to zero after a few tenths of a millisecond delay, and the hydraulic supply pressure drops to
zero as the pump speed drops off. In addition, the thrust struc_re becomes unloaded, and the deflections
due to thrust forces are removed. The delay in nulling the integrator reduces the resulting transient by
eliminating the step engine command which has a magnitude proportional to the integrator voltage prior to
MECO. The combination of all these factors occurring within a very short interval of time (less than half
a second) will impart rates to the vehicle which must be nulled by the coast phase attitude control system.
An estimate of the expected values of these rates is needed to determine the maximum expected reorienta-
tion times for the attitude control system.
In the analysis which follows, it should be borne in mind that there are many factors for which there is no
detailed knowledge available. The resulting analysis is therefore based on approximations made to arrive
at an estimate for the transient rates. These assumptions and approximations are as follows:
a. Integrator Nulling. The integrators in all three channels are assumed to remain at a fixed voltage
until after the thrust decays to zero. This fixed value is that required to trim the vehicle just prior
to MECO.
b. Engine Shutdown Impulse. The estimated shutdown thrust decay envelope as supplied by the manu-
facturer is shown in Figure 3.3-30. The shutdown impulse per engine is taken as 1308 + 250 pound-
seconds.
c. Engine Response. Unloading of the thrust structure occurs concurrently with thrust decay and the
thrust vector will move through an angle proportional to the deflection of the aft bulkhead. The deflec-
tion is assumed equal to the thrust structure loading correction angle used in aligning the engine prior
to launch. This gives rise to yaw and roll transients primarily; the pitch engine deflections approxi-
mately cancel each other. The deflection is assumed to occur instantaneously at MECO.
d. Guidance Commanded Rates. The steering equation used during the powered phase is assumed to
result in maximum vehicle rates at MECO of + 0.5 deg/sec in pitch or yaw.
e. Contingencies. This factor is included to account for uncertainties in the cutoff transients not con-
sidered in the mathematical model, and is taken as ± 0.25 deg/sec.
The rates resulting from these factors are summarized as follows:
First MECO
Pitch (deg/sec) + 1.55
Yaw (deg/sec) -0.206 + 0.56
Roll (deg/sec) -1.53 ± 0.25
The pertinent basic data for the calculation is listed in Table E-7. The calculations are summarized in
Table 3.3-3. Because of the crudeness of the assumptions and approximations made in this analysis, a
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Figure 3.3-30. Estimated Shutdown Thrust Decay Envelope
versus Time, No Programmer Delay
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great deal of confidence cannot be placed in the results. However, not enough flight data exists to
improve upon this model at this time.
Table 3.3-3. Summary of Uncertainties (3 a) in Main Engine Cutoff Transients
FIRST MECO
DEFINITION Pitch Yaw Roll
Guidance Commanded Rates (deg/sec) + 0.50 ± 0.50 0
Rate Due to Differential Impulse
=57.3x £ x 250.5 x_[2/i (deg/sec) +1.45 0 0
z YYr
Contingencies (Estimated 3 _ ) (deg/sec) ± 0.25 + 0.25 + 0.25
Total MECO Transient Dispersion (3_) (deg/sec) ±1.55 ±0.56 +0.25
Rate Bias Due to Thrust
Structure Unloading
= I x 1308 × + 52 )YYr (5 1
(deg/sec) 0 +0.109 -1.38
3.4 COAST PHASE FLIGHT. The Centaur coast phase begins at Main Engine Cutoff (MECO) and ends
with completion of the retromaneuver approximately 20 minutes later. The first minute or so of the
coast phase is spent in nulling the rates caused by the MECO transient to within the rate thresholds of
the attitude control system. Following this, the spacecraft dynamic model is separated in a test of the
separation system. (See Section 3.5.) The Centaur vehicle then executes a re-orientation or turn
around maneuver, pointing its nose back along the flight path. A prestart sequence is then initiated,
producing a small amount of thrust, and the Centaur vehicle backs away from the spacecraft. Approxi-
mately 15 minutes later the attitude control system is turned off, leaving the Centaur vehicle free to drift
in unstabilized flight.
3.4.1 Method of Analysis. Both analytical and simulation techniques were utilized to determine the
vehicle behavior during the coast phase. In the absence of a satisfactory model describing the behavior
of the propellants in near-zero gravitational conditions, the residual propellants that will remain in the
vehicle were assumed to be rigid and in the aft end of each tank. This approximation is more or less
academic with AC-5 since the on-beard residuals will be very small. A simplified single-plane simula-
tion was performed for this analysis. This was done on the assumption that, for the time involved, the
dynamics in each plane could be uncoupled without significantly affecting the results. Disturbing torques
were also neglected in the simulation, since their effect on the duty cycle could be handled better
analytically, particularly with the variances and variation in modes of firing the attitude engines. Appen-
dix C gives the equations defining the mathematical model in detail and the attitude control engine thrust
versus time characteristics.
Statistical methods have been utilized wherever possible to determine dispersions; i.e., whenever statisti-
cal significance of data could be assumed it was used. The disturbing torques and control torques, for
example, are functions of several assumed random and independent variables. These variables include
the magnitudes and directions of the forces, (direct thrust and/or impingement) and their application
points. The parameters, having stated nominal values and maximum allowable variations, were treated
as statistical quantities. The nominal values of the torques were calculated and the variances found by
using the technique outlined in Appendix C (Section C4).
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3.4.2 System Criteria. The fundamental criterion to be applied to the AC-5 configuration during the
coast phase is that it successfully perform the intended maneuver. To accomplish this, the vehicle
rates must be within the attitude control system thresholds when the separate-spacecraft command is
given, and the vehicle attitude at MECO. Secondly, the vehicle must be at least 336 kilometers away
from the spacecraft dynamic model 5 hours after it is separated, which is the intended purpose of the
retromaneuver.
For AC-5, one of the objectives is to gain data on the retromaneuver thrust - thus determining whether
or not the distance-from-spacecraft versus time objective is accomplished. The best data will be
obtained when the vehicle is within + 10 degrees of the commanded attitude when retrothrust begins. This
was, therefore, adopted as a criterion on the re-orientation maneuver.
To ensure that the system has an adequate margin for controlling the disturbance torques acting on the
vehicle during the coast phase, a forty-percent criterion is adopted for external torques. The system is
judged adequate ff the maximum (3(_) disturbance torques due to retrothrust and/or venting are less than
40 percent of the control torque capability. A greater disturbance torque than this will result in a sub-
stantial departure from the intended behavior due to the change in resulting acceleration available for
controlling the vehicle.
3.4.3 System Behavior. The change in the inertial properties of the AC-5 configuration relative to
AC-4 have resulted in larger control torques and accelerations as shown in Tables 3.4-1 and 3.4-2.
The assumed rates following MECO are 3a maximum as derived in Section 3.3.. The vehicle behavior
is depicted in Figures 3.4-1 through 3.4-3. These phase plane trajectories show that, with the conditio_m
assumed, the system response is adequate for the stated criteria. The higher control accelerations
reduce the initial rates faster than on AC-4. The rates about all three axes are less than + 0.2 deg/sec
at the time the spacecraft dynamic model is separated. The phase plane plots are referenced from MECO
and the MECO time was arbitrarily chosen to be 9 seconds before the electromechanical timer discrete
for MECO backup. The guidance system gives the MECO discrete command, and since the electro-
mechanical timer does not have the capability of restarting at this time, there is a period of 47 seconds
within which MECO may occur before a backup signal is given by the timer. (See sequence Table 1.3-1
and Figure 3.4-4. ) The only effect this uncertainty has on the phase plane plots (Figures 3.4-1 through
3.4-3) is to increase or decrease the time spent within the rate threshold in pitch and yaw or in the limit
cycle condition in the roll plane.
The legs will not actually extend on the spacecraft dynamic model, but it will be separated from the
Centaur vehicle to demonstrate the separation mechanism (see Section 3.5). Five seconds after the
separation, a guidance vector is admitted which initiates the re-orientation maneuver. As cml be seen
in Figure 3.4-1, even if MECO occurred 38 seconds earlier than shown (which would be earliest that
it could possibly occur) the attitude of the Centaur vehicle would still be within + 5 degrees of that com-
manded when retrothrust begins.
The major'disturbing torques are those due to LH 2 tank vent and to retrothrust. Disturbing torques due
to cross coupling when the hydrogen-peroxide jets are firing (in response to various combinations of
Table 3.4-1. Summary of Coast Phase External Disturbing Torques (3_)
DE FINITION PITCH YAW ROLL
MECO Transient (deg/sec) + 1.55 -0.2 + 0.56 -1.5 ± 0.25
LH 2TankVent (in.-lb) 42.4+ 10.8 43.6 + 10.9 15.3± 3.9
Retrothrust (in.-Ib) -49.6 + 96 36.3 ± 75 2.56 ± 19
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Table 3.4-2. Summary of Coast Phase Control Torque and Accelerations (3o')
PLANE
BEFORE PAYLOAD SEPARATION
(in. -lb)/(deg/sec 2 )
AFTER PAYLOAD SEPARATION
(in. -lb)/(deg/sec 2 )
Pitch
Yaw
Roll
404.2 + 21.2/0. 066 + 0.0035
406.4 + 15.8/0. 067 ± 0.0025
203.2 + 25.3/0.033 ± 0.0042
190 + 5.1/0.43 + .01
95 + 10.4/0.22 + 0.024
261.4 + 18/0.07 ± 0.0048
262.8 ± 13.7/0.071 + 0.0037
131.4 ± 18.7/0.035 ± 0.005
190 + 5.1/0.47 ± 0.013
95 ± 10.4/0.23 + 0.026
* Minimum torque when the control system responds to yaw and roll commands simultaneously;
the control logic permits only one "A" engine to fire.
commands in pitch, yaw, and roll) are less than 1.5 percent of the nominal control torques and less than
10 percent of the 3(_ dispersion. Therefore, these cross-coupling torques were ignored. The LH 2 tank
vent torques are based on preliminary calculations and test data. A zero-thrust plenum chamber type
vent similar to that on AC-4 and operating as intended was assumed. Initial test results indicate a
steady-state thrust imbalance on the order of 0.3 pound and a transient condition with a peak thrust
imbalance of 1.74 pounds when venting commences. The disturbing torques in pitch and roll resulting
from the vent transient last for a period of about 7.5 seconds and are momentarily uncontrollable
(greater than the control torque). The resulting attitude loss is insignificant.
The duty cycles during the limit cycle condition are given in Table 3.4-3. These are based on the con-
trol and disturbance torques given in Tables 3.4-1 and 3.4-2.
Table 3.4-3. Coast Phase Duty Cycles
PLANE DISTURBING TORQUE DUTY CYCLE THRUST (lb)
Pitch Maximum Nose Up
Maximum Nose Down
Nominal (Nose Down)
Yaw Maximum Nose Right
Maximum Nose Right
Maximum Nose Left
Maximum Nose Left
Nominal (Nose Right)
Nominal (Nose Right)
Roll Maximum CW Roll
Maximum CW Roll
Maximum CCW Roll
Maximum CCW Roll
Nominal (CW Roll)
Nominal (CW Roll)
* Logic allows only one "A" engine firing when correcting for
0.38 3
0. 436 3
0.03 3
0.63
1.26"
0. 023
0. 046 *
0.3
0.6'
3
1.5
3
1.5
3
1.5
O.195
0.39*
O.0074
O.0037 *
O.09
0.18"
3
1.5
3
1.5
3
1.5
yaw and roll simultaneously.
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Figure 3.4-4. External Torque and Event Sequence, AC-5 Coast Phase
3.4.4 System Adequacy. The attitude control system is capable of accomplishing the mission objec-
tives with the criteria stated in Paragraph 3.4.2. As the duty cycles indicate, the 40 percent criterion
for the disturbing torque and control torque relationship is sometimes violated. This occurs only under
3 er maximum conditions and does not significantly affect the system adequacy.
3.5 CENTAUR/SPACECRAFT SEPARATION. A major objective of the AC-5 mission is to demonstrate
a successful separation of the payload from the Centaur vehicle. A dynamic model, SD-1, is used to
simulate the spacecraft and is intended to duplicate the dynamic behavior of the actual Surveyor. How-
ever, because of payload capability constraints on AC-5, the mass of the dynamic model is only two thirds
that of the Surveyor. This is judged sufficient to demonstrate the separation mechanism and to approxi-
mate the motion of the actual spacecraft.
For purposes of comparison, additional analysis was performed based upon Surveyor A-21 and Centaur
3D, (the AC-7 mission). The pertinent basic data for the AC-5 and AC-7 configurations are given in
Appendix E. The data used in an earlier separation analysis (Reference 19 ) is also given for comparison.
The dynamic model does not have the spacecraft legs unfolded as does the Surveyor at separation.
does not appreciably affect the separation dynamics.
This I
' !_,._.£_.%_0 •
{,!
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3.5.1 Method of Analysi s. The equations of motion were derived (Appendix D), and certain simplifica-
tions made. These simplifications resulted in an essentially planar analysis. It has been shown,
Reference 19, that angular displacements do not appreciably affect the longitudinal motion, and that for
the small angular displacements assumed, certain second order coupling terms could be neglected. Addi-
tionally, it was assumed that the roll angle, all products of inertia, and transverse velocities in the Y and
Z directions could be neglected. Dispersions in the parameters contributing to the mechanics of the
separation were treated statistically and variances determined for the principle parameters involved in
the criteria for a successful separation.
The results of a separation system validation test (Reference 20 ) are not directly comparable with the
results given here because of the test conditions. The primary objectives of this test were only to
demonstrate the separation mechanism. Air bearings were used to support the simulated spacecraft,
while the Centaur portion was held fixed. The longitudinal separation velocity resulting from the test is
therefore somewhat higher than would be the actual case. Rotational velocities are similarly affected.
3.5.2 Separation System Criteria. The criteria for successful operation of the spacecraft separation
system are as follows (Reference 21):
a. Incremental velocity. The velocity imparted to the spacecraft will be considered as a portion of the
injection velocity. The uncertainty in the separation velocity is considered a part of the injection
errors. No specific limits or criteria have been set on this parameter, consequently the nominal
separation velocity and its 3 (_ dispersion are given without comment.
b. Angular rate. The spacecraft rotational velocity at separation shall not exceed a total angular vector
sum of 3 degrees/second, including the Centaur residual angular rate at initiation of spacecraft
separation.
c. Collision. The separation system shall function to preclude damage to the spacecraft through colli-
sion.
3.5.3 Separation Velocity. The longitudinal separation velocity of the spacecraft with respect to the
reference frame is:
a. AC-5 (6C/SD-1) 0.988 ± 0.017 (3(T} ft/sec.
b. AC-7 (3D/A-21} 0.701 + 0.013 (3if) ft/sec.
These give the contribution to the injection velocity and its errors. In the Separation Validation Test
(Reference 20 ), the average separation velocity for the 2110-pound Surveyor Test Vehicle (T-I) plus the
210-pound air bearing was 0.766 ft/sec.
For collision considerations, the relative separation velocities between the spacecraft and the Centaur
vehicle are important. These are:
c. AC-5 (6C/SD-1) 1.27 + 0.017 (3a) ft/sec.
d. AC-7 (3D/A-21) 1.07 + 0.013 (3(_) ft/sec.
In determining the collision clearance, a slightly conservative figure (1 ft/sec) was used for the relative
separation velocity.
3.5.4 Angular Rates. The analysis revealed that the major effect on the angular rates of the spacecraft
resulted from the lateral center-of-mass offset. In fact, the equations of motion may be reduced, without
significant (less than 5 percent in this case) effect on the results, to simplify the lateral center-of-mass
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offset and its coefficient c I or d I for the appropriate plane (see Appendix D). Since this coefficient
remains approximately constant for the Surveyor design configurations (Reference 22), it affords a con-
venient way to determine the nominal planar angular rate for a given lateral center of mass offset.
(Figures 3.5-1 and 3.5-2). The nominal and 3a uncertainties in the planar angular rates for the two con-
figurations considered are given in Table 3.5-1.
Table 3.5-1. Spacecraft Planar Angular Rates
SPACECRAFT PITCH RATE (deg/sec) YAW RATE (deg/sec)
Dynamic Model SD-1 +0.70 + 1.5 (3_) 0.00 + 1.5 (3a)
Surveyor A-21 +0.133 + 1.38 (3_) 0.147 ± 1.38 (3(_)
From the Separation Test (Reference 20 ) the average rates imparted to the Surveyor Test Vehicle were
0. 184 deg/sec in Yaw and 0.06 deg/sec in pitch.
The results in Reference 19 are somewhat different from those given here. This is primarily because of
2 2
differences in the variances of two major parameters (see Table E-11). The _ 1(°) and (Y_ 1(°) have
changed because of changes in the attitude control system. The present system without the 50-1b vernier
engines is in a rate control mode rather than a limit cycle condition at spacecraft separation. This results
in an approximately discrete distribution which has modes just under the positive or negative rate thres-
hold, depending on the direction of the initial rate. The variance of this discrete distribution has little
significance by itself, but is valid in determining the variance of the spacecraft angular velocity. The
mean of this residual rate _(o) or 0 (o) was considered to be zero in determining the spacecraft angular
velocity and 3_ variance. From simulation results, the value of _(o) and 0(o) was found to be + 0.15
g*l
deg/sec. The other major parameter change was that of ff__ and ___. The lateral center-of-mass offset
y z
uncertainty of the spacecraft has been determined to be + 1 inch rather than the earlier value of + 0.5 inch.
This value is assumed to be the 3 _ deviation of a normal distribution.
The vector sum angular rates are (see Equation D-48, Appendix D).
a. AC-5 (6C/SD-1) 0.7 + 1.72 (3if) deg/sec.
b. AC-7 (3D/A-21) 0.2 ± 1.58 (3a) deg/sec.
3.5.5 Separation Clearance. The principal concern in separation clearance is the clearance distance
between the bell of the spacecraft retromotor and the payload adapter on the Centaur vehicle. Figure
3.5-3 shows the general arrangement of the interface for a Surveyor spacecraft. (Principal dimensions
are given in Appendix E. ) The clearance is a function of the relative spacecraft-to-Centaur longitudinal
velocity; the relative angular velocity (a function of lateral center-of-gravity offset) ; and the spacecraft
longitudinal center of gravity.
For a given relative longitudinal velocity of 1 ft/sec and two given angular velocities, the variation in
clearance (at the top of the payload adapter) with spacecraft longitudinal center of gravity is shown in
Figure 3.5-4. This figure is for the Surveyor (A-21) configuration. The AC-5 configuration having the
SD-1 with a retromotor simulator has no clearance problem. (See shaded area on Figure 3.5-3. ) For
the____SSurveY0r - IA-21), the predicted clearance is 3.2 inches. This is based on a relative longitudinal
velocity of 1 ft/sec, a vector sum angular rate of 1.78 (3a maximum), and a longitudinal center-of-gravity
location at Station Number 112.87.
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3.5.6 System Adequacy. The AC-5 configuration (6C/SD-1) is adequate with respect to all the separa-
tion criteria as stated in Section 3.5.2.
The Typical Surveyor/Centaur, AC-7, operational configuration (3D/A-21), is adequate with respect to
the separation criteria as stated in Section 3.5.2. However, this adequacy cannot be assured under the
presently allowed design criteria envelopes for lateral and longitudinal center of gravity of the spacecraft
as stated in References 21 and 23.
A proposed envelope for the spacecraft lateral center-of-gravity offset is shown in Figure 3.5-5. This
proposed envelope for design criteria preserves the present longitudinal center-of-gravity limits and the
maximum angular velocity of 3 deg/sec (vector sum) criteria. The following assumptions were made in
deriving this envelope:
a. The equations used are shown in D4.1.
b. A minimum allowable clearance of 1 inch between the Surveyor retromotor bell (with antenna cover)
and the top of the payload adapter is arbitrarily assumed.
c. The relative longitudinal velocity is 1 ft/sec.
2 2
d. The variances in angular rates a_l(t ) and (Y_l(t) are assumed to be equal.
e. The coefficients c 1 and dl, Equations D-28 and D-29, are assumed to be equal.
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APPENDIX A
ATLAS/C ENTAUR SEPARATION EQUATIONS
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Symbol
m
FR(t)
½
_2
£
2
m 2
n
P(A)
P(AIB)
P
q
R
g
S
x 1
S
z I
TR(t)
t
i, j, k, r
Xl' Yl' Zl
x2' Y2, z2
e21
LIST OF SYMBOLS
Definition
Nominal thrust vs. time characteristic for a single retrorocket
_R(t)= 164_01bs: 0<t<0.71secl s: t> .
Force acting on Atlas booster
Moment of inertia of booster vehicle about a transverse axis
through center-of-gravity
Torque about Atlas booster center of gravity
Vector from center-of-gravity of booster vehicle to forward
end of interstage adapter in x 1, Yl' Zl reference frame
Mass of booster vehicle
Number of retrorockets
Probability of the event A
Conditional probability of the event A relative to the hypothesis
that the event B has occurred
Reliability of a single retrorocket
Unreliability of a single retrorocket
Distance from the centerline of booster vehicle to center of
retrorocket exit nozzle
Vector from separation plane to center of gravity of booster
vehicle
Vector from separation plane to forward edge of interstage
adaptor
Relative axial separation distance
Lateral clearance used (z component as seen by an observer
whose reference frame is x 1, Yl' zl)
Residual "tail-off' thrust of sustainer and vernier engines vs. time
Time
Summation indices
Centaur body-fixed reference system
Atlas body-fixed reference system
Relative pitch angle between Atlas and Centaur vehicles
Units
Ib
Ib
slng-ft 2
ft-lb
ft
slugs
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N. D.
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
Ib
see
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
deg
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Symbol
T
0
LIST OF SYMBOLS, Contd
Definition
Attenuation factor for magnitude of thrust of i th retrorocket
Standard deviation of _i (ff_ = _i = O. 057)
Dummy variable used for time
Angle defining angular location of i th retrorocket
Initial angular velocity of Atlas/Centaur vehicle at instant of
stage separation
Angular velocity of booster vehicle
Units
N.D.
N.D.
sec
deg
rad/sec
rad/sec
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APPENDIX A
ATLAS/C ENTAUR SEPARATION EQUATIONS
A. 1 INTRODUCTION. The analysis presented in this appendix is concerned with the separation dynamics
of the Centaur vehicle from its Atlas booster. The derivation of the clearance equations has been simpli-
fied by considering only planar motion of rigid bodies and then retaining only the dominant first-order
terms. The adequacy of these approximations has been proved previously by extensive manual calcula-
tions and an "exact" analog computer simulation (Reference A-l).
A.2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL. Figure A-1 shows the essential two-body geometrical relationship re-
quired to define stage separation.
@
\ J_2
z 2
z _j1 o
x I
Figure A-1. Atlas/Centaur Separation Geometry
As shown in Figure A-l, two sets of coordinate axes are used. The first set--the Xl, Yl, Zl coordinate
frame--is rigidly attached to the Centaur vehicle (body fixed axes) and has its origin on the geometric
centerline at the station number corresponding to the separation plane, Station 413. The second set--
the x 2, Y2, z2 coordinate frame-- is rigidly attached to the Atlas booster, its origin being located on the
geometric centerline at the station number corresponding to the longitudinal center of gravity of the
booster vehicle.
Since we are only concerned here with approximately the first two seconds of time following the detonation
of the FLSC (flexible linear-shaped charge), the only expected forces and moments that are acting on the
Centaur vehicle are those due to the boost pump exhausts. Furthermore, since the thrust of these ex-
hausts is so small (less than 10 lb apiece), the thrust acceleration of the Centaur vehicle is negligible.
In particular, we may assume that the point corresponding to the origin of thexl, Yl' Zl reference frame
is moving with constant velocity. The x 1, Yl' Zl reference frame itself is rotating in space at the rate
_co, the initial angular velocity of the combined Atlas/Centaur vehicle at the initiation of stage separation
A. 3 DEVELOPMENT OF SEPARATION CLEARANCE EQUATIONS. From a clearance standpoint, we
are interested in the motion of the Atlas interstage adapter with respect to the Centaur clearance envelope.
In other words, we require the vector S as "seen" by the observer in the rotating x 1, yt, z reference
__1 --1
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.frame. From elementary mechanics involving rotating coordinate systems, one has
'" d2S _ dS
S - 20b x--
dt 2 o dt (A-I)
where the • (dot) denotes rate of change with respect to time as seen by the observer in the x 1, Yl' Zl
system and _ denotes rate of change with respect to time as seen by an inertial observer. Now, since
S= r-2 + _'2, (A-I) can also be written as
d2r2 d_ 2 dS
- +--× ×--
dt 2 dt o dt
(A-2)
where we have again neglected terms involving the products of angular velocities. The first two terms on
the right side of (A-2) can be expressed by Newton's Laws of Motion as
and
dt 2 m 2
- xZ
dt 12 2
where F 2 is the force acting on the Atlas booster and L 2 is the torque about its center of gravity.
tion A-2 can now be rewritten as
m
F2 L2 X_2 2_ X d_
S= m 2 I2 O dt
aN
The spacial derivative -_ can be expressed equivalently as
(A-3)
Equa-
(A-4)
--= S+ 0¢ XS
dt o
dg
Now, substituting this expression for _ into (A-4) andneglecting the small term _o
we have
"" F2 -L2 --
S =_+--x_ -2o_ xs
m 2 12 2 o
x (_o x_),
(A-5)
(A-6)
Before Equation A-6 can be integrated,
the Xl, Yl' Zl reference frame. This yields the following two scalar equations:
it is necessary to resolve all vectors into their components in
A-6
0 ;t<t °
Szl = 1F2z L2y_2 . |--F_x -- "_
+ SxlI m2 _2 2_O | - -_2 021 |; t > to
! !
(A-7)
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m m i .I
F2x I L2y 2 I
_ -- OSx I m 2 | I2 (}21 - 2_¢ Szl | (A-8)
Here, t o is the effective time that the latch straps or guide rails provide lateral restraint, e21 is the
-ff_ dtldt2 ! t 2 Thee eotsof
relative pitch angle between the two vehicles. That is, e21 -JJ I2 2 z2
the terms enclosed by the dashed lines in (A-7) and (A-8) are negligible in the present application. They
will therefore be dropped in the remaining analysis.
The retrorockets are mounted on the booster's waveguide fairing at Station 1133. Since the center of per-
cussion (with respect to the forward end of the interstage adapter) is at Station 1090, the transverse com-
ponents of the retrorocket forces will result in a clearance loss of less than an inch at nine feet of axial
separation. These lateral components will therefore be neglected in the following analysis since their
effect is so small.
The Significant forces and moments appearing in (A-7) and (A-8) above are given by
F2x = TR - _-'_1=FR'I (A-9)
F2z = 0 (A-10)
n
L2y = _ (R sincPi + 3) FR. (A-11)
i=l z
where T R is the combined residual thrust of the sustainer and vernier engines. It will be assumed here
that the thrust vs. time characteristic of each retrorocket is functionally the same. Thus, one may write
FR.(t) = _iFR(t) (A-12)
1
q
where F R (t) represents the nominal thrust vs. time for the particular type of rocket being used. _i is an
attenuation factor which accounts for individual thrust disP_2rsions. Thus, the _i (i = 1, 2 ..... n) are
independent random variables having unity for mean and _ for variance. Substituting from Equations
A-9 through A-12, Equations A-7 and A-8 become
](t) - (sin_i+_)_i F--R(t) + 2 u_ S (t);t>t (A-13)
Zl i=l o x 1 o
Sxl(t) = _22 TR(t)-(_ _i) F--R(t)
i=l
(A-14)
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Equations A-13 and A-14 can be integrated directly to give
S (t)=
z
1
_2 i=l t
o
t[/ ]+2 (t-T) Sx.(r)dr co° ;t>t o
1
t
o
(A-15)
tf, [ n ]SXl `t) = m_ t-v, T R`r)- (_ _i) F--R'T'
i=l
o
f
Now, Equation A-16 can be used to eliminate ] (t -
one obtains the result ¢o
dT (A-16)
r ) F--R(1" )dl" and SXl(T ) from Equation A-15. Thus,
m2£2R
S -
z I 12
t{
- Sxl m2 [ (t - T) TR(T ) dT
o
n
n to _ (sin q_i + _-) _i
_iX,,)/<t_.,.>,,<<.,><,.,i},:,,.,
i=1 o _ gi
i=1
to n
m2 -to, ,r,- (_i) F--R'r' I dr
i=1
o
t
/ " }+ ,t-T,2[TR(T,-(_i) F-R'T)] dr COo
i=1
t
o
(A- 17)
The random variable Szl in Equation A-17 is here considered to be a function only of the independent random
variables _1 (i = 1, 2 ..... n) and co o. The displacement Sxl is treated as a specified parameter, t o
and t are both dependent upon the _i (i = 1, 2 ..... n). For instance, t o is obtained by substituting the
effective guide rail length for the left side of Equation 16 and solving the resulting integral equation
for t. This value of t is t o and obviously depends on the _i. In the same manner,_ the value of t which
corresponds to any specified value of Sxl can be found. Unless both TR(T ) and FR(*r ) are extremely
simple functions, a graphical integration will usually afford the most efficient solution.
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Themean value of the lateral displacement at the forward end of the interstage adapter is readily
obtained from Equation A-17 as
T
Szl - T2" -Sxl -
o
i-
o
o
n
(sin_i+'_)
i=l
(A-18)
where the mean residual turning rate _o has been neglected. The symbol tx used above and in the fol-
lowing denotes the nominal time required to achieve x feet of axial separation. Likewise, t ° denotes the
nominal time required for the booster vehicle to clear the end of the guide rails. The word "nominal,, as
used here actually means nominal relative to a given hypothesis.
Optimum design considerations require that the mean lateral displacement Szi be zero. This require-
ment could be satisfied by biasing (judiciously spacing} the retrorockets such that
n
1 sincPi = ---Rn
i=l
although, in the case of the Atlas/Centaur, physical considerations prevent this.
(A-19)
The effects due to dispersions in retrorocket thrust and residual turning rate are now evaluated statistic-
ally. As noted earlier, the lateral displacement, Szl given by Equation A-17, is a function of the retro-
rocket thrust magnitudes and the residual turning rate; i. e.,
s = s (_1' .... _n'
1 1
Now, the variance of S is given by
z
1
2 2
crS = ]
_i \_--_-o/ C_U_ +1 .higher-orderterms..
zI i=1 \ _i 1 _ + o
(A-20)
where the partial derivatives are evaluated at _i = _i = 1 (i = 1, 2 ..... n) and ¢_o = 5o • The higher-
order terms can be shown to be negligible in the present application. Furthermore, since _ } (i =1, 2, .... n}, Equation A-20 can be simplified to read i = cr
2 2
2 [ n bSzl ] 2 (_Szl) 2
z 1 o
(A-21)
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Referring to Equation A-17, it will be found convenient to introduce an auxiliary variable × defined as
follows:
tt n
)itX = - SX 1 m2[ t-T>TR(T)d_" -(_'_i -_'>FR<T>d_" ii=l
o o
The partial derivatives, h__. (j = 1, 2 .... , n), are now given by
o_j
(A-22)
5S
z1
a_j
m2£2R [ __1
(sinai
12 [ n
n
- 1z -n--_--;-. ) Y (sincp. +-_)R-) _12 (_ 5X 5"oe,jl _--1 1 it
where
m
×= -S
x I
t
X
+
o
r )TR(T ) d_"
m
to
o
and
5X
a_j
TR(T)
o
ro
dT - -I") FR(T)dT
o
ro
X
-n _ R(r)
o
The partial derivatives, __
following results:
% ]
dT -n (tx-to) F R(t o ) "_jj
, can be obtained by differentiating (A-16).
(A-23)
(A-24)
(A-25)
Thus, one obtains the
5t
X
b_j
Cx
/o- -(tx-T) FR(T)dT
InFR(I")-TR(I")I d1"
0
(A-26)
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FR('r ) - TR(T ) ] d'r
The coefficient of a2_ in Equation A-21 is
(A-27)
_" t_i -1) \ 12 / _22 _" sin20i-111- n2\_-_ ] sin_°ii=l n i=l
2
The coefficient of (_
O
2
z__ 2 n
+ 2 R n _2 sincPi + _
in Equation A-21 is
(A-28)
--(%) [(,5 - 1
0
_x 2
• i,,,,,-
t o
(A-29)
A.4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF COLLISION. The Centaur clearance envelope consists of the frus-
tum of a cone having a half angle of 5° 45 '. The radial clearance thus varies linearly from zero at Sta-
tion 413 to 10.8 inches at the aft end of the main engine bells at Station 521. The trajectory of the for-
ward edge of the interstage adapter with respect to the clearance envelope (see Equation A-17) is such that
one need consider only the clearance used (the random variable Szl ) at Station 521.
If c denotes the available clearance, the probability of collision is then equal to the probability that ]Szl I
is greater than c. Let E represent the event, ]Szll > c. Then,
P(E) = P ([Szll > c) (A-30)
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Now, consider the finite set of mutually exclusive events E0, E 1 ..... E m-
E 0 = the event, no retrorockets fail
E 1
E 2
= the event, retrorocket No. 1 fails
= the event, retrorocket No. 2 fails
E
n
En+ 1
= the event, retrorocket No. n fails
= the event, retrorockets No. 1 and No. 2 fail
E = the event, all retrorockets fail
m
The total number of events in this set is m + 1. This number is
n
m+ 1 = r!(n-r)[
r=0
(A-31)
The event E, (Szl > c), obviously can only occur in conjunction with one of events in the set E 0, E 1 .....
Em. Stated mathematically, the previous statement becomes
m
E = _ EkE
1_-0
Now, since the events EkE (k = 0, 1 ..... m) are mutually exclusive, one has
m
P(E) : _ P(EkE)
k=O
or using the relationship, P(EkE) = P(Ek)P (E I Ek), for conditional probabilities, one finally obtains
m
P(E) = _ P(Ek)P(EIE k)
1_-0
(A-32)
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Here, the standard notation P(E IE k) is used to denote the probability of the event E relative to the hypo-
thesis that the event E k has occurred. Since P(E IEk) < 1 for all k, it follows from Equation A-32 that
nOW,
n n
I r_(n-r)!n_ n-r rP(Ek) = p q
k=-n+l r=2
(A-34)
n n-2 2
2 (n-1) p q+ . . .
where p is the reliability of a single rocket and q = 1 - p is the unreliability (probability of failure) of
a single rocket. For normally accepted reliabilities, say, p > 0.99, only the first term in Equation
A-34 is of any practical significance. Also, since pn-2 < 1, Equation A-33 can now be rewritten as
n
n 2P(E) g P(Ek)P(EIEk) +_- (n-l) q
k-=o
(A-35)
Now the probability of collision relative to the hypothesis that no retrorockets fail is P(E I E0). This
probability will usually be so small as to be negligible. Also, since P(E1) = P(E2) = . . . = P(En) =
q pn-1 _q, Equation 35 can be further simplified to read
n
P(E) < q 7
k=-i
n 2
P(EIE k) + _- (n-l) q (A-36)
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APPENDIX B
POWERED PHASE FLIGHT STABILITY
EQUATIONS
This appendix is divided into four major sections representing the intermediate,
high, and low frequency ranges used in the description of the powered phase
flight behavior. The major sections are.-
Pag___e
a. Section B1, Ignition Phase Equations ............. B1-3
b. Section B2, Rigid Body/Propellant Sloshing Stability Equations .... B2-1
c. Section B3, Elastic Vehicle Bending Stability Equations ...... B3-1
d. Section B4, Guidance/Autopilot Stability Equations ....... B4-1
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SECTION B1
IGNITION PHASE EQUATIONS
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LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR FOR SECTION B1
Symbol
A
A A
A
BS
Af
%
A
S
A
V
B
C B
CV
Cf
dV
F S
I
YYr
I
xx r
I
xY r
tv
iv,
K
K
a
K K
A R °
Definition
Actuating piston area
Accumulator piston area
'rBootstrap" piston area
Feedback piston area
Reservoir piston area
Sensing piston area
ARA + ABS
Valve spool area
Bulk modulus of hydraulic fiuid
Coulomb friction coefficient
Viscous friction coefficient
Discharge coefficient for washout orifice
Volume change due to fluid compressibility in hydraulic
power supply
Initial reservoir spring force
Reduced moment of inertia about the pitch axis
Reduced moment of inertia about the roll axis
Reduced product of inertia about the pitch-roll axis
Engine "wet" moment of gimballed mass about gimbal point
Servovalve current
Equivalent servovalve current
Power of adiabatic compression
Servoamplifier gain
End-to-end rate gain, pitch
Units
ft2
ft2
ft2
ft2
ft2
ft2
ft2
ft2
Ib/ft2
ft-lb
ft-lb
deg/sec
ft3/sec
ft 3
lb
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
ma
ma
N.D.
ma/volt
deg
deg/sec
B1-5
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Symbol
KAK R
¢
Kf
K.
1
he
K
m
K
S
K t
K 1
K 2
LPcL' LPcH
C
£CL' _CH
_R
Z
M
r
LIST OF SYMBOLS, Contd
Definition
End-to-end rate gain, roll
Feedback spring constant
Torque motor gain
Pitch autopilot integrator gain
Roll autopilot integrator gain
Spring constant of actuator support structure
DPF valve pressure feedback gain
Feedback transducer gain
Servovalve discharge coefficient
Valve spool spring constant
Sensing piston spring constant
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen pendulum lengths
Rocket engine control moment arm
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen pendulum moment arms
Distance between rocket engine center of gravity and
gimbal point
Rocket engine roll control moment arm
Reduced mass of vehicle (without sloshing mass)
MPcL, MPc H Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen pendulum masses
M R
M T
rfl
_..
X
or
5
Rocket engine gimballed mass, one engine, "wet"
Total mass of vehicle
Duct restraint moment (fixed)
Duct restraint moment coefficient per unit axial acceleration
Duct restraint moment coefficient per unit deflection
Units
deg
deg/sec
Ib/ft 2
lb/ma
-1
see
-1
sec
lb/ft
ma
Ib/ft 2
volts/deg
ft 3/sec
ma V/_/ft 2
lb/ft
Ib/ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
slugs
slugs
slugs
slugs
ft-lb
ft-lb
ft/sec 2
ft-lb/deg
BI-6
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Symbol
N
PA
PAC
PB
PC
PFF
PL
PRA
PR
PS
Ps(ref)
QACC
QACT
QBS
QFF
Qp
Q/rev
QT
Qv
R
S
T
C
T.
I
T
O
LIST OF SYMBOLS, Contd
Definition Units
Engine hydraulic pump speed rev/sec
Pressure on lefthand side of valve spool lb/ft 2
Pressure in Region d of accumulator (see Figure B-6) lb/ft 2
Pressure on righthand side of valve spool (see Figure B-6). lb/ft 2
Relief valve cracking pressure lb/ft 2
Relief valve pressure drop at full flow lb/ft 2
Dynamic load pressure (pressure drop across actuating piston) lb/ft 2
Pressure, Region a of reservoir (see Figure B-6) lb/ft 2
Hydraulic system reservoir pressure (return pressure from servovalve) lb/ft 2
Hydraulic system supply pressure to servovalve lb/ft 2
Reference supply pressure lb/ft 2
Pressure drop across sensing piston in dpf valve lb/ft 2
Flow from accumulator ft3/sec
Actuator flow ft3/sec
Flow into bootstrap region ft3/sec
Relief valve full flow ft3/sec
Pump flow ft3/sec
Volume per pump revolution ft3/rev
Total flow into high pressure side of hydraulic power supply ft3/sec
Relief valve flow into reservoir ft3/sec
Engine actuator moment arm ft
-1
Laplace operator sec
Control Engine Thrust lb
.Temperature of hydraulic system at launch o K
Temperature of hydraulic system at MES °K
BI-7
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Symbol
V A
Vlines
V T
VAC
VRA
xA
xf
x
m
x
res
x
s
xv
5
5
c
V
E
_CL' _CH
_v
o
rR
LIST OF SYMBOLS, Contd
Definition
Total volume of hydraulic fluid in one actuator cylinder
Volume of lines in hydraulic system on high pressure side
Total volume, high-pressure side
Volume, Region d of accumulator (see Figure B-6)
Volume, Region a of reservoir (see Figure B-6)
Vehicle axial acceleration
Accumulator piston displacement
Isolation piston displacement
Actuator piston displacement
Reservoir piston displacement
Sensing piston displacement
Valve spool displacement
Vehicle normal acceleration (plunging)
Angular offset of the rocket engine center -of-gravity
from the engine centerline
Rocket engine gimbal angle, pitch
Commanded engine angle
Thrust misalignment
Thrust offset
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen slosh damping ratio
Pump efficiency
Vehicle pitch angle
Rocket engine gimbal angle, yaw/roll
Equivalent rate gyro time constant
Units
ft 3
ft 3
ft 3
ft3
ft 3
2
ft/sec
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
2
_/sec
deg
deg
deg
deg
ft
N. D.
N. D.
deg
deg
sec
B1-8
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Symbol
*CL' *CH
t_CL' _CH
LIST OF SYMBOLS, Contd
Definition
Vehicle roll angle
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen pendulum angles
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen slosh frequencies
Units
deg
deg
rad/sec
Subscripts
1, 2
c
f
8
Refers to C-1 or C-2 engine system
Refers to command
Refers to feedback
Refers to engine in pitch
Refers to engine in yaw/roll
BI-9/BI-10
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B1.1 INTRODUCTION. This appendix derives the equations used in the Centaur ignition transient study.
Except for those peculiar to the hydraulic power supply, the equations are essentially the same as those
presented in Appendix B2o
B1.2 VEHICLE DYNAMICS. The mathematical model used to describe the behavior of the Centaur vehicle
following engine ignition is that of a rigid body with two penduhuns (representing effects of propellant
sloshing), and two gimbaled masses (representing the thrust chambers). Only perturbational motion in
the pitch and roll planes is considered. This results in some error for large vehicle excursions; how-
ever, for the limited purposes of the analysis it was considered tolerable.
Although motion for only four seconds of flight is considered, propellant slosh damping was assumed to
be linear; i. e., It was assumed that a limit cycle would establish itself after a longer period of time.
The vehicle center-of-gravity offset was assumed to be zero, without loss of generality. The actuator
lengths are preset so that the nominal thrust vector of both engines taken together will point through the
center of gravity of the vehicle at ignition in the presence of changes in the actuator geometry due to tem-
perature changes and thrust loading. In Figures BI-1 through B1-3 the line labeled "vehicle centerline" is
actually parallel to a line passing through the vehicle c.g. and the vehicle centerline at Station 453.5.
The dynamicmodel of the engine is quite detailed. It includes all possible loads on the hydraulic system.
Such factors as deflection of the gimbal block due to thrust loading and temperature were ignored. The
engine position limiting due to the actuator stops was included in the analog computer simulation, although
not indicated in the equations.
%
LPCL
LPCH
Figure BI-I. Vehicle Pitch Plane Coordinate System
B1-11
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VEHICLE CENTERLINE
IR
Figure B1-2. Engine Coordinate System, Pitch Plane
GIMBAL
IR AXISVE HIC LE CENTERLINE
Tc_
Figure B 1-3. Engine Coordinate System, Yaw Plane
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The vehicle dynamics equations are as follows:
a. Angular Acceleration, Pitch Plane:
I 0° = I _ f CL _ _bCL f CH _ _bcH
YYr XYr - MPcL - MPcH
+ TCI_ c (61+ V61) + TC2_c(5 2 + V 2)
+ (h + MR fR _C)(6"i + 5"2) + MR fR _ (61 + A6 )
1
+ MR _R _ (52 + A52) - 57.3 TCl(_ z +, 1) + 57.3 Tc2(_ z +, 2)
b. Angular Acceleration, Roll Plane:
Ixxr{6 =Iyx r0" - TCl'z (}i + V_I)+ Tc2 _z (}2 + V_2)- MR 'R 'z (_'I+ _2 )
c. Lateral Acceleration, Pitch Plane:
57.3M
r = Mp x ¢CL + M x @CH + Tc1(51 + V5 )+ TC2(52 + V )
CL PCH 1 52
+MR'R +
d. Axial Acceleration:
M T x = TCl+ Tc 2
(B1-1)
(BI-2)
(B1-3)
(B1-4)
e. Propellant Sloshing, Pitch Plane:
LPcL _CL + 2_ CL _°CL LPCL _CL + _ _CL = (_CL - LPCL) _'- 57.3
"" = )b'- 57.3_
LPCH _CH + 2_CH wCH LPCH _CH +_ ¢CH (_CH - LPCH
f. Engine Gimbal Torques:
+ + ) + 51 + _557.3IR5"1 CViI+CB V_I_+ 57.3 (51 A51 a55 1
1
+_.. _=MR_R._ + 1 (IR+ M t 0"+ +ARP
x 57.3 R R_c ) TclC51 L 5
51 1
(B1-5)
(B1-6)
(B1-7)
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MRtR_i 2 __
57.3 _ 5"2+ CV 52 + CB _2_ + 57.3 (52 + Z152) + m 6 8282 + r_62
+_.. _=MRtR'_ +--
x52
1 8"+ E + AR PL
57.3 (IR+ MRIR][o) Te 2 52 62
1 -- • _1 MR _R _
57"---3h_I+Cv_I+CB _iI + 57.3 (_I+A_I)+_I }i+_i
_=---_-i MRtR_z_+T c +ARP L
57.3 Cl _i
1 }2
57.3IR_2 + CV _2 + CB rr_ + 57 3 (_2 + A_2) +rf]_ _2 + _
• _2 _2
1
_=5-7.3M.R_R_ _ +T c +ARP L
+_[_2 z c2 }2 _2
(B1-8)
(B1-9)
(B1-10)
B1.3 HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR. Figure B1.4 is a schematic diagram of the engine support and actuation
mechanism. Both sides of the actuator are considered separately, using the law of hydraulic compressibility
to equate flow and pressure on each side of the actuator piston and the pressure differential across the
piston face.
The linear law of hydraulic compressibility is given by
where
AP- B_V (B1-11)
V
AP = change inpressure within the cavity (Ib/ft2 )
B = bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid(Ib/ft2')
V = volume ofthe cavity ( ft3 )
AV = volume offluidtobe added to the cavity to cause a pressure rise ofAP ( ft3 )
DifferentiatingEquation B1-11 gives
B (A¢) B
V
=V Qc - (AV) ¢
V
(BI-12)
BI-14
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VA/2 --_-- STRUCTURAL
COMPLIANCE
X
m
VA/2 ,
P2
DR
1 CASE
A, AREA OF PISTON
ROCKET ENGINE
CENTERLINE
Figure B1-4. Engine Position Servo, Schematic Diagram
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3_
where Qc is the compressibility flow, in ft /sec. Since the bulk modulus of the hydraulio fluid is of the
order of 4 x 107 lb/in. 2 the increase of hydraulic fluid, AV, accompanying a rise in the premsure within
the cavity, is of the order of 10 -2 times the volume of the cavity. The rate of change of the volume, V,
due in this case to motion of the actuator piston, is of the same order of magnitude as the flow, Qc"
Therefore the second term on the right-hand side of Equation Bl-12 is of second order and may be omitted,
giving
B
= _ Qc (Sl- 13)
The volume, V1, on one side of the actuator piston may be considered to consist of a fixed volume, Vl w,
plus a displacement volume, dV1, due to the motion of the piston with respect to the actuator case.
V 1 = V; + dV 1 (for side 1)
V 2 = V2W- dV 2 (for side 2)
(Bl-13a)
(Bl-13b)
It is assumed that the null, or center position of the actuator piston, divides the volume of the actuator
case, VA, into two equal parts,
V A
(B1-13c)v; = v 2' - 2
Obviously the displacement value, dV1, is equal to the negative of that on the other side of the piston,
dV 2. Therefore
dV 1 = (iV 2 (Bl-13d)
Equation (Bl-13) can be restated by two equations pertinent to the two sides of the actuator piston
V; + dV 1 .
Q1 = B Pl (Bl-14a)
V2T + dV 2 .
Q2 - B P2 (B1-14b)
The two flows, Q1 and Q2, into the actuator case on each side of the actuator piston consist of two parts,
one due to compressibility and the other due to piston displacement.
Q1 = QACT 1 + QPl
(B 1-14c)
Q2 = QACT 2 + QP2
(B1-14d)
QACT equals valve flow in cubic feet per second.
BI-16
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Qp results from three movements: 1) movement of the case with piston fixed due to angular movement of
the engine, 6; 2) movement of the piston with case fixed due to compliance of the actuator rod and support
structure, _; and 3) movement of the piston due to leakage flow around the piston. Piston movement due
to leakage flow is assumed negligible, and the resulting equations for Qp are
Q - A_
Pl 57.3 m
(B1-14e)
Q = - Q = _ + A:x (B1-14f)
P2 Pl 57.3 m
where A is the area of actuator piston face in square feet and R is the moment arm of the actuator about
the engine gimbal point in feet.
Equations B-14a and B-14b may be written as:
(L,+ dVl)
B 57.3 A:Xm + QACT (B1-15a)
1
V2' + dV2) P2 AR6
+ -- + A_x + QACT2 (Bl-15b)B = 57.3 m
The valve design is such that the orifice areas of both inlet and exit are equal. Assuming small displace-
ments of the actuator piston, dV < < V, the valve flows, QACT 1 and -QAcT2 , will be equal. Subtracting
Equation B-15b from B-15a gives:
vA . .
2-B (P1-P2) =-2_- 2A_x m+ 2QAcT (B1-16)
The load the actuator can support is a function of the pressure differential across the actuator piston face.
Therefore this pressure differential is defined as load pressure, PL'
PL = Pl - P2 (BI-17)
Neglecting the inertia force of the mass of the actuator when compared with the elastic forces (spring
constant OfKm,lb/ft )of the support structure, the displacement of the actuator piston is given by:
AP
L
X _
m K
m
(Bl-17a)
Differentiating the formula,
_ A PLm K
m
(Bl-18)
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Substituting Equations Bl-17 and Bl-18 into Bl-16 and transposing terms.
- 57.---3 + QACT (BI-19)
This equation gives load pressure as a function of engine motion and valve flow. With the proper sub-
scripting, the equations become:
__A A mml PL AR g + QACT61
61 57.3 1
(B1-20)
+ Aa 82
5L - - 57.3 + QACT52
(B1-21)
+ A_ml PL = AR • QACT_
}1 - 57.----3_1+ (B1-22)
+AK--mm1 PL =- AR }2 +QACT}
_2 57.3 2
(B1-23)
B1.4 ELECTROHYDRAULIC SERVOVALVE
B1.4.1 Valve Flow. The servovalve used in the Centaur engine servo system is a dynamic pressure feed-
back flow control valve as shown in Figure B1-5. This valve is used to yield a highly damped servo for
transient and dynamic conditions and yet maintain a high static stiffness in the face of large static loads
with negligible error signal. The valve flow, QACT' is a function of the control current, iv, load pres-
sure, PL' supply pressure, PS' and reservoir pressure, PR" The valve flow, QACT' is assumed pro-
portional to the linear displacement of the valve spool, Xv, and the square root of the pressure drop across
the valve, PV"
QACT = KoXv _ VI
(B1-24)
where K is the constant of proportionality.
O
The pressure drop across the valve is composed of two parts: one due to a pressure drop on the supply
side of the actuator piston and the other due to the pressure drop of the reservoir side of the piston.
These two drops were assumed equal because of the symmetry of the valve orifices.
P
V
2 - PS - Pl = P2 - PR; X'v > 0 (B1-25a)
PV
-'2 = PS - P2 = Pl - PR; XV < 0 (B1-25b)
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ORIFICE
Kf/_J
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AV/
l
DOUBLE NOZZLE
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VALVE
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P
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FILTER j ] _l _ FIRST STAGE
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Figure B 1-5. Servovalve Schematic
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These equations may be combined for the pressure drop across the valve.
xv
PV = PS- PR- _] PL
(BI-26)
where xV is the displacement of the valve spool from the center position. Summing the forces on the
valve spool,
KlXv=Av (PA- PB ) (B1-27)
where
K 1 = spring constant of the springs locating the valve spool
A = area of spool cross sectionV
P = pressure exerted on left hand end of valve spool
A
PB = pressure exerted on right hand end of valve spool
Summing forces on the flapper due to the valve current, iV , and the displacement of the sensing piston,
X S ,
2_Flapper Forces = Ki iV - K2 x s (B1-28)
The pressure differential, PA - PB, across the valve spool depends directly on the extent to which the
flapper restricts the flow through the nozzles. The flapper position, in turn, depends on the net force
acting on the flapper. The available supply pressure dictates how far the flapper will be required to
move to cause a given pressure differential, PA - PB" These considerations may be stated by:
P
S
(PA PB ) PS(ref) q
ZFlapper Forces (B1-29)
where
K
q
= proportionaHtyconstant
PS = reference supply pressure
(re0
Substituting Equation B1-28 into B1-29 and rearranging,
l X
(PA-PB) =PS KqK i iV-_ii
(ref)
(B1-30)
BI-20
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But the displacement,
X S ,
A
S
of the sensing piston is proportional to the differential pressure acting on it.
(B1-31)
Substituting into B1-30,
P
S
(PA - PB ) - PS(ref)
(B1-32)
where
A
S
K =_ in ma/psf
s K.
1
This equation may be substituted into Equation B1-27.
xv = v S iv s
_i Kq KipS -K AP
(ret)
(B1-33)
where
APf = PI - P3 = pressure drop across sensing piston
It is convenient to define an equivalent valve current by
iv'= i V-Ks APf (B1-34)
Then, substituting Equations B1-26, B1-33, and B1-34 into B1-24 yields, for the valve flow,
i !
V
QACT Ps---(ref) KV1V' I-PS PR-- --_L_1V' Ps-PR-_vV_ PL
where KV, the valve gain at full supply pressure in
A
=K---Y
Zv oKI
in.3/sec
ma '
is given by:
(B1-35)
(B1-35a)
BI-21
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proper subsCrtpttng to Equation B1-34, the equivalent value currents for the four Centaur
Applying the (B1-36)
actuators are obtained.
51 S 51 (BI-37)
, = iV - KsAP f
ire 2 52 52 (BI-38)
, APf
iv = iv - Ks _i (BI-39)
, APf
iV = iV - Ks _2
_2 _z
Similarly, the four valve flows are obtained.
iV5 '_I
_Ps___2-1%W 6
QACT61 PS(ref) PSI- PRI- V8
I
52
PS " PR2" _i_-'-IPL52 (B1-41)
- L521
QACT52= PS(ref ) iv52 - PL6
I
P "PR - i' L
S 1 i l:V_ I _1 ..,_,__/_p _ (BI-42)
I BI-22
J
f
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B1.4.2
PS 2
QACT_ 2 - PS(ref}
!
ivy2
PS2 - PR2- _ PLy2
Kviv I_ i'
_2 v_ 2
,---v'-_P
IIv I L_
s2- r%2 / _2/ 2
!
IVy2
PS2 - PR2 "_2_ PLy2
DPF Network, Summing the flows around the hydraulic feedback loop,
PI-P3 _ =As_ s + Cf _?i- P31 PI- P31 + Afxf 0
(B1-43)
(B1-44)
where
A = area of sensing piston (ft 2)
S
x = displacement ofsensing piston (it}
S
ft4
Cf = orifice flow coefficient
Af = area of feedback piston (ft_
xf = displacement of feedback piston (in.)
Summing forces on the feedback piston,
Kf xf= Af (P2 " P3 )
where Kf is the spring constant of the springs restraining the motion of the feedback piston.
Equations B1-31 and B1-45 into B1-44,
2
A'2 PI- P3 _/_p Af , .s • " +el -P_l+-_f (P_.-P3):°
x2 (r,1-P3) iPI-Psi i
(BI-45)
Substituting
(BI-46)
But
PI - P2 = PL
(B1-46a)
and
PI - P3 = Apf
(B1-46b)
B1-23
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Therefore
2 2 2
Af A _Pf
(B1-47)
In the Centaur servovalve Af = As, and K 2 = Kf. This makes further simplification possible.
1 [_ CfKf APf ]
_Pf= 2 L Af2 IAPfl
(B1-48)
The proper subscripting yields the four equations for the four DPF networks.
APf5
APf =2 PL -- Apf-- APf
61 61 Af 2 61 51
(B1-49)
1 [ Cf Kf
[PL62 62 Af 2
APf62
6 2
(B1-50)
1[ 55
1 _ 1 Af 2
APf_I
- Apf (B1-51)
Ap
_Pf = 2 PL f_2 i APf_
_2 _2 Af 2 I Apf
_2 2
(B1-52)
B1.4.3 Valve Current. The valve current is dependent upon the gain of the servoamplffier, K a, the feed-
back transducer gain, Kt, the command signal, 5c, and the feedback signal, 5f, giving:
i v = Ka 5 (5c - 5f) (B1-53)
The four valve currents are:
iv5 = Ka Kt (6Cl - 6fl ) (B1-53a)
1
iv5 = Ka Kt (6c 2 -Sf 2) (B1-53b)
2
BI-24
]
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iv : K K ( oi - ) (B1-53c)
_1 q t
i V =K aK t (_C 2-_f21
_2
(B1-53d)
B1.5 FEEDBACK TRANSDUCER. The engine feedback signal, 6f, depends not only on engine position but
also upon the actuator support structure compliance. Therefore
57.3 A
6f= 5 + K------RPL (B1-54)
m
The four engine feedback signals become
57.3 A
5fl= 51+_KmR PL 6 (B1-55)
1
57.3 A
6f 2 = 52 + K-------R PL (B1-56)
m 6 2
57.3 A
_fl = _1 + KmR PL_I
(B1-57)
57.3 A
_f2 = _2 + K R PL
m _2
(B1-58)
B1.6 AUTOPILOT EQUATIONS. The autopilot equations are taken directly from Appendix B2, with the
proper subs cripting.
6 =6 = 8 +
el c2 _'R s + 1
(BI-59)
_Cl=- }c2- TR--_ +
(BI-60)
B1.7 HYDRAULIC POWER SUPPLY. Figure B1-6 is the schematic diagram of the Centaur hydraulic power
supply. The equations governing behavior of the hydraulic power supply during the ignition transient ave
derived in the following sections.
B1-25
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B1.7.1 Pump Flow. Fluid is supplied to the high-pressure side of the system by a fixed-vane rotary
pump which displaces constant volume of fluid per revolution. The pump output flow is given by
= (_r v/ N (B1-61)Qp _V e
Subscripting for the two power supplies,
QPl V e
= _ (_r v/ N2 (B1-63)QP2 V e
B1.7.2 Relief Valve Flow. The relief valve maintains the supply pressure within set limits while meeting
the normal flow requirements of the system. It is normally open to three-quarters of full-flow position.
Since the valve opening depends on supply pressure, flow through the valve is maintained equal to pump
output• When there is a flow demand on the system, the flow is maintained by the relief valves closing
in response to a supply pressure drop.
Excluding higher-order effects and relief valve nonlinearities, the pressure excursions usually encoun-
tered from no-flow to full-flow may be 5 to 25 pe_ent of the supply pressure, depending upon orifice
geometry and the spring rate of the relief valve poppet assembly. Also, depending upon the relief valve,
the reseat pressure may be as low as 50 percent of the cracking (opening) pressure. The reseat pressure
of the relief valve placed between the high-pressure supply and the reservoir is greater than 95 percent
of the cracking pressure. The difference between the reseat pressure and the crackiug pressure is less
than 10 percent of the difference between the cracking pressure and full-flow pressure. It is assumed
that the relief valve operates in a linear fashion about the three-quarters-full-flow point between cracking
pressure and full-flow pressure. The flow is given by
PS - PC
QV =QFFPFF- PC ; PS >PC
= 0 ; PS<PC
(B1-64)
Subscripting for the two power supplies,
PS 1 - PC
QV1 ; P= QFF PFF - PC S1 ->Pc
= O ; PS 1 < PC
(B1-65)
PS 2 - PC
QV 2 = QFF PFF - PC ; PS 2 -PC
(B1-66)
= 0 ;PS 2 < PC
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This flow represents that from the high-pressure side of the system into the reservoir through the relief
valve.
B1.7.3 Actuator Flow. The flow demand by the two actuators represents a flow out of the high-pressure
side of the system
QACTI = QACTsI] + QACT_I ]
(BI-67)
QACT2] = QACT52 + QACT_21 (B1-68)
B1.7.4 , Bootstrap Flow. The flow into the bootstrap region (Region c) depends directly on motion of the
bootstrap piston. The rate at which this piston moves can be equated to the sum of the flows into the low-
pressure side (Region b) of the reservoir.
1
Xresl=ARH [Qpl-QV1 - QACTI ]
(B1-69)
[ i] B17o1 _ QACT 2res2 ARH QP2 - QV2
The bootstrap flows are then given by:
QBS = ABS kres (B1-71)
1 1
QBS 2 = ABS x (B1-72)res 2
B1.7.5 Accumulator Flow. The flow out of the accumulator, QACC, depends directly upon motion of the
accumulator piston.
QACC I = - AA XA ; 0 -<x A -< 0.1375 ft (B1-73)1
= 0 ;x A> 0.1375ft
QACC 2=-AAxA2; 0-<x A_< 0.1375ft
(BI-74)
= 0 ;x A> 0.1375ft
This, in turn, depends on the precharge inside Region d of the accumulator. Assuming adiabatic expan-
sion during operation,
PAC VAcK= PAC}o K
Ti VAC i (BI-75)
BI-28
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where VAC is the volume of Region d, PAC i is the initial pressure (at launch) in Region d, and VA_ is the
_K
initial volume in Region d. Here a constant-volume process is assumed to relate the pressure at launch
(subscripti) to that at main engine start (subscript o).
The volume on the gas side of the accumulator is given by
VAC = VAC i - A A x A
(B1-76)
Substituting Equation B1-76 into B1-75,
PAC. To
1 v K
PAC (VACi - AA XA) K= T i AC i
(B1-77)
1
Raising to the _ power,
_3a 1
_°_: ("_°i-_x_>=\ _ / VAC i (B1-78)
Rewriting in terms of xA,
1
[i -\ TiI
PS K
(B1-79)
since PS = PAC to balance pressures. Differentiating Equation B1=79 and subscripting,
1
: -<4> (B1-80)
1
, ,,,,o, _<,¢.
_<,,-,<.,<,,.\_, / '%. '%. (BI-81)
B1.7.6 Total Flow. The total flow into the high-pressure side at the system may be written
QT =Qp -Qv- IQAcTI -QBs +QACC (B1-82)
B1-29
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Substituting for the bootstrap flow and subscripting,
-
(B1-83)
(B1-84)
B1.7.7 Reservoir Pressure. The pressure on the gas side of element A, Region a, is referred to as PRA
and related to the launch condition by the following equation of state.
P T
RA i o
_ (B1-85)PI_ T
o i
where the subscripts o and i refer to main engine start and launch respectively. During the powered phase
of flight the gas is assumed to follow the adiabatic expansion relationship given by
T OPRAi K
PRA VRA K - _i VRAi
(B1-86)
This can be rewritten
/vjPRA To RA ii (BI-S7)
PRA = T i
But substituting
VR A + ARA (B1-88)
= VRA i Xres
into Equation B1-87 yields
P __ PRAi i x K (BI-89)
RA T i 1 + ARA res
VRA i
The pressure in the low-fluid-pressure side of the system, PR' is given by
PR = - PS ABS + FS + K x + PRA ARA
ARH res res
(B1-90)
B1-30
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Since the incremental volume caused by the displacement, Xre s, is small when compared with VRA i,
PRA is almost a constant. Likewise Kre s Xre s << FS, and the reservoir pressure can be written as
ARH o
(B1-91)
In this analysis PRo ' the reservoir pressure at main engine start, was assumed zero, yielding for the
two hydraulic power supplies
ABS
- PS
PRI ARH 1
(BI-92)
A
BS
PR2- AR H PS 2
(B1-93)
B1.7.8 Supply Pressure. The supply pressure is a function of the volume of the high-pressure side of
the system:
B
PS = V dV + PR
T o
(B1-94)
Differentiating Equation B-94,
= B BdV VT
PS VT QT ----_
V T
(BI-95)
where
dV = fQT dt (BI-96)
V T=Vline s+A Ax A+VBS +ABsXre s
O
(B1-97)
VT = AA XA + ABS Xres (BI-98)
This can be rewritten in terms of the bootstrap and accumulator flows.
A
BS
_rT = - QACC + ARH Qp - QV - QACTI>
(B1-99)
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Rewriting Equations B1-95, B1-96, B1-97, and B1-99 with the proper subscripting,
PSI = /PS1 dt
• B B • dt
PS I =VT--- 1 QT I V--2TI VTI /QT I
VTI=VT + fVTdto 1
VT1 - QACCI
PS2 = fPs2dt
%S - QACTI 1ARH (QPl - QV1
• B B •
PS2=VT% QT2 V 2 VT 2 /QT2 dt
T 2
VT2= VTo + fVT2dt
VT2 - QACC2 ARH P2 - QV2
(B1-100) ,
(BI-IOI)
(BI-102)
(BI-103)
(BI-104)
(BI-105)
(BI-106)
(BI-107)
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SECTION B2
RIGID BODY/PROPELLANT SLOSHING
STABILITY EQUATIONS
B2-1/B2-2
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Symbol
A
Af
B
C B
C F
Cf
_f
C L
C V
C 1
f
IR
Ixx r, Iyy r, Izz r
iV
K A
K a
K A K R
K c
I
K c
Kf
K I
LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR SECTION
Definition
Actuating piston area
Feedback piston area
Bulk modulus of hydraulic fluid
Coulomb friction coefficient
Equivalent admittance for gimbal friction
B2
Discharge coefficient for washout orifice
Equivalent admittance for Cf
Discharge coefficient for leakage bypass orifice
Equivalent admittance for C L
Viscous friction coefficient
Nonlinear slosh damping proportionality constant
Attitude reference vector
Engine "wet" moment of inertia of gimballed mass about the
gimbal point
Reduced moment of inertia about the roll axes, pitch axes,
and yaw axes respectively {See Reference C-l)
Servovalve current
Equivalent servovalve current
End-to-end position gain
Servoamplifier gain
End-to-end rate gain
Actuator no-load open-loop velocity gain
Simplified low-frequency approximation of the open-loop
nonlinear actuator velocity gain under load
Feedback spring constant
Autopilot integrator gain
Units
ft 2
ft2
lb/ft 2
ft -lb
ft-lb
 eg/se "
(ft3/sec)
v/ lb/ft2
ft3/sec
lb/ft 2
(ft3/sec)
_/ft 2
ft3/sec
lb/ft 2
ft -lb
deg/sec
deg-1
ft/sec 2
slug-_ 2
slug-ft2
ma
ma
deg 6
deg 0
ma/volt
deg
deg/sec
deg/sec
deg
deg/sec
deg
lb/ft 2
-1
see
B2-3
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Symbol
K m
K R
K S
K t
K V
LPcL, LPcH
_CL' LCH
£c
£p
LR
_Z
M
r
MPcL' MPcH
MR
M T
PL
_L
PR
PS
QACT
R
S
T
C
T L
t
LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR SECTION B2,
Definition
Spring constant of actuator support structure
Rate gyro gain
C ontd
DPF valve pressure feedback gain
Feedback transducer gain
Servovalve discharge coefficient
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen pendulum lengths
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen pendulum moment arms
Rocket engine control moment arm
Distance between vehicle center-of-gravity and
inertial guidance platform
Distance between rocket engine center-of-gravity
and gimbal point
Rocket engine roll control moment arm
Reduced mass of vehicle (without sloshing mass)
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen pendulum masses
Rocket engine gimballed mass, one engine "wet"
Total mass of vehicle
Dynamic load pressure (pressure drop across actuating
piston)
Equivalent admittance for PL
Hydraulic system reservoir pressure (return pressure
from servovalve)
Hydraulic systems supply pressure to servovalve
Actuator flow
Engine actuator moment arm
Laplace operator
Control engine thrust
Load torque feedback to actuating piston
Time
Units
lb/ft
deg
deg/sec
ma
lb/ft 2
volt/deg
(ft3/sec)
marlin/ft2
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
slugs
sings
sings
slugs
lb/ft 2
lb/ft 2
lb/ft 2
m/ft 2
ft3/sec
ft
sec- 1
lb
ft-lb
sec
B2-4
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Symbol
V A
X, y, Z
APf
APf
_5
_C
6f
6¢
_CL' _'CH
e
ec
8 F
8p
e_
?/
rf
r R
¢
¢CL, ¢CH
oJ
_CL' _CH
LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR SECTION B2, Contd
Definition
Total volume of hydraulic fluid in one actuator cylinder
Vehicle body axis coordinate system (roll, pitch, and yaw)
Vehicle axial acceleration
Vehicle normal acceleration (plunging)
Pressure drop across sensing piston in dpf valve
Equivalent admittance for Apf
Angular offset of the rocket engine center-of-gravity
from engine center line
Rocket engine gimbal angle
Sinusoidal engine gimbal angle limit cycle amplitude
from null to peak
Commanded engine angle
Engine feedback angle
Engine roll deflection
Thrust offset
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen slosh damping ratios
Rigid body vehicle pitch angle
Commanded vehicle pitch angle
Integral guidance control feedback signal
Rate gyro feedback signal
Position reference feedback signal
Autopilot error signal
3.1416
Effective dpf network time constant
Equivalent lag of rate gyro
Vehicle roll angle
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen pendulum angles
Frequency
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen slosh frequencies
Units
ft 3
ft/sec 2
ft/sec 2
lb/ft 2
lb/ft2
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
ft
N.D.
deg
deg
deg-sec
deg
deg
deg
N.D.
see
sec
deg
deg
rad/sec
rad/sec
B2-5/B2-6
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SECTION B2
RIGID BODY/PROPELLANT SLOSHING
STABILITY EQUATIONS
B2.1 INTRODUCTION. This appendix describes the equations used in the rigid body/propellant sloshing
stability analysis. The equations are all basically linear, with modifications made to account for non-
linearities associated with propellant slosh damping and the electrohydraulic actuator-gimbaled engine
system.
B2.2 VEHICLE DYNAMICS. The mathematical model used to describe the behavior of the Centaur vehicle
for stability analyses may be summarized as follows:
a. Five perturbational degrees of vehicle freedom (two translational, three rotational) from a nominal
trajectory are assumed, a so-called "fly-the-wire" model. The vehicle is restrained to fly a nominal
trajectory in a predetermined fashion; all mass and inertial properties and the axial acceleration are
predetermined functions of time.
b. The widely used pendulum analogy is used to duplicate the forces and moments associated with the
first mode of propellant sloshing. The second and higher modes are ignored. Both theoretical and
empirical means are used to obtain the sloshing parameters (References B-l, B-2, B-3, B-4s and B-5}.
c. The inertial forces due to gimbaling the thrust chambers are neglected in root locus analyses, and a
transfer function between commanded and actual thrust vector directions is used. This approximation
is valid in the frequency range being studied. These forces are not neglected in time varying analyses.
The above three assumptions define the basic mathematical model of the vehicle dynamics. To shorten
the analysis, the following additional simplifications have been made: one plane at a time is considered,
with cross coupling due to cross moments of inertia, center-of-gravity offset, etc., giving only second-
order effects. This is valid for the virtually cylindrically symmetric Centaur. Roll plane analysis ignores
sloshing, with the vehicle assumed to rotate about its propellants. Pitch and yaw plane dynamics are
I
identical except for actuator response, which is reflected in the Kc, u_, 5 curves presented in Section
3.3.3.1. Hence, only the pitch and roll plane equations are given.
Figure B2-1 illustrates the pitch plane coordinate system for the mathematical model.
B2o 2.1 Pitch Plane Vehicle Equations of Motion
a. Angular Acceleration:
°° o°
I 0 = T £ 5 - MPC L £ x - MPC H £ x (B2-1)YYr c c CL ¢CL CH ¢CH
b. Lateral Acceleration:
Co
oo oo .°
57.3 Mr z = Tc 5 + MPC L x ¢CL + MPCH x ¢CH (B2-2)
Axial Acceleration:
o.
M T x = T c (B2-3)
B2-7
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Figure B2-1. Centaur Vehicle Pitch Plane Parameters
d. Propellant Sloshing:
"" + " + "" = - ) 0" - 57.3 "z (B2-4)
L ¢CL 2_CL °_CL LPcL ¢CL x ¢CL (£CL LPcLPCL
LPCH ¢CH + 2_CH _CH LPcH ¢CH + x ¢CH = (_CH- LPCH) 0" -57.3 z (B2-5)
B2.2.2 Roll Plane Vehicle Equation of Motion
a. Angular Acceleration:
I ¢" = T _ 6 (B2-6)
XX C Z
r
B2.3 PROPELLANT SLOSH DAMPING. The propellant slosh damping ratios, _CL and _CH, in the
preceding equations are functions of the tank geometry and internal structure as well as the amplitude
of sloshing motion. In Centaur stability studies the damping in any given tank at any given fluid level is
treated as having two parts: a small linear (with slosh amplitude) portion called inherent damping and a
larger, amplitude dependent portion called structural slosh damping. The former is due to three terms:
the free surface, side wall wiping, and bottom scrubbing damping (Reference B-l). The latter is due to
baffles and/or other internal tank structures. Figure B2-2 illustrates the internal tank structures of both
the liquid hydrogen and oxygen tanks contributing to damping.
B2.3.1 Linear Damping. The linear portion of the propellant slosh damping included in the root locus
analysis presented in this report has the values shown in Appendix E.
B2-8
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CENTAUR FUEL TANK
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Figure B2-2. Structures Providing Damping in the Propellant Tanks
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B2o 3.2 Amplitude Dependent Damping. The damping provided by the baffle, spring ring, baffle support
and thrust barrel structures in the Centaur liquid oxygen tank is assumed to be proportional to the sloshing
amplitude. In general the amplitude dependent damping is only included in time varying analysis and not
in root locus analysis. In past analog computer studies, only that damping provided by the thrust barrel
has been considered, the damping provided by the other structures being ignored because the damping is
not necessary for stability of sloshing.
It is assumed that the nonlinear damping is proportional to the sloshing amplitude:
(_)N. L. cx= ¢SLOSH (B2-7)
For time varying studies on the analog computer, a means of mechanizing the determination of ¢ is needed.
This is done by first assuming
=--_ = --Y I_]AVG (B2-8)
where I¢1AVG is the average value of the instantaneous absolute value of the pendulum angular rate, in
deg/sec. The solution is mechanized by finding the instantaneous absolute value and filtering through a
simple lag having a time constant of one second.
I¢I (B2-9)
B2.3.2.1 Liquid Oxygen Tank Thrust Barrel. In time varying sloshing stability studies, the nonlinear
damping provided by the thrust barrel is mechanized according to the following equation:
I¢CL{
2{_CL}NL U_CL ¢CL = C1 s+l $CL (B2-10)
Hence
CI=Y
(_CL)NL
_bCL
(B2-11)
A plot of C 1, the nonlinear damping proportionality constant, versus station number is shown in Figure
B2-3. This data has been obtained from results of slosh testing of full scale tanks, Reference B-6.
B2.4 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM. For purposes of rigid body/propellant sloshing stability analysis,
the flight control system of the Centaur vehicle during any powered flight phase may be represented by
the block diagram of Figure B2-4, or by minor modifications to it. An autopilot error signal, generated
by subtracting a signal proportional to the vehicle rate from the position error, is used to generate engine
commands. It is integrated to ensure that the steady-state error signal, and hence the position error, is
zero in the presence of thrust misaliguments, center-of-gravity offsets, etc.
The rate signal is obtained from rate gyros which have significant dynamic effects. Centaur type rate
gyros are overdamped, resulting in significant lag within this frequency range. The lag is assumed
equivalent to a single time constant, _'R"
The position error signal is obtained from the guidance platform resolver chain. The platform dynamics
are negligible for purposes of rigid body/propellant sloshing stability analysis. The position reference
B2-10
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Figure B2-3. Nonlinear Damping Proportionality Constant versus Fluid Level
is provided by the guidance computer via the programmer. Figure B2-4 includes a simplified sample-
and-hold representation of the effect of the guidance computer on the vehicle dynamics. The derivation of
this model is discussed in Section B4. In root locus analysis, the effect of the sample-and-hold is ignored;
i.e., ki'= 0; and the stability of the rest of the system is analyzed using the usual techniques. Analog
studies, however, do include the effects of the sample-and-hold.
B2o 4.1 Autopilot Error Signals
a. Pitch and Yaw (Steering Enabled)
K R s
e¢ r R s+l= - kp ep 8 (B2-12)
b. Roll; Pitch and Yaw (Prior to Steering Enable)
K R s
8 = -_ (9 (B2-13)
T R s+l
Co Autopilot Engine Command Signal (Pitch, Yaw and Roll)
(B2-14)
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B2.4.2 Electrohydraulic Actuator-Engine System. The engine position servo system is the major source
of nonlinearity in the flight control system. Depending upon the analysis being performed, one of several
approximations to this behavior is made. This section outlines the approximations.
The equations describing the servo system have been developed elsewhere (References B-1 and B-7 and
Appendix B1) and are repeated here for convenience. It is assumed that the system described by these
equations is undergoing perturbational motions about a central position and that leakage around the
actuator piston and a dynamic pressure feedback network in the servo valve are included.
B2.4.2.1 System Equations
a. Engine Gimbal Torques:
I R 5
57.3 _" = -Cv _ - CB 16--/ -TL (t)+ARP L (B2-15)
b. Actuator Piston Load Pressure:
rm)A2 _'L - AR 5 -CL _/IP LI
-_ + 57.3 IPLI + QACT
c. Servovalve Flow:
(B2-16)
ivr
PS-PR- 'iv*' PL il iv' [
• _ PS - PR - 1_TV_[ PL (B2-17)
• I
Ps - PR-I1v I
d. Equivalent Servovalve Current:
iv' = iv - Ks Apf (B2-1S)
Servovalve Current (Output of Servoamplifier):
iv K K t (B2-19)= a (5 c - 5f)
eo
f. Engine Position Feedback:
f = 5+ 57"3AK R PL (B2-20)
m
g. Dynamic Pressure Feedback:
Apf = _- PL - _ (B2-21)
Af 2 IAPf[
B2-13
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B2.4.2.2 System-Describing Function. In these equations, flow through an orifice is assumed propor-
tional to the square root of the pressure drop across the orifice. The equations are now linearized by
defining "equivalent admittances."
I a .o
57.----36 = - CF _ - TL (t)+ ARP L (B2-22)
VA A2 /+-K- -
m/
AR C\ P,+57.3 QACT (B2-23)
Af 2
(B2-24)
where the barred variables are the equivalent admittances for gimbal friction, C L and Cf; and are both
amplitude- and frequency-dependent. The values for the barred variables are defined in terms of describ-
ing functions; i.e., in terms of the ratio between the fundamental component of the output to the assumed
sinusoidal input. Reference B-7 derives the following relationships:
4C B
CF = Cv +----o_ (B2-25)
(B2-26)
1.11 Cf
_-f- _ (B2-27)
u
where 6, PL, and Apf are the maximum sinusoidal amplitudes of the engine motion, load pressure, and
feedback pressure (across the sensing piston) at an assumed amplitude, 6 , and frequency, 0¢. The pres-
sure amplitudes are given by:
{-- 2 2P-L - 57_3 _ IR 002) + (57.3 C'F¢0 ) (B2-28)
where
Apf = ._- (4af2 U2)2
2
Af
af -
1.11 CfKf
2u j2
4af
(B2-29)
(B2-30)
B2-14
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In addition to these linearizations, the influence of load pressure on the valve gain is assumed negligible.
Equation B2-17 then becomes:
QACT = KV iv_/Ps - PR (B2-31)
The equations can now be represented by the block diagram of FigureB2-5. The general expression for
engine position, 5 (s), in terms of the commanded position, 5c(S ), and the load torques, TL(S), becomes:
2 57.3 2
K u_ (2Tfs+ 1) 5 c (s) (2Tfs + K ls + K o) T L (s)
c c
5 (s) = (B2-32)
4 s 3 s 2 2
2Tfs + N 3 + N 2 + NlS + K ooc c
where
2
Af
"f Kf
(B2-33)
2
¢o
c
K
c
(AR) 2
KaKt PR
AR
(B2-34)
(B2-35)
K
i
K
o
i+
A 2
m
K AR
s
+
2×57.3 K
a
V A A 2
4B K
m
A 2
C-L + K K c
m
V A A 2
+
4B K
m
(B2-36)
(B2-37)
N 3 = K 1
2x 57.3 Tf C F
+
IR
(B2-38)
N 2
2
= 2Tf00 c
+ 2K KtAR
a I R
+K
o
2 X 57.3 Tf CF_
IR / (B2-39)
B2-15
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57.3 CF Ko 2
N1 - I R +_c (1+ 2vfK c) (B2-40)
The Centaur actuators do not have a leakage orifice (CL = 0); under this condition Equations B2-36 and
B2-37 canbe simplified to
K 1
A 2 K AR /
2_'fK +
c 2 x 57.3KaKt
1+ < VAA2>4-B'+K
m
(B2-41)
2
A
K Kc
m
K - ¢__a_i
o VA A 2
+
4B K
m
These expressions are strictly valid for s = j_, but are approximately valid in the region of the jo_ axis.
Thus they can be used to predict limit cycles over the entire frequency spectrum of interest.
Figure B2-6 illustrates the gain and phase characteristics of the Centaur actuator describing function.
B2.4.2.3 Low-Frequency Approximation; Root-Locus Studies. For purposes of studying rigid body/
propellant sloshing stability using root-locus techniques, it is desirable to use a simple transfer function
of the form (Reference B-8):
I
5 Kc
8c-- (s) - S+Kc (B2-43)
I
where K c is a function of both the amplitude, 6, and the frequency, _, of engine motion. Root-loci can
be plotted for several values of equivalent actuator lag frequency, Ke, and interpreted in terms of possible
limit eyeles.
It is assumed that the load disturbance torques, T L (t), are of minor importance in the frequency range of
interest and can be omitted. Then the phases of the transfer functions in Equations B2-32 and B2-43 are
equated for various engine amplitudes and frequencies. This results in an unavoidable but small (at low
frequencies) error in gain. The results, K c' (¢_, 5), are plotted as in Figures 3 . 3-14 and 3 . 3-15 in the main
body of the report. It should be noted that these curves are for particular values of actuator parameters
and will change as these parameters change. For example, gimbal friction varies over a wide range, and
the predicted limit cycle amplitudes will vary accordingly.
B2.4.2.4 Low Frequency Approximation; Analog Studies. Implicit in the preceding discussion was the
validity of the describing function method in analyzing the actuator nonlinearities. This kind of analysis
assumes both sinusoidal excitation and an essentially sinusoidal output (as far as its effects on the
succeeding elements in the system are concerned). At very low frequencies and amplitudes this approxi-
mation begins to lose validity, primarily because of the coulomb friction in the gimbal bearing. The
gimbal friction creates a dead zone in the engine motion. In analog studies a so-called dead-zone approxi-
mation is used in analyzing system behavior.
B2-17
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Figure B2-6. Describing Function of Engine Actuator
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The dead zone arises from the Coulomb friction in the gimbal bearing. A consideration of the friction
forces acting will make this evident. Consider static friction. Until the breakaway friction torque is
exceeded, motion will not take place. Once motion has taken place, both Coulomb and viscous friction
forces will be present. This static friction causes the dead zone, because an output motion is not produced
in the presence of a command until the maximum static friction force is exceeded. The dead zone is the
angular command required such that motion is impending.
The system equations given at the beginning of Section B2.4.2 may be combined to yield:
57.3 VA A 2 PL 5 +
AR 4-B + + AR JPLJ PL j = KC 5C
- 5
57.3 A Ks PL ]PL+ 2 Cf Kt
s+
2Af2v Ir fl
(B2-44)
where the influence of load pressure on valve gain is assumed negligible. It is further assumed that in the
frequency range of interest, the washout orifice around the sensing piston in the dpf network is completely
effective; i.e., there is no feedback (K s = 0).
With C L and K s equaling zero, for the Centaur stage actuators, Equation B2-44 may be solved for P
yielding: L'
1 K 0 - (s+ 5c c Kc)
P =
L 57.3 VA + s + c
AR V A K m
1+
4B A 2
The equation of motion of the thrust chamber is given by:
IR
ARPL- 57.3 _" + CV _ + CB J sJ + TL (B2-46)
where T L represents the inertial load torques acting on the engine:
• . 5 1 .-
TL = MR £R x 57.3 57.3 (IR+MR _R _c ) _" - M'R _R z (B2-47)
Terms representing duct restraints, engine center-of-gravity offsets, etc., are omitted in these equations.
Equations B2-45, B2-46, and B2-47 are simulated for analog studies of the Centaur stage vehicle. The
Coulomb friction is simulated by feedback of engine velocity, 5, through a high gain limited amplifier, and
thus produces a rate dead zone.
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B2.4.2.5 Gimbaling Capability. The hydraulic system adequacy is indicated by comparing the gimbaling
demand with gimbaling capability. The equations describing the vehicle and engine dynamics are given
by References B-9 and B-10. The capability is determined as follows.
IR 8 MR
ARPL- 57.3 8" + C V8 + C B _ + ARPL(AcT) _ + 57.3 (5 +AS)
• " 1 Tc
-MR R 5v.3 (I *MR R c) S 2 (B2-48)
lyyr 8 = Tc _c 6 +2 (M R £R £c + IR) 6" + 2 M R _R x 6 + 57.3 Tc _ (B2-49)
57.3 Mr z = Tc6 + 2 M R % 6" (B2-50)
where
,°
M T x = T c (B2-51)
PL(ACT)
m
= Load pressure required to balance coulomb friction in actuator = 15 lb/in 2
= Total duct restraint moment acting on engine = 135 ft-lb.
In these equations the forces and moments produced by propellant sloshing have been neglected. Since the
engine angle, 6, is the excursion from trim conditions, terms for center-of-gravity offset and thrust
differential do not appear.
If 8 and z are eliminated from the above equations, the following equation defining instantaneous load
pressure in terms of engine motion applies.
1[ IARPL =5-T-.3 IR - 4 _ M R £R _c 2 IR2 (MR _ _c)2 2(MR _R)2Iyy r - Iyy--_ 2 Mr 6"Iyy r
+ CV 6 + CB+ ARPL(ACT) _ + 57.'--3 M R % x iy r
2 2
IR MR £R _ MR £
"" c R "
-2_--- MR£ R x I Tc£ -2 £ xc I c
YYr YYr YYr
I¸ I£ £ T• " A6 IR MR R c c+ MR £R x "57.-----3 - i'--- T _ - T cE +-_ c + mc I
YYr YYr
MRM£Rr Tc }
(B2-52)
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This equation is more simply stated:
] 6ARP L = A 1 5" + A 2 6 + C B +ARPL(ACT) 161 + (B2-53)
Except for those defined above, the parameters given in Appendix E are used to evaluate the terms in the
equation. Table B2-1 lists values for gimbal torque coefficients.
The available torque is conservatively assumed to be:
TAVAI L = 1620 - 142 ]5 (in deg) l ft-lb (B2-54)
where the engines are assumed to gimbal in both planes simultaneously. This represents a conservative
approximation of the hydraulic power available to produce actuator motion, since the effects of the accu-
mulator are neglected. If 5 it) is assumed sinusoidal, i.e., 5 (t) = 5 cos _¢t then TAVAI L as a function
of time is given by:
TAVAI L = 1620 - 142 _5 Isin _t I (B2-55)
The required torque is given by the right-hand side of Equation B2-53:
TRE Q : (A 3 - A1) 6 cos_t + A 4 +[CB+ARPL(ACT)] 151 (B2-56)
where the phase and amplitude changes due to the A 2 5 term (viscous friction)are small and have been
neglected. The critical point in the limit cycle, where the demand on the hydraulic power supply is great-
est, is where the required torque just equals the available torque. Using this fact, the following relation
between limit cycle amplitude and frequency is obtained.
-5_(141.6 c0) 2 + (A 3 - 2A1)2 = 1620 -A 4- (C B+ARPL(ACT)) (B2-57)
In Figure 3.3-24, the curve representing hydraulic system capability is a plot of Equation B2-57. The
key assumption in this analysis is that the sinusoidal engine motion. This assumption is most valid where
large demands, as in this derivation, are made on the system. The nonlinear terms, chiefly coulomb
friction, form a relatively small part of the overall torques.
Table B2-1. Evaluation of Gimbal Torque Coefficients
COEFFICIENT VALUE
ft-lb
A 1 \rad/sec2/ 1.4
A 3 (ft-lb/rad) 110
A 4 (ft-lb) 914
C B + ARPL(ACT) (ft-lb) 230
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Symbol
A
Af
B
CB
CF
Cf
Cf
C V
D
fm
a(s)
Hr
Ir
1R
IR
O
J
K A
Zar 
K c
Kc
Kf
K I
K m
KR
KV
K 3
LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR SECTION B3
Definition
Actuating piston area
Feedback piston area
Bulk modulus of hydraulic fluid
Coulomb friction coefficient
Equivalent admittance for gimbal friction
Discharge coefficient for washout orifice
Equivalent admittance for Cf
Viscous friction coefficient
Platform gyro damping
Inertial guidance platform gimbal viscous friction coefficient
Platform servo stabilization electronic transfer function
Angular momentum of platform gyro motor
Vehicle moment of inertia about pitch axis (Iyy r)
Engine "wet" moment of inertia of gimballed mass about
gimbal axis
Engine "wet" moment of inertia of gimballed mass about
engine center-of-gravity
Platform gimbal moment of inertia
End-to-end position gain
Product of servoamplifier gain and feedback transducer gain
Actuator no-load open-loop velocity gain
Actuator effective (at load) open loop velocity gain
Feedback spring constant
Autopilot integrator gain
Spring constant of actuator support structure
Autopilot rate gyro gain
Servovalve discharge coefficient
Inertial guidance platform servo stabilization loop gain
Units
ft 2
ft 2
Ib/ft 2
ft-lb
ft-lb
deg/sec
(ft3/sec)
ft3/sec
Ib/ft2
ft -lb
deg/sec
dyne-cm-sec
in./oz
rad/sec
N.D.
gm cm 2
sec
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
in.-oz-sec 2
deg 5
deg 0
ma/deg
deg/sec
deg
deg/sec
deg
lb/ft 2
-1
sec
lb/_t
deg
deg/sec
ft3/sec
ma / lb/ 2
in.-oz/rad
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Symbol
_C
_R
M R
m(i)
M.U.
_L
PR
PS
q(i)
R
Tc
TD
Tf
TGR
T L
T m
TMU
V A
B(i)
XT
_Pf
Apf
5
(,
6c
5ik
_(i)
G
LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR SECTION B3, Contd
Definition
Rocket engine control moment arm
Distance between rocket engine gimballed mass
center-of-gravity and gimbal axis
Rocket engine gimballed mass, one engine, "wet"
Generalized mass, i th mode
Platform gimbal mass unbalance parameter
Amplitude of actuator load pressure
Hydraulic system reservoir pressure (return pressure
from servovalve)
Hydraulic supply pressure to servovalve
Generalized coordinate, i th mode
Engine actuator moment arm
Control engine thrust
Total platform gimbal disturbance torque (Tf + TMU )
Platform disturbance torque due to gimbal friction
Platform &Tyro reaction torque
Load torque feedback to actuating piston
Platform gimbal servo stabilization torque
Platform disturbance torque due to gimbal mass unbalance
Total volume of hydraulic fluid in one actuator cylinder
Normalized slope-coupling term, i th mode ^ (i) _ (i) (i),
_XT - _XT -_XE )
Pressure drop across sensing piston in dpf valve
Equivalent admittance for APf
Engine displacement with respect to the elastic slope at
the gimbal point
Sinusoidal engine gimbal angle limit cycle amplitude
from null to peak
Commanded engine angle
Kronecker delta
Damping ratio, i th mode
Rate gyro damping ratio
Units
ft
ft
slugs
slugs
in.-oz
ft/sec'
lb/ft 2
m/ft 2
lb/ft 2
ft
ft
lb
in.-oz
in.-OZ
in.-OZ
ft-lb
in.-OZ
in.-OZ
ft3
deg/ft
lb/ft 2
lb/ft 2
deg
deg
deg
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
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Symbol
_p
8
8
c
8F
8Gp
8mu
8p
e¢
?7
_(i)
RG
_'f
rG
#(i)
XT
o_
_(i)
_c
UST OF SYMBOLS FOR SECTION B3, Contd
Definition
Inertial guidance platform case damping ratio
Rigid body vehicle pitch angle
Commanded vehicle pitch angle
Rate gyro feedback signal
Platform gyro rotation about its output axis
Incremental position feedback signal error due to gimbal
mass unbalance and shock mount transmissibility
Position reference feedback signal
Ideal position reference feedback signal modified by plat-
form case rocking d_mamics
Autopilot error signal
3.1416
Normalized slope of ith mode at position reference location
Normalized slope of i th mode at rate gyro location
Normalized slope of i th mode at engine center of gravity
Normalized slope of i th mode at inertial guidance platform
location
Normalized slope of i th mode at engine gimbal point
Effective dpf network time constant
Inertial Guidance platform gyro time constant
Normalized displacement at inertial guidance platform
location
Normalized displacement of i th mode at engine gimbal point
Frequency
Natural frequency, i th mode
Undamped natural frequency of open-loop electrohydraulic
position servo
Rate gyro natural frequency
Inertial guidance platform case natural frequency
Units
N.D.
deg
deg
deg
rad
deg
deg
deg
deg
N.D.
deg/ft
deg/ft
deg/ft
deg/ft
deg/ft
see
see
ft/ft
ft/ft
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
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LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR SECTION B3,
Symbol Definition
Parameters used for intermediate calculations in general equations:
af
_IV
_L
Defined in Equation B3-27
Defined in Equation B3-31
Defined in Equation B3-32
Defined in Equation B3-34
Defined in Equation B3-33
Contd
Units
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SECTION B3
ELASTIC VEHICLE BENDING STABILITY EQUATIONS
B3.1 INTRODUCTION. The equations of motion derived in this section are based on the Rayleigh-Ritz
method (Reference B-11) of employing assumed structural mode shapes. The particular set of assumed
modes used herein were derived for normal (orthogonal) modes, calculated with all elastically mounted
rocket engines included, by utilizing all of the normal mode function, ¢ (i) (X), except that portion pertain-
ing to the rocket engines. Hence, these new modes are no longer orthogonal, being both inertially- and
elastically-coupled as will be seen in the following derivation.
The flexible vehicle bending stability equations which follow are developed assuming a position reference
having a transfer function independent of frequency. Since both the Atlas sustainer and Centaur flight
phases use the Centaur inertial guidance platform to maintain a position reference rather than a position
gyro, this assumption is not strictly valid. The effect of the inertial platform dynamics on the flexible
vehicle bending stability is discussed in Section B3.4.
LEGEND
__ GIMBAL POINTTRANSLATIONAL
SPRING
O MASS STATION
• NON MASS
STATION
-- BEAM ELEMENT
X AUTOPILOT
LOC ATION
81 _71
TANK FULL
TANK 1/2 FULL
81 771
69
TANK 1/4 FULL
67 68
I I I i I i
0 100 200 300 400 500
STATION
Figure B3-1. AC-5 Spring Mass Model
B3.2 ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE ELASTIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION.
tions were made:
a. Lateral and angular displacements are small.
b. Aerodynamic and propellant sloshing forces are neglected.
The following assump-
B3-7
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B3.2.1 Lagrange's Equation. The general form of Lagrange's equation is:
d_5 TV _ 5Tv bUv _Q(k) (B3-1)
Where T V and U V are the kinetic and potential energies, respectively, of the elastic vehicle excluding engines,
and q(k) is the k th generalized coordinate. Q(k) is the generalized force for the k th generalized coordinate
and is defined by
Q(k) A= 5We
5 q(k)
(B3-2)
where W e is the work done by the externally applied forces.
For small lateral and angular displacements the kinetic energy is a positive quadratic function of the
velocities (Reference B-11), and Lagrange's equation reduces to:
d/_5 TV_____ + 5U___y_v = Q(k)
dt \5 _l(k) ] 5q (k) (B3-3)
Now let
T V= T-T E (B3-4)
U V= U-U E (B3-5)
where T and U are the kinetic and potential energy, respectively, of the vehicle with engines, and T E and
U E are the kinetic and potential energies respectively, of the engines.
Substituting Equations B3-4 and B3-5 into B3-3,
d 5 (T + 5 Q(k)
dt 5_t (k) - TE) 5-_ )(U-UE) =
(B3-6)
Now
1
T=_ _ m (i) (_t (i))
i
(B3-7)
1 2
U=_ m (i) (o_(i) q(i))
i
(B3-8)
where m(i) and 0_(i) are the generalized mass and natural frequency, respectively, of the ith normal mode
(including all gimbaled engines).
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Using Equations B3-6s B3-7, and B3-8,
m(k)._(k) d bT E +re(k) (oj(k))2q(k)_bUE _Q(k)
dt b _(k) bq(k)
(B3-9)
To simplify the expressions for the TE, UE, and Q(k) terms above, we assume only one engine and express all
angles in radians. Modal parameters are those obtained from the assumed modes. Refer to Figure B3-2
for sign convention and symbology.
NOTE: K s = KmR2; EQUIVALENT TORSIONAL SPRING
_XT(i)q (i)
_\\ /o_ (i)q(i)//
/
/
/
/
J /
/ / //
/
/
5 aXT(i)q(i) _"// >_, f/J/
exz q / IRo
_x(i)q(i)
Figure B3-2. Vehicle Bending Schematic
UNDE FORMED AXIS
B3.2.2 Kinetic Energy of the E_ine, T E (i = 1,2 ..... k ..... n)
= i=IL_XT+_RI_XT-_XT)Jq I +21R° i=1
R -_¢XT £R R£R_IXT CXT PXT _ XTi=l
F
/M (k) . (k)\ (i)+ / (k) LR_XT--/_'k'(k)\l^(i) ]..(i)
- _ R£RmXT - tR_XT) _XT MR£RCXT
+ qXT]] _XTI q[
(B3-10)
(B3-11)
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B3.2.3 Potential Energy of the Engine, U E (i = 1,2, .... k ..... n)
U E = _ K PXT q(i
i=1
(B3-12)
Let
B3.2.4
n
UE _(k)71 ^(i)(i)bq(k ) =K PXT .= /#XT q
(B3-13)
K = K R2;
c_ m
(B3-14)
n
b UE m R2_PxT(k)_ _XT^(i)q(i)bqlk---_ = K
(B3-15)
Virtual Work Done By Externally Applied Forces Due to Virtual Displacements Aq (k) (k =
1, 2, .... , n).
AW = _ bWe _q(k)
e k=-i q(k)
n n ( _(i) ) _(i) _(k) _ ._.(k)
_I_MR£R.. (k) _ (i) +
= 5_XT + M R _ RaXT -_XT _XT IR°crXT
k=-i i=l
n _ IR
_._ _XT_(i) .q.(i)axT(k) (_XT(i).q.(i)a(k)xT- Tc8 ¢(k_)....1_q(k)+ MR£ R
i=1 i=1
(B3-16)
where A denotes a virtual increment.
B3.2.5 Generalized Forces in the kth Mode, Q(k) (i = 1, 2 ..... k ..... n). From Equation B3-2,
bW
Q(k) _A e
bq(k)
gXT \ ,_ £ (k)_(i) _ M _(k)_(i)
Q(k) = - _XT_(k)Tc 6 + MR_R_IR____ / "_ + _[MR R.XT_X T R_XT_X T
_XT / i=1
+ _ _ .(k) (i) . (k) (i) (i)MR R® ax - (B3-17)
After substituting Equations B3-11, B3-14, and B3-16 into B3-9, rearranging terms, accounting
for both engines, and using proper units, the final elastic equation is given by Equation B3-18
in the section that follows.
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B3° 3
(Reference B-12)
SUMMARY OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM ELASTIC VEHICLE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Equation for k th mode (i = 1, 2 ..... n) , n < 5
=I 57.
a. Elastic Modes:
+
b. Rigid Body:
2M £
R R B(k)__(i)
57.3m(k) -XT_°XT +
)
2 IR ,,(k) (i) [
re(k)(57.3) 2 PXT(_XT / _(i) + 2_(k) _(i)¢0(k)Sik
,fl Q(k) o(i) "1 • T " (k)5i k _ m (k) (57.3) 2 J q(i + 57.3m (k)
I _(k) /
2 M £ "(k) R UXT _" = 0
57.3m (k) R R_XT 57.3
(i= 1, 2 ..... n), n_ 5
(B3-18)
Co
,0T, M ,R,c,RI{i I(_._ 5_._ 5_._ IR
i--1
B(i) ] (i) n .(i) c _(i) "MR£R_c
_XT 57.3 QXT+ i_ + Tc ( +__ q0)
_XTJ
Position Reference and Rate Gyro: (i= 1, 2 ..... n), n _ 5
e'_÷_o_oe _+Jo % - _R_e
n
d. Autopilot Error Signal: (i = 1, 2 ..... n), n _ 5
]O_-0 F - O+ _PG-(i) q(i) =0
i=l
e. Command to Servoactuators:
_o-KAe, -KASe,=o
=0 (B3-19)
(B3-20)
(B3-21)
(B3-22)
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f. Nonlinear Actuators Describing Function:
.... 2X 57.3 -- 'rf I(KA22m2rf 5 + 1 + IR rfC F+VA A 2
+
4 B K m
2rf 2K-_-tAR _ _ + 57.____3CF+ + IR
+
A 2 _
In
2
t _--g g--
In
2 - 2x 57.3
C C C L
l-t
2_ 6- 2_ 2r_+ 0JC C C C C
,,_L57-_t 2__2+ IR + V A_A + A m
4B K
In
IA2}_7.3 _- Kcm TL =+ IR V A A
4B K
In
4af 2 u_ 2
g. General Equations:
2
A__A_
rf = CfKf
1.11 Cf
{i-- 1 _2Apf = 1+
_ :)2
2
Af
af= 1.11CfKf
(B3-23)
(B3-24)
(B3-25)
(B3-26)
(B3-27)
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j< )2IR 2 2
4 C B
CF = Cv +
=o_K
c c
COS
if= 1 + _-_ R-Ps
¢ = ¢IV - eL
n
[.,.,.,2_]¢IV = tan-1 //57"3 _ X
57.3
Kc = _" KaKtKv _/Ps - PR
2
o0
c
A2R 2
n
= 57."---3 (IR + MR_R£c) +
i=l
(B3-28)
(B3-29)
(B3-30)
(B3-31)
(B3-32)
(B3-33)
(B3-34)
(B3-35)
(B3-36)
(B3-37)
B3.4 ANALYSIS OF PLATFORM DYNAMICS. The Centaur inertial platform is used as the vehicle
attitude reference for the flight control system daring Atlas sustainer phase and throughout Centaur stage
flight. The Centaur programmer provides a reference attitude vector (generated by the programmer or by
the guidance computer) in the form of three voltages which represent the three components of the reference
attitude vector in inertial (platform stable element) coordinates. These voltages are impressed on the
resolver chain of the platform whose output is a similar set of three voltages which represent the attitude
reference vector in vehicle coordinates. The voltage corresponding to that Component of the reference
vector along the positive pitch axis represents a positive (yaw right) rate command; along the positive
yaw axis, a negative (pitch down) rate command. The voltage representing the component along the positive
roll axis is shorted to ground through a loading resistance. The rate commands represent position errors
about the pitch and yaw axes with respect to li_e reference attitude, and thus are equivalent to displacement
gyro outputs. It is the purpose of this subsection to show that the transfer function relating the platform
position error signal to the angular displacement of the case mounting with respect to the reference vector
B3-13
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is independent of frequency, for purposes of stability analyses, and also independent of the translational
accelerations applied to the case. Moreover, it will be shown that the vehicle dynamics do not affect the
stability of the platform servo loops used to stabilize the inertial element. This results in the simplified
flight control system block diagram shown in Figure B3-4, which neglects platform dynamics.
B3o 4.1 Mathematical Model. A more complete single-plane block diagram is shown in Figure B3-3,
where the vehicle and platform angles are defined in Figure B3-4. The mathematical model includes:
a. Flexible vehicle dynamics.
b. Rocket engine position servo dynamics.
c. Single axis (pitch) inertial platform servo loop dynamics.
d. Platform gimbal friction.
e. Platform mass unbalance.
f. Platform shock mount dynamics.
The platform servo stabilization electronics represented by G(s) in Figure B3-3 is a complex transfer
function (Reference B-13) in the case of all four of the platform servo stabilization loops. Because of
the similarity between them, this analysis considers only the pitch, or third gimbal stabilization loop,
and is representative of yaw and roll. The method of nalaysis consists of establishing the transfer func-
tions pertinent to each of the feedback loops in Figure B3-3, and evaluating the effects of the different
parameters on the overall system stability. A more detailed description of the analysis is contained in
Reference B -14.
B3.4.1.1 Servo Loop Dynamics . The single axis platform stabilization dynamics are given within
the dashed line box of Figure B3-3. The root locus for this loop is given in Figure B3-5. The two roots
(A and B) represent the closed loop oscillatory roots of the platform dynamics at the operating gain, K3.
The gain can vary between rather wide limits such that the natural frequency of A varies from 130 to 195
radians/second. The change in B for this gain variation is of little consequence because of this root's
relatively large damping.
B3.4.1.2 Shock Mount Dynamics. The platform case mounting is a cantilever arrangement, four shock
mounts secure the inertial platform to the mount. The transmissibility of the mounts and the transfer
function used to simulate the mount characteristics are illustrated in Figure B3-6. All four of the isolators
are dynamically matched to within 0.25 cps, and have a natural frequency of approximately 30 cps
(Figure B3-5)o
From the shock mount load-deflection envelopes, the critical platform case rocking frequencies (nearest
to the platform servo loop frequencies and vehicle bending frequencies) are estimated to be:
Pitch 38 cps
Yaw 48 cps
Cables fastened to the platform case will alter the frequencies somewhat. This analysis assumes the
critical condition whereby the platform rocking frequency in pitch is essentially equal to the frequency for
which the shock mount transmissibility is a maximum (Figure B3-6)s approximately 28 cps. The damping
associated with this rocking motion is conservatively assumed to be the same as that obtained for the shock
mount transmissibility, _ = 0.17.
B3.4.2 Platform/Vehicle Coupling. The coupling between the platform gimbal servo loops and the
vehicle dynamics arises from three sources:
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a. Platformgimbalfriction•
b. Platformrockingdynamics.
c. Platformgimbalmassunbalance.
Figure B3-7 illustrates two rearrangements of the block diagram of Figure B3-3 which allows the effect of
the various parameters to be examined separately. The platform gimbal servo loop dynamics are reure-
sented in these figures by the transfer function ( ¢_-DP) .
B3.4.2.1 Platform Gimbal Friction. Platform case angular velocities relative to the platform gimbal
result in friction torques being applied to the platform gimbals. The root locus for the gimbal friction
loop is illustrated in Figure B3-8. As shown, the platform's two oscillatory roots are unaffected by the
specified maximum allowable gimbal friction (fm = 0 066 _" -oz ) The transfer function between the
• ..on, _.,_ •
platform case attitude, 82, and the inertial platform gimbal attitude, eo, as read by the resolver is unity
as far as the effects of gimbal friction are concerned. Only when the friction is increased to an unrealisti-
cally high value does the root locus show any noticeable change in the stability characteristics of the
platform. Therefore it is neglected, as shown in Figure B3-7b, for the remainder of this analysis.
B3.4.2.2 Platform Rocking Dynamics and Mass Unbalance. Figures B3-9 and B3-10 present straight
line bode plot comparisons of the three remaining feedback inputs shown in Figure B3-7b for the Centaur
phase and Atlas sustainer phase of flight, respectively.
The rate feedback transfer function (loop 2) considers a typical Centaur rate gyro characteristic (u_G =
107 rad/sec, _G = 1.83) or Atlas rate gyro (_G = 157 rad/sec, _G = 0.75), which ever the case may
be. The remaining two loops (3 and 4), which together represent the platform position feedback, include
the platform case rocking dynamics (u_p = 173.3 rad/sec, _p = 0.17} and the destabilizing gimbal mass
unbalance effects. Representative elastic vehicle slopes (_XP) and deflections (¢XP), for vehicle bending
frequencies in the critical platform frequency range of 100 to 300 rad/sec, were used to determine the
relative magnitudes of these three feedback signals.
B3.4.2.2.1 Centaur Phase. A comparison of the autopilot control signals, of Figure B3-9, shows that
the feedback signals during Centaur phase flight consist chiefly of a large rate signal with the signals
resulting from the platform position feedback contributing only a small portion to the total feedback signal.
The position feedback signal remains less than 10 percent of the corresponding rate signal, even at its
resonant frequency. Furthermore, this represents a "worst case" condition since the damping associated
with the platform case rocking motion is conservatively assumed to be 0.17. The feedback signal resulting
from platform mass unbalance remains well below both the position and rate feedback signals even when
amplified by the shock mount transmissibility and platform stabilization dynamics at frequencies near 170
rad/sec. In short, the Centaur flexible vehicle bending stability is expected to have little or no dependence
on the platform position feedback.
Figure B3-11 shows a root locus which illustrates the closed-loop bending stability and the effect of the
platform position feedback. For this analysis the elastic vehicle modal frequency was assumed to be the
same as both the platform stabilization loop and platform shock mount resonant frequencies. In addition,
a conservative engine half amplitude of 0.1 deg was assumed.
The results show that the platform dynamics do not affect the vehicle bending stability significantly even
under the assumed ideal coupling conditions. For nominal loop parameters the platform rocking dynamics
show the only noticeable effect on vehicle elastic stability. This is a result of the conservative damping
ratio assumed for the platform rocking case motion.
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Figure B3-11. Centaur Elastic Bending Mode Stability (_ = 0. 001)
B3.4.2.2.2 Atlas Sustainer Phase. There are two basic differences regarding flexible vehicle stability
during the Atlas sustainer and Centaur phases of flight.
a. The slenderness ratio of the Atlas/Centaur vehicle is much larger than that of the Centaur vehicle
alone; hence, it is much more flexible. This results in increased elastic vehicle deflections at the
inertial platform (Station 173).
b. The Atlas rate gyro is located at Station 600 where elastic vehicle motion is far smaller than that
sensed by the Centaur rate gyro located at Station 173.
Figure B3-10 shows that the larger bending slopes at the inertial platform, relative to the smaller slopes
at the Atlas rate gyro, can result in rate and position signals of approximately the same order of magnitude
for excitation frequencies between 70 and 250 rad/sec. However, the increase in the response of the
platform and its effect on the position feedback signal will not cause any elastic vehicle stability problems.
The high frequency characteristics of the autopilot stabilization filter and the engine servoactuators
greatly attenuate autopilot signals at bending frequencies in such a way that the gain variation shown in
Figure B3-10 wfllnot affect the vehicle stability characteristics (gain margins) appreciably (Reference B-15).
The closed-loop elastic vehicle bending stability is illustrated by the following example.
Assume an elastic structural mode at 173 rad/sec with the minimum modal slope at the rate gyro location
(aRG = 1.89 deg/ft) and the maximum slope (_I_G = 95.5 deg/ft) at the inertial platform, as illustrated in
Figure B3-10. This figure shows that the ratio of the rate to the position signals at the assumed modal
frequency is approximately 2:1 under ideal conditions, i.e., no platform dynamics, and approximately
2:3 including the platform dynamics. The resultant closed-loop bending root for these two conditions is
illustrated in Figure B3-11. Vector A represents the bending root locus assuming rate feedback only.
Circle B represents the possible locations of the closed-loop bending root, including ideal position feedback,
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Figure B3-12. Comparison of the Effect of Position Feedback with and without
Platform Dynamics on Atlas/Sustainer Bending Stability
r
and circle C the possible locations of the closed-loop root, including the platform dynamics. The exact
location of these roots will depend on the phase of each signal relative to the rate gyro signal. However,
phase is of little interest since a gain margin of greater than 10:1 exists at these frequencies (Reference
B -15).
This simple example shows that the assumption of a position reference independent of frequency, while
somewhat erroneous, does not materially affect the predicted elastic stability properties of the Atlas
sustainer phase of flight.
B3.4.3 Platform Analysis Summary. The preceding analysis shows that no coupling of any significance
exists between the Centaur autopilot/vehicle dynamics and inertial guidance platform. However, some
platform/vehicle coupling appears to be possible during the Atlas sustainer phase flight. Fortunately,
these high frequency characteristics are sharply attenuated by the autopilot filter and the engine servo-
actuator response characteristics. It is therefore concluded that the high frequency vehicle bending
stability is unaffected by the platform dynamics.
In view of the strong frequency attenuation of the flight control system, a transfer function independent of
frequency between the actual vehicle attitude and the attitude reference, as sensed by the platform resolver,
is adequate for the analysis of both the low and high frequency vehicle dynamics.
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Symbol
m
i*
GR
K
G
P
m
f
m
V
g
V
m
r
At
n
6_, 6e, 6_
OA
C
lx' ly' iz
lr' ln' it
LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR SECTION B4
Definition
Total vehicle acceleration
Vehicle thrust acceleration
Resultant external force acting on vehicle, exclusive of gravity
Modified velocity to be gained
Compensated If vector (see equations B4-6 and B4-7)
Gravitational compensation used in { computation
Acceleration due to gravity
Equivalent guidance feedback gain
Guidance integral gain
Vector defining location of guidance accelerometers relative to
the c.g. of the vehicle
Instantaneous mass of vehicle
Total vehicle displacement or position vector
Laplace transform variable
Velocity to be gained
Total vehicle velocity
Required vehicle velocity for thrust cutoff
z-transform variable
th
n compute cycle length
Roll, pitch and yaw angular perturbations of vehicle body axes
Vehicle turning rate; also used for angular velocity of reference
axes with respect to inertial axes
Equivalent commanded vehicle turning rate
Body fixed unit vectors along the roll, pitch, and yaw axes
respectively
Unit vectors in the radial, normal, and tangential directions
respectively
Units
_/sec 2
ft/sec 2
m
_/sec
N.D.
_/sec
_/sec 2
deg-sec-1/deg
-1
sec
ft
slugs
ft
-1
see
ft/sec
ft/sec
ft/sec
N.D.
sec
rad
rad/sec
deg/sec
N° Do
N° D°
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Symbol
x, y, z
r, n, t
i,n
d/dt
• (dot)
5
6B
LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR SECTION B4, Contd
Definition
Subscripts
Used to denote components along roll, pitch, and yaw axes
Used to denote components in radial, normal, and tangential
directions
Used to denote sampling times
Mathematical Operators
Used to denote differentiation with respect to time in inertial
coordinates
Used to denote differentiation with respect to time in rotating
reference frame
Used to denote perturbations as "seen" by an inertial observer
Used to denote perturbations as "seen" by the body axis
observer
Units
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SECTION ]34
GUIDANCE/AUTOPILOT STABILITY EQUATIONS
B4.1INTSODUCTION.Atti dereferencev ctorsteeringisb ed onthe"velocitytobegained,
concept. That is, one calculates the difference between the current "required velocity, "(Vr) and the
current '_actual velocity, "(Vm) and then attempts to null this error by adding acceleration along the
direction of this velocity error. The error vector or '_¢elocity to be gained" is
g r m
Steering to the vector _¢g itself is obviously undesirable since it would result in unnecessary maneuvering
even while flying on a nominal trajectory (open loop). Thus one defines a '_nodified velocity to be gained" as
f =V -V +1 G , (B4-2)
r m r r
where the function Gr is chosen so that the unnecessary maneuvering on a nominal trajectory is eliminated.
A unit vector in the direction of f is defined by
if = _'" (B4-3)
A unit vector in the direction of the thrust acceleration is
aT a,r
(B4-4)
The guidance system could now issue a commanded turning rate as _c = KG la T × If to the vehicle control
system. However, this procedure is undesirable when one considers the "noise" involved. The calcula-
tion of 1aT requires a numerical differentiation at an already noisy velocity. An alternate procedure, and
the one followed for Centaur guidance, is to use the vehicle roll axis as a close approximation to the di-
rection of laT. The error which would result (due to c.g. offset and other misalignments) is compensated
for by adding a corrective term, Af, to the unit vector lf. This corrective compensation, Af', is so con-
structed that when the vehicle roll axis is coincident with If + Af-, the thrust acceleration vector will be
coincident with the "unitized modified velocity to be gained vector," lf. It can be shown that the vector
t _ _= - dt (B4- 5)Af" ki (lf law )
to
will fulfill the above requirement.
B4.2
or
COMMANDED TURNING RATE. The commanded turning rate is given by:
Wc = K G lx × _* (B4-6)
t
= KGi x if k I' -c × + (lf (B4-7)
t o
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The inertial platform's resolver chain is used to affect this vector or cross, (x), product; f* is computed
in the inertial (platform) coordinates and the three voltages representing its components are applied to the
inputs of the resolver chain. The roll axis output voltage is grounded, the sign of the yaw axis output volt-
age is reversed, and the pitch and yaw axis output voltages are used as commanded rates to the yaw and
pitch channels of the autopilot respectively.
Since the navigational computer is a digital machine, the f'* vector is computed only once every compute
cycle. Thus, f*(t) is a discrete function of time and will be represented by the equation
i
f-*(t) =_f(ti)+k_l n_k [_f(tn)- _aT(tn)] Atn, (B4-8)
where it is understood that t is in the intervai/ti + T D, ti+l+ T D where TDlis a finite time delay or trans-
port lag. That is, f*(t) is constant throughout the i+l st compute cycle and its value was determined by the
• instantaneous value of parameters which occurred at the instant, ti, during the ith compute cycle. The
commanded vehicle turning rate as sensed by the control system becomes
i
_c(t) =KG_x(t) x{_f(ti)+k' n___k [_f(tn)-_aT(tn) ] &tn} (B4-9)
The discrete variables such as lf(ti) will now be denoted by lfi" Also, continuous variables such as lx(t)
will be denoted simply by lx, the time dependence being understood. Equation B4-9 is now written as
Dc=KGlx x Ifi =
where t.1 + TD < t < ti+ 1 + T D.
The analysis which follows is concerned only with the perturbations in _c as measured relative to a nominal
or reference trajectory. It is assumed that the unit vectors lx, lf, and _a T are all approximately coindi-
dent for the reference trajectory. The perturbation in _0c is denoted by 5 Dc. Perturbations in the remain-
ing variables are denoted similarly. From Equation B4-10, one obtains the perturbation in D c as, *
i
i
•,. X
x I aTnt = n / nj
* The technique used throughout this appendix to derive perturbational equations (linear terms of a Taylor's
series expansion)is as follows. Consider the equation y = f(x 1, x2 ..... xn). The perturbation in y is
defined by:
n
5y = 5x.
1
i=l Nora
where [Sf/Sxil Nom is, in general, a variable coefficient which is determined by evaluating 5f(xl,x2,..x k,
.... Xn)/Sx i using nominal or reference values for the xk. The subscript, "Nora, _' is not shown explicitly,
its existence always being implied.
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Before Equation B4-11 can be used in stability analyses, the perturbations 51x, 51f and _la- must be
expressed in terms of the vehicle attitude, acceleration, velocity and displacement. Since the" only concern
here is with small rotations relative to the nominal orientation of the body axes, the perturbation in lx can
be represented by
5i = 5X× i (B4-12)
X X
where 6Ais a vector defining the angular perturbations in roll, pitch, and yaw. Written in full,
6X= ix6¢ + i 6S + iz6_.Y (B4-13)
The perturbation in lfi
0i. f.
if.- I I5 f. 2Of.1 1 f 1
1
is determined by operating on Equation B4-3.
= _. (5_i - if. Ofi ) .
1 1
(B4-14)
The perturbation in the magnitude of fi can be expressed in terms of Ofi as follows,
f2 =T _
1 1 1
2f. Of. = 2f'. • 5T.
1 1 1 1
of. =2. 8¥.
1 f. 1
1
of. : i • o7.
1 f. l
1
(B4-15)
Substituting this result back into Equation B4-14, one obtains
- -01fi _i - (lfi 1 (B4-16)
Similarly, the perturbation in laT i is given by
8i =1__IOaT_daTi.Oa,r.>Ya,ql
aTi aT i i 1
(B4-17)
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Now, substituting the expressions for 5 i x, 5 i .., and 5ia_. from Equations B4-12, B4-16, and B4-17
into Equation B4-11, one obtains the follow_ fi equation folr the perturbation in commanded turning rate.
c
K G
- (SAx lx) x if. + i xx lq (07, 1
1 1 1
i
__ °
n
where the term
51 x
x
(B4-18)
has been neglected since its y and z components are essentially zero and the x component is not needed
since it is ultimately dropped.
As was mentioned previously, the unit vectors ix, if, and iaT are all approximately coincident in a
"nominal" trajectory. Thus, Equation B4-18 may alternately be written as
Ic -- - 1KG - (SA x lx) X i + i xX.1 X _i lq- (q ix,)ix ]
i }+ kI' n-'_k=(_n [6f'n- (Sf" " iXn)ix]n aTnl [ 5aTn - (SaTn • ix)iXn]) Atn (B4-19)
B4.3 EQUATIONS OF MOTION (PERTURBATIONAL FORM).
in vehicle velocity as seen by the inertial observer is
5 Vm = d (5 r m)
Referring to Figure B4-1, the perturbation
(B4-20)
It should be noted that the perturbations in f" and a T represent the changes in these variables as seen by an
inertial observer. Note also that the digital integration is actually performed in inertial coordinates. Due
to the relative ease of expressing 5 a T in terms of its components in rotating reference axes, it is also
relatively easy to calculate the perturbations in vehicle velocity and displacement as seen by the reference
axis observer. Thus, the velocity perturbation as seen by the reference axis observer must be corrected
in order to obtain the velocity perturbation as seen by the inertial observer. In general, the only perturba-
tion that is independent of the observer's reference frame is the perturbation in displacement, 5r m.
where the operator _t is reserved for differentiation in the u, v, w or inertial reference frame. Expressed
in terms of the rate of change with respect to time as seen by the rotating reference axis observer,
5Vm = 5rm + _ x 8rm (B4-21)
where the dot (.) notation is reserved for differentiation with respect to time as seen by the rotating refer-
ence axis observer. Similarly, the perturbation in vehicle acceleration as seen by the inertial observer
can be expressed as
• . _ I1_5a = 5r + 2_ x 5r + × 5r + _ × 1_ X 5r )[ (B4-22)
m m m m m I
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Figure B4-1. Various Frames of Reference Showing Geometry of Perturbations
in Vehicle Displacements
The terms within the dashed box of Equation B4-22 will be extremely small since the nominal angular
acceleration of the vehicle, _, is practically zero and the nominal turning rate is only on the order of
0.1 deg/sec. Retaining only the Coriolis term as the dominant effect of the rotating reference frame,
6a = 8r + 2_ x 6r (B4-23)
m m m
Expanding Equation B4-23 in terms of reference frame components,
6r + 2o_ 6r - 2¢c z 5r = 6a
mx y mz my mx
6rmy- 2_x6r + 2w 6r = 6a
mz z mx my
6r + 2u_ 6r -2_ 5r
mz x my y mx = 6amz
(B4-24)
Now, the nominal yaw and roll rates, _z and _x, are zero. Also, it will be seen later that the perturba-
tion in vehicle acceleration in the direction of the nominal flight path, 6 amx, is zero. Therefore Equa-
tion B4-24 now takes the simpler form
6r + 2_ 6r = 0
mx y mz
6r = 6a
my my
6r -2_ 6r = 6a
mz y mx mz
(B4-25)
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Assuming the nominal pitch rate _y to be constant, the Laplace transform of Equation B4-25 is
200
6"_mx(S) + --_ 6rmz(S) = 0
6rmy(S) = 6amy(S)
202
"" 6 amz (s)6rmz(S) - s 6rmx(S) =
•, (B4-26)
Solving Equation B4-26 simultaneously, the solution in the complex frequency domain is given by
o,
5rmx(S)
200y 6 amz (s)
s 1+
6 rmy(S) = 6amy(S)
oo
6 rmz(S) -
amz (s)
(B4-27)
A typical value for the nominal pitch rate is about -0.2 deg/sec. The minimum short period frequency
with which we will be concerned is the "guidance mode" frequency at approximately 0.2 rad/sec. Thus,
'2 0c 2
considering only the short perturbations, the term (2___) is negligible in comparison with umty. The
following approximate solution will therefore be adequSate.
rmx(S)__ = -2o_ Y
8 amz (s)
°o
6 rmy(S) = 6a (s)my
°°
6 rmz(S) = 6amz(S)
(B4-28)
The Laplace transforms of the perturbations in vehicle displacement are
6 amz(S)
6 rmx(S) = - 2 o_y 3
S
6 rmy(S)
6 rmz (s)
6 amy (s)
2
S
6 amz (s)
2
S
(B4-29)
B4-10
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The Laplace transforms of the perturbations in vehicle velocity are obtained by substituting the results
given in Equation ]34-29 back into Equation B4-21. The result, in terms of reference axis components, is
5 amz (s)
2
s
5v (s) -
my s
6 a (s)
my
(1 2u_:l 5amz (s)
: \ +-7/
For the same reasons presented above, the term 7-
(B4-30)
is negligible and will henceforth be dropped.
The perturbation in vehicle acceleration, 5 _m, must be expressed in terms of reference axis components
in order to utilize Equations B4-29 and B4-30. For small perturbations, one may- write
5a = 5Ba + 5A × a (B4-31)
m m m
where 5Barn = 5B(aT + g) is the perturbation in vehicle acceleration as seen by the observer, whose
frame of reference is defined by the instantaneous position (including angular perturbations) of the vehicle
body axes, i.e., pitch, yaw, and roll. 5A is a small rotation vector whose components are the perturba-
tions in roll, pitch, and yaw respectively. That is,
5A = 5¢i + 501 + 5¢1 (B4-32)
x y z
As seen from the body axis reference frame,
5B _ - +g)m = 5B(aT
--%
- -- + 5u_ × _ - 5/_ × g (B4-33)
m P
where 5B F is the perturbation in all externally applied forces (explicitly excluding gravitation) as seen
by the body axis observer. Substituting Equation B4-33 into the right side of Equation B4-31) one
obtains
5BF =
6am - m + 5_ x _p + 5A x aT (B4-34)
Finally, Equation B4-34 written in component form becomes
8arax = (£P)z 50 - (_p)y 5_
8 B Fy
= " + (_P)x _ + aT 5_b5 amy m
8 B F z
5amz = _m - (_P)x _i0 - a T 60
(B4-35)
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The perturbations in vehicle attitude, attitude rate, and attitude acceleration are determined by applying
the principle of angular momentum. The mathematical statement of this principle is
d(h) = L (B4-36)
where h is the angular momentum of the body with respect to its center of mass and L is the externally
applied torque (with respect to the center of mass). The angular momentum vector can be expressed as
B
(B4-37)
where $ is the momental (inertial) dyad defined by
1 1I
x xxx
| _ -- "Y "?- --- TA -1 1 1 1 1 i -1 I il y x xy y y yy y z yz-1 1 I -1 1 I 1 1 I
z x xz z y yz z z zz
....
-1 1 I -1 1 I
xyxy xzxz
d --
Expressing-_(h) in terms of body axis derivatives, one has
(B4-38)
d -- -_" t
-:={h) = h + o. ×
at--
= $" _ +_ " _ + _ × ($" _) • (B4-39)
Substituting the right side of Equation B4-39 for the left side of Equation
on both sides, one obtains the following result:
B4-36 and taking perturbations
m
" 5_ + _ " 5_ + 5_ × ($ • _) + 0_ x (,_ • 52) = 5BL (B4-40)
Here, 5B L is the perturbation in the externally applied torque (with respect to the mass center) as seen by
the body axis observer. For most normal applications, the first term on the left side of Equation B4-40
is sufficiently dominant that the remaining three may be neglected.
B4.4 MODIFIED VELOCITY TO BE GAINED (PERTURBATIONAL FORM). The general form of the
The particular form of this equation"modified velocity to be gained" vectorwas given in Equation B4-2.
chosen for the AC-4 mission is {Reference B-16)
i t + - + Vrn _ _+ (Vrr Gr) 1r n m"
\
orthogonal unit vectors ir, in' it is defined as follows:
= Vrt
A triad of mutually
r
i - m
r Irml
i = r m •
n Iir×Vml
i =i ×i
t n r
(B4-41)
(B4-42)
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This coordinate system is based on the flight plane which is defined by the vehicle position and velocity
vectors• This differs from that used for the AC-4 mission where the coordinates were defined using the
position and target vectors defining the target plane.
Vrr , Vrt , GR, and Vrn are trajectory-dependent functions calculated by the navigational computer. As
presented in Reference B-16, these functions are defined as follows:
2K
V 2 = hd + __1 _ V 2rt r rr
m
V = C
rr 3
G R = (C7
Vrn = C 8 E
r* = r -
m
+ C4r* + C5m* + C6m'2
+ 5R) c 4
C2, m* = m - C 1 andre = lt" la
c = hd - -_r
m
= N. 1 and N = 1 x
y a r m
(B4-43)
The perturbation in the "modified velocity to be gained" is obtained by operating on both sides of Equation
B4-41. The result is,
= + (SV + 6GR) i + 5V i - 5V + VrtSi + +GR)SI6f" 6Vrt it rr r rn n m t (Vrr r
+ V 5i (B4-44)
rn n
Using Equations B4-42 and B4-43, the perturbation components of Equa_on B4-44 can be written as follows:
-K 1 V
6r • i r r 6V
5 Vrt 2 m r
Vr t rm Vrt rr
5Vrr = C45r m • i r + [C 5 - 2C1C 6 + 2C6(1 t • la)]blt " i a
-8K
1 3
5G R = _E (C 7 + 5R}Sr • i
m r
r
m
5V
rn
2 C 8 K 1 _ _ _
2 (it" la)(in " la)Srm
r
m
• i + Cs((V m • lt)(1 n • ia)5i t • ir a
+ Cac(i t • la)(1 n • la)SV m • i t + C8¢(1 t • la)(1 n • ia)5 1 t • V m
(B4-45)
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+ Ca c (it. lai(V m . £t)6i • in a
Is:! 0r ' nl n*I -1
61t Lrml_r x Vml lir x Vm I
Ir °rm r
6V
m
6i = _/_i[6rm_ (6rm " lr) lr]
r r
m
] [--6i = - : lt) 6r ' in [r + (Vm" Ir)
n Lrm lit x Vml m r mlir x Vml
1 6V .i]i
,7 x_ I m n t
r m
The unit vectors i , i t,r
andi may now be expressed in terms of 1 x, 1 , and
n y z
as
i = (i • _)i x+ - . 1r r x (lr lz) z
i t = (i t • ix) i x + (i t " iz) i z
= -i
n y
The perturbation in the if vector, using Equations B4-16, B4-45, and B4-46, becomes
1 + N 56 V + N 66 rmz) i
6if = T[(NI6Vmx + N26r +N36V +N46rmx my my mz z
+(N76Vmx+N86rmx+N96Vmy+N'^6riv my+Nl16Vmz+N126rmz )iyj
where
N 1 = -(i r. lz)(i r" i x ) - (i t • iz)(i t" i x )
N 2 [ " ] [:::r:vcl z}C 4 - _-_ C3(C7 +5R) (i r • i z) - + Vrt 4j(lt (lr" lx)
m
1 -- o -- --
-_m Vrt + [c5 -2CIC6+2C6(lt ia)'l(lr" la) (lr" lz)
+
(B4-45)
Contd
(B4-46)
(B4-47)
(B4-48)
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1Iv
+ _ [C 5 - 2 C 1 C 6 + 2
rin LVrt C6 (lt • ia)](ir " ia)+(Vrr+GR) 1 (it" iz)1 - _
N3 - -1 [[C5_2CiC6+2C6(lt. la)](in, ia)] (it. iz )
IirXVml
+ [ rr ]lir× Vml LVrt[C5-2C1C 6+2C6(1 t" ia)](i n. 1 a)-Vrn (1 t" lz)
(1 t • I x)
N 4
rmli r x Vml rn(Vm " lt) + [C5 - 2C1C6 + 2 C6(lt" la)](ln" la)(Vm" lr (ir'lz)
Iir
1 {vc j
XVml Vr tL 5-2C1C6+2C6(lt'la)](ln'la) - Vrn (lt'lz)
S = -1
5
N
6 /[ K13c7]= C 4 - _ c +6R)
r
m
- _m Vrt
1
+--
r
m
(ir.lz) - V] }rr+--C 4 i z)2 (lt"V Vrt
Ill
+ 2 C6(i t.ia)3(i r. ia)] (1r- lz)
1
-- -- | _ -
+2C6(it'la)](lr. la) +(Vrr+G R) (lt'1z)]
N 7 = _ C8¢(1 t • ia)(i n " la)(it " i x )
(1 r" i z )
(It'lz)
C8¢
N8 - r [(Vm" It)(ir"
m
ia) + (Vm" lr)(lt " ia)](in " ia)(lt " ix)
N 9 = C8¢ [(i n " ia)2-(i t . la )2]
Vrt
+ 1
fir xvml
V + G 2C8K 1rr R Vrt
N10- r (Vm'lr) 2 (ln" la)(lt" la)
m rm Iir × _¢m I r m
C8 c
r
rn
-- 2 .....
- _ [(i t. la)(1 r. 1 a)(Vm, it) + (i n- la) (V m. lr) - (1 t. la)2(V m. ir) ]
,(B4-48)
Contd
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Nll = _ C8((1 t • la)(1 n " la)(1 t" 1z)
C
8
- E • .-
N12 r (Vm" lt)(lr" la) + (Vm" lr)(lt la) ] (in" la)(lt lz)
m
(B4-48)
Contd
The relative importance of the various terms in Equation B4-47 can be ascertained by performing a "time-
slice" analysis at several time instants. Intuitively, one might expect the time interval immediately pre-
ceding Centaur MECO to be critical since the magnitude of the _ vector (f) is rapidly approaching zero.
Hence, the effective guidance feedback gain is at a maximum. The following parameters, taken from
Reference B- , are typical for MECO - 3.2 seconds.
C 1 = 0.234 × 10 -1 V = -3,130
rr
-5
C 4 = -0.795 x 10 Vrt = 35,800
C = 0.176 x 105 6R = -0.963 × 10 -34
5
4 108
C 6 = 0.129 x 10 _ = 0.348 x
C = 0.133 x 10 -31 i • i = 1.62 x 10 -5
7 n a
C = 0.794 x 10 -7 i • i = -1.0
8 r a
G R = 0.194 x 10 -1 i • 1 = -0.314
r x
K = 0.141 x 1017 i • 1 = -0.949
1 r z
r = 0.216 x 108 i • 1 = 0.0183
m t a
• 1 = -0.297 × 104 i • i = 0.949
m r t x
r_ .i = 0.353×105 i .i = -0.314
m t t z
V = 0.235 × 10 -1
rn
Substituting these data into Equation B4-48, one obtains:
-7
N = 0 N = -7.80 x I0
1 7
N 2 = 6.94 x 10 -4 N 8 = 6.94 x 10 -8
N 3 = 8.10 x 10 -6 N 9 = 1.21 x 10 -2
-II -5
N 4 = -2.19 x 10 N10 = 7.70 x 10
= . Nll = .N 5 -I 0 2 58 × 10 -7
-4 -8
= N12N 6 -5.16 × 10 = -2.30 x 10
From a control standpoint, the only interest is in frequency components on the order of 0.2 rad/sec, or
greater. Therefore, the perturbation in the if vector can be adequately approximated by
I
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5V 8V
- mz i + N my i (B4-49)8 if = N 5 f z 9 f y
Since 8 am contains no terms involving gravity, the perturbation in thrust acceleration is equal to the per-
turbation in vehicle acceleration, that is, 8a T = 5 a m. This obviously also implies that 8 Vm = 8_¢mT and
8 r m = 8rmT. The perturbation in the iaT vector may therefore be written equivalently as
6a
6 1 - m (B4-50)
a T a T
where a T is still thrust acceleration only.
Utilizing Equations B4-49 and B4-50, Equation B4-19 may be rewritten in the following equivalent form.
_ F sv 6v
mz. my i _
c _ i x (6A x - + i x LN5 i i + N 9 1K a x. lx) x f-- z f----'_" y1 1 1
+ k' N5 n i + N 9-myn i -- At n
I _ fn z fn Y aT n /
{B4-51)
wheret.1 + TD _t < ti+ 1 + T D
The vectors i x and lx. are equal for all practical purposes. The subscript i will therefore be dropped in
the remaining analysiS. Since a T is calculated internally in the navigational computer by numerically
differentiating the thrust velocity, the perturbation in amn must be written as
m n mn_ 1
8 a = (B4-52)
m At
n n
Substituting the expression for 8 amn from Equation B4-52 into Equation B4-51, one has
6_ [ 6v 6v
mz.
- ix 1 i + N 9 mYi ic _ i x (57,x + x N5 f---7"---zK G x lx) 1 f'--i y
 90vy)mz mYn - k '' ni + i AtkI z f n I n= k+
n=k n n sT -6_ ]
mn mn- I
aT
n
(B4-53)
where, again t.1 + TD _ t < ti+ 1 + T D.
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Equation B4-53, written in terms of its scalar components, becomes
5V i 5V i 5V - 5V
5WCZKG- 6 _ + N 9 f.mYil + k'i N9 n_k= _nmYn Atn- kI' n=k_ mYna T mYn-1
n
(B4-54)
and
i 5V i 5 V - 5V
5 Vmz i mz _ mz
5_cy 50 N5 f. I n_k I n I n=k aT- - + k'N 5 n At - k' n mZn-I
KG 1 =
n
(B4-55)
where ti + T D < t < ti+ 1 + T D. Equations B4-54 and B4-55 represent the "exact" forms for the pertur-
•bations in vehicle pitch and yaw commanded steering rates applicable to 'time slice" analysis. The con-
stants N 5 and N 9 have been previously defined. Note that the first term on the right side of these two
equations is equivalent to continuous vehicle attitude feedback. The three remaining terms represent
digital or sampled data feedback which is characterized by finite discontinuities due to the discrete nature
of the computations involved. In addition, there is a pure delay or "transport lag" between the time (ti)
that the outputs of the sigmator are sampled and the time (t i + TD) that this information is reflected in
the _* vector and hence sensed by the flight control system.
The perturbations in vehicle velocity are obtained by integrating Equation B4-35. Tiros, one obtains
and
[0/°B'y0/8V = _n- dt+mY n
[0st 8B Fz 0_t
8V = -- dt -
mz n m
a T 5_bdt + ()'P)x Bib - (_P)z 8¢]
t= t n
aT 80 dt - ($P)x 8i) + (£p)y 8¢] t = tn
(B4-56)
(B4-57)
where 5_, 5 _b, 5 0, and 5 0 are obtained by integrating Equation B4-40.
the following approximate solutions suffice:
5B Ly(T)50 = Iyylr) dr
0
50 =
5_ =
t
f sb (r) dl"
0
t
0_5 B L z (r)½z (r)
t
_dr
For most practical applications,
(B4-58)
(B4-59)
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B4.5 AUTOPILOT/GUIDANCE LOOP CONTROL EQUATION. The '2ime slice" technique is employed
for the stability analysis. All the time-dependent coefficients of the steering equations (Equations B4-54
and B4-55) become constant. In particular, f" is constant and the sampled data portion of the guidance
feedback signal (pitch plane), actually equal to 6 fz_, is given by
1 I
6fz* = _- V + ' 6V At + (6V
n/ mz• mz. kI mz n _TT n=0 n1 1 n= 0
- 6 V ) (B4-60)
mZn_ 1
Taking the s-transform of both sides, one has
6f,(z) = (kI' + 1
z \a w _ +
k' )
I At
-1' 5Vmz (z)
f l-z
or, rearranging:
[1]( zl  0Vmz'Z'6f:(z) = k I' 1 + (1 + k) • - 1 a T (B4-61)
where the parameter k is defined as
aTAt 1
f a T
1 +--
ki'f
In Section B2.4 of this appendix, the variables used are perturbational, although the "5's" are omitted.
the same manner we have (from Equations B4-57 and B4-58} the following:
I/, , }6V = k" - _ O" - aTO drmz p
n t=t
n
(B4-62)
In
(B4-63)
where £p __ (£P)x' with (_p)y and (Lp) z being small relative to (£P)x"
The sampled data portion of the steering equation becomes in modified z-transform notation:
1 ]GHo(Z)_,m[ ]f*(•,m) : kI i+_ (I+X) _-I (B4-64)
• T D
where GH0(Z ) is the transfer function of a zero-order hold (Figure B4-2), _ replaces a T, m = (1 - _-),
and
t ..
Afz(t) = _ Z
0
The variable _p represents the lateral acceleration as sensed at the platform location, i.e. ,_p =_ - _p0.
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Figure B4-2. Gain and Phase Characteristics of an Ideal Zero-Order Hold
B4.5.1 Simplified Representation. Throughout most of powered flight, the magnitude of f- is so large
as to make the following approximation of Equation B4-64 valid (angles now in degrees):
[ )]
' * = - *( m) ' GH0(/) _m [ "xs
k I 0Ci(Z) 57.36fz z, = ki 57.3 5--_.3 0 _._p (B4-66)
where "_ is constant for the analysis. This equation is shown schematically as the sampled data feedback
loopin Figure B2-4. K G in the steering equation is a sizing constant used to scale the magnitude of f *. It
is so chosen that the end-to-end position gain (with reference to the continuous portion of the feedback
signal) is kp K A. This approximation is equivalent to neglecting the short period perturbations in f.
B4.5.2 Time Slice Analysis. The above approximation is strictly valid for time slice studies only. The
procedure is to reduce the flight control system, including the rate and position feedback loops and the
vehicle dynamics, to a single transfer function (between points A and B in Figure B2-4) in the Laplace
transform variable, s. Representing this transform as GH(s) the end-to-end z-transform is given by:
, z - 1 [GH(s)! (B4-67)G(Z) : kI • Ym, ,
Guidance/autopilot stability is studied by plotting the roots of 1 + G(z) = 0 in the z- plane as a function of
/
the various gains in the system, in particular, the guidance integral gain, k I .
B4.5.3 Time-Varyir_ Analysis. Although the above simplifications are strictly valid for the time-slice
representation only, they are assumed valid for the time varying representation as well (Reference B-17).
This is justified because the time-varying parameters change relatively slowly. The sample-and-hold
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character of the guidance signal (FigureB2-4) is simulated on the analog computer, together with the
remainder of the mathematical model discussed in Section B2.
B4.5.4 Conditions Prior to MECO. During the last few seconds prior to main engine cutoff the vehicle
velocity is approaching the "velocity to be gained" vector rapidly, causingf" to decrease toward zero.
The approximation of Equation B4-66 becomes invalid with the present ki / and At approximately 14 ' 1
seconds prior to MECO. In effect, the lag of the system increases due to the zero introduced at • -
•_ i+>,
and the pole at z = 1. In addition, the loop gain increases by the factor (1 + _,f)(1 + ).). This results in
the damping ratio of the system root representing the "guidance mode" becoming less than 0.3 approxi-
mately 14 seconds prior to MECO, and zero at approximately six seconds prior to MECO as shown in
Figure B4-3 o Beyond this point, i.e., for the last six seconds of flight, the guidance equations may be
termed unstable. In practice, this means only a slight deterioration in the guidance accuracy, as the
system cannot diverge appreciably in the remaining four compute cycles before f'* is "frozen" prior to
MECO. The approximation made in Equation B4-66 is therefore valid insofar as the effects on the pre-
dicted system behavior are concerned.
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APPENDIX C
COAST PHASE EQUATIONS
C-1/C-2
• " GD IA-DDE65-004 January 1965
Symbol
A 1, A 2, A 3, A 4
F
x
F
Y
F
z
I
xx
I
xy
I
XZ
I
YY
I
yz
I
ZZ
J
X
J
Y
J
Z
L
m
L
L
X
L
Y
L
Z
"_r a
LIST OF SYMBOLS
Definition
Control engine forces acting in the YB body axes direction
Forces acting along xB in the body axes system
Forces acting along YB in the body axes system
Forces acting along zB in the body axes system
Moment of inertia about the roll axis
Product of inertia about the roD-pitch axes
Product of inertia about the roll-yaw axes
Moment of inertia about the pitch axis
Product of inertia about the pitch-yaw axes
Moment of inertia about the yaw axis
Unit vector along xB in the body axes system
Angular momentum about the vehicle center of mass
xB component of angular momentum
YB component of angular momentum
z B component of angular momentum
Unit vector along YB in the body axes system
Unit vector along zB in the body axes system
External moment about the roll axis
Moment about the center of gravity due to externally
applied forces
xB component of externally applied moment
YB component of externally applied moment
zB component of externally applied moment
Radial distance from the vehicle centerline to the
A Engine thrust line
Units
lb
lb
lb
lb
slug-ft 2
slug -R 2
slug-ft 2
slug -It 2
slug-ft 2
slug-R 2
N.D.
slug-ft2 rad/sec
slug-ft 2 rad/sec
slug-ft2 rad/sec
slug-ft 2 rad/sec
N.D°
N.D°
ft-lb
ft-lb
ft-lb
ft-lb
ft-lb
ft
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Symbol
_x a
LXp
M
N
P
PI' P2
Q
R
x, y, z
o
_5
LIST OF SYMBOLS, Contd
Definition
Distance along the centerline from the center of
gravity to the plane of the A Engine thrust line
Distance along the centerline from the center of
gravity to the plane of the P Engine thrust line
External moment about the pitch axis
External moment about the yaw axis
Instantaneous angular velocity along xB in the body axes
system
Control-engine forces acting in the zB body axes direction
Instantaneous angular velocity along YB in the body axes
system
Instantaneous angular velocity along zB in the body axes
system
Vehicle coordinate system (roll, pitch, yaw)
Center-of-gravity offset along YB in the body axis system
Center-of-gravity offset along zB in the body axis system
Euler angle between the pitch axes of the inertial axes and
body axes systems
Euler angle between the roll axes of the inertial axes and
body axes systems
Euler angle between the yaw axes of the inertial axes and
body axes systems
Angular velocity in the inertial axes system
Units
ft
ft
ft-lb
ft-lb
rad/sec
Ib
rad/sec
rad/sec
N.D.
ft
ft
deg
deg
deg
rad/sec
B
I
Subscripts
Body axes system
Fixed inertial axes system
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C. 1 INTRODUCTION. This appendix presents the derivation of the equations describing the Centaur
vehicle behavior during the coast phase. Initial analysis of the AC-5 type attitude control system
is documented in Reference C-1. A more complete treatment of the subject appears in Reference C-2.
C. 1.1 System Description. The on-off coast phase attitude control system consists of six hydrogen
peroxide (monopropellant) jets. The Centaur autopilot controls the firing of these jets by responding to
error signals generated within the autopilot from rate and position reference signals. The engine loca-
tions, thrust values, and vehicle coordinate system are given in Figure C-1.
Figure C-2 is a functional block diagram of the attitude control system. The position reference is obtained
obtained from the Centaur inertial platform resolver chain with guidance supplying the reference attitude
vector. The system will control rate only when guidance is inhibited. Note that a roll position reference
is not required since the resolver chain automatically resolves the desired attitude vector into vehicle
coordinates. The error signal, used to activate the threshold circuitry, is composed of the channel
selector and rate gyro signals. The engines fire in response to the engine control logic signals in a
manner that reduces the error signals to less than the threshold values. The engines cease firing when
this is accomplished. Section C. 3 contains a detailed description of the autopilot's functional behavior.
C. 2 ANALYSIS OF ATTITUDE CONTROL DYNAMICS
C. 2.1 B_ference'Axes. The equations used to analyze the coast phase dynamics are presented below.
Since translational motions do not affect the attitude of the vehicle, this study is limited to rotational
motions and thus involves only three degrees of freedom. Two sets of reference axes are used to des-
cribe the dynamics of the vehicle (see Figure C-3). The first of these involves a fixed inertial frame
(xI' YI, zI) to which the vehicle's attitude is referenced through the guidance computer and the inertial
platform. The second is a body axes system (XB, YB' ZB) fixed to the vehicle and originating at its
center of gravity. The body axes provide the frame of reference for locating the control engines and rate
sensing gyroscopes. These two axes systems are related by Euler angles (_, e, ands) as illustrated
in Figure C-3.
C. 2.2 Equations of Angular Motion. The derivation of the equations of angular motion and the simpli-
fying approximations used in the analysis are presented below. The following equations are derived from
a consideration of the angular momentum. Two assumptions are necessary for this derivation.
a. The vehicle is assumed to be a rigid body since there is no completely satisfactory model to describe
propellant-behavior in near zero-g conditions.
b. The vehicle mass is assumed to remain constant for the duration of any particular dynamic analysis.
The angular momentum J, of a rigid body about its center of mass (or center of gravity} can be expressed
in terms of body axes components as
(c-1)
This equation for angular momentum can be expressed in terms of angular rates and inertias such that
= (IxxP-IxyQ-IxzR) {+ (IyyQ-IxyP-IyzR) J + (IzzR-IxzP-IyzQ} k (C-2)
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NOTE:BNBODY-AXES
SYSTEM
I _ FIXEDINERTIAL-
AXESSYSTEM
.+xI
/ l
+ YB + YI
TOPVIEW(0 =_o= 0)
+x B
+ YI + xI
+ YB
+ z B + z I + z I + z B
REAR VIEW (¢ =0 =0) SIDE VIEW(¢ = _o= 0)
Figure C-3. Reference Axes Systems Used in the Dynamics Analysis
If the derivative of J with respect to time is calculated in relation to an inertial reference frame, then
_dd (_) = L = _+ w x j (c-3)
dt
where _ is the moment of the externally applied forces with respect to the body's center of gravity, and
the derivative, J, on the right side of the equation is calculated with respect to a body-reference frame
with angular velocity _ in the inertial frame.
In the rotating body-axes system the components of L are given by
=Lxi+Ly_+@ --Jj+Jy7+_,_k+_ ×j (c-4)
where
= pT- Q_+ I_ (c-5)
Substituting (C-5) in (C-4), obtaining the cross product, and eombia_:ng terms, the following equation is
obtained:
L= (Jx + JzQ-Jy R)T+ (Jy+ JxR-JzP)J+ (Jz + Jyp-Jx Q)_ (C-6)
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Substituting the components of the derivative of (C-2) in (C-6), and separating the resulting expression
into its x, y, and z components, the following complete equations of angular motion are obtained:
Roll
L = IxxP-IxyQ-Ixz}t + (IzzR-IxzP-IyzQ)Q - (%Q-IxyP-IyzR)R
2
=_ IxyQ-_xzR.(izz%_QR-_xFQ½zQ 2+I PR+I Rxy yz
(c-7)
Pitch
_M= IyyQ-IxyP-Iyz_t+ (I P-I Q-I R)R-xx xy xz (IzzR-IxzP-IyzQ)P
= IyyQ -IxyP-Iyz_t + (Ixx -Izz)PR-IxyQR- Ixz R2 + IxzP2 + Iyz PQ
(c-s)
Yaw
_N=__z_-_xz_z ¢ ÷%Q I.P%zRIP-(_xP-I.Q_xzR)Q
= IzzR-IxzP-Iyz _+ (%-Ixx)PQ-Ixy P2-IyzPR+ IxyQ 2 + IxzQR
(C-9)
By employing various approximations, however, the equations of motion can be simplified. A valid
assumption for the virtually symmetrical Centaur vehicle is that xz and xy planes are planes of symmetry.
This simplification is justified by an examination of the inertia terms in the above equations. This is
accomplished by comparing each term with the principal moments of inertia, Ixx, Iyy, and Izz by com-
puting their ratios. The results in Table C-1 are thus obtained.
Table C-1. Ratio of Inertia Terms to Principal Moments of Inertia
PRINCIPAL
MOMENT INERTIA
OF INERTIA TERM
COAST
BEFORE PAYLOAD SEPARATION
COAST
AFTER PAYLOAD SEPARATION
1
I
xx
(Izz-Iyy)
I
xy
I
XZ
I
yz
O. 036
0.011
0.005
0.003
0. 041
0.0168
0.0003
0.00005
C-9
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Table C-1. Ratio of Inertia Terms to Principal Moments of Inertia, Contd
PRINCIPAL
MOMENT
OF INERTIA
_ER_A
TERM
COAST
BEFORE PAYLOAD SEPARATION
COAST
AFTER PAYLOAD SEPARATION
(Ixx-Izz) = -0.93 -0.89
I
1 xy
×
I
yy I
XZ
= 0. 00074 0. 002
= 0.00037 0.00003
I = 0. 00002 0. 000005
yz
(Iyy-Ixx) = 0. 927 0.88
1
I
ZZ
I = 0.00073 0.002
xy
I = 0.00037 0.00003
XZ
I = 0. 00002 0. 000005
yz
Therefore, in view of the above, the equations of angular motion reduce to,
Roll
ZL=I
XX
(C-10)
Pitch
M = IyyQ + (Ixx-Izz)pR (C-11)
Yaw
N = Izz _ + (Iyy-Ixx)P Q (C-12)
The equations of angular motion presented here have been written with the assumption that the vehicle
center of gravity lies on the geometric axis.
If the center of gravity is offset from the geometric axis, these equations must be modified to include this
effect. There are two ways to handle this. One method is to transform the equations from the geometric
axis to the center of gravity axis, which would include changing all of the moments due to external forces.
The other method, and the one used here, is to retain the assumption that the forces are acting with refer-
ence to the geometric axis, and then add the kinetic reaction terms due to center-of-gravity offsets.
C-IO
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Then
Let _ L', _ M', and _ N t be the modified equations of angular motion.
ZL' = ZL+ZF _-ZFzy (C-13)Y
_M' = _M-_F • (C-14)
x
_N' = _N+ _FxY (C-15)
Where y and _ are positive center-of-gravity displacements from the geometric axis.
The center-of-gravity offsets, for the three coast phase portions of flight, are listed in Table E-9; the
resultant torques are treated as "external" (Section C. 2.5).
C. 2.3 Engine Moments and Control Forces. The primary forces and moments acting on the Centaur
are generated by the control engines, Since the engines are fixed to the vehicle, these forces and moments
are handled in the body-axes reference system. The control engine thrusts are rated at 1.5 and 3.0
pounds and are designated by A and P respectively. The control engine forces acting in the XB, YB and
z B directions are shown in Figure C-1. They are
S F = 0 (C-16)
x
F = -A 1-A 2+A 3+A 4 (C-17)Y
SFz = PI-P2 (C-18)
The thrust versus time curves of the control engines have been simulated by step functions with appro-
priate time delays for autopilot and thrust buildup and decay delays. The step function has the same total
impulse as the actual thrust versus 'time curve. The analysis is simplified by the assumption of a step
function thrust curve. Previous analog simulation indicates this is a valid assumption that results in
negligible error. Figures C-4 and C-5 show the nominal curves and assumed step functions for the 3.0 lb
and the 1.5 lb thrust engines respectively. These curves are for the operating conditions subsequent to
the first firing (temperature > 200 _ F) and indicate the delays between the time the on or off command is
issued from the threshold circuit and the solenoid valve opening (Reference C-4).
The moments produced by these control engines are
Roll
EL = (-A 1 +A 2-A 3 +A4)£ r
a
Pitch
(C-19)
Yaw
SM = ]D Fz(£ x )
P
(C-20)
SN = _ Fy(£x )
a
(C-21)
C-ll
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C. 2.4 Transformation of Reference Axes. Since a body-axes reference frame is used as well as a fixed
inertial-axes frame, the rates and positions of the vehicle in both axes systems must be related. In the
fixed inertial-axes system, the body axes system and the position of the vehicle are uniquely determined
by an Euler angle transformation. From the fixed inertial axes, this transformation involves, in sequence
(as shown in Figure C-6),
a. A yaw rotation of angle _ about the z I axis.
b. A pitch rotation of angle 8 about the new Yl axis created by the yaw rotation.
c. A roll rotation of angle (p about the new x B axis created by the pitch and yaw rotations.
This sequence determines the following equations:
_B = _ cos _bcos 8 + 7; sin _bcos e - _ sin e (c-22)
77B = _(cos _ sin8 sin(p - sin_b cos(p) +_7 (cos _bcos (p + sin_b sine sin(p) (C-23)
+ _ (cose sin (p)
_B = _(cos_b sine cosy + sin$ sin¢p) +_(sin_b sine cos(p - cos¢ sin_) (c-24)
+ _ (cose cos_)
F .... _,_ x2' XB
I I
_ xl
YI
zl'Zl
Figure C-6. Transformation of Reference Vector
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where _, 7, and _ are components of a direction vector in the fixed inertial-axes system and _B, r/B,
and _B are the components in the body axes system. These equations can be rewritten in matrix form:
-cos_) cos0 sin@ cos0 -sine
cos@ sine si_ cos@ cos_ cos0 si_
-sin@ cos(p +sin_b sine sin(p
cos@ sine cos(p sin_b sine cos(p cos0 cos(p
+sin@ sin_ -cos@ sin_
Inertial Body
System System
1 _? ??B
! = I
I
I
(C -25)
To formulate the rate of change of the Euler angles, consider the vehicle at an instantaneous position dis-
placed from the fixed reference frame by the angles _), 0, and _. In the body axes system the instantan-
eous angular velocities, P, Q, and R, can be represented by vectors along the x B, YB' and z B axes res-
pectively. The rates of change of the Euler angles, _, e, and _b, can also be represented by vectors (note
that these vectors are not orthogonal).
From the positions shown in Figure C-7,
P = _ - _ sinO
Q = 0 cos(p+ _ sin(p cos{}
R = _ coscp cos0- 0 sing)
By rearranging these equations, the rates of change of the Euler angles may be expressed as functions
of the instantaneous angtdar velocities. Thus,
Roll •
Pitch
Yaw
_b --- P + Q tan0 sin(p+ R tanecos(p
= Q cos(p- R sin(p
(COS _._ Isin(p_
V .e)+Q kco,0/
the following relationships can be obtained by direct resolution:
(C-26)
(C-27)
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Yl ' Y2
YB
z 2
Figure C-7. Vector Representation of Instantaneous Angular Velocities
and Rates of Change of the Eulerian Axes
C. 2.5 Analysis Simplifications. The foregoing analysis has been considerably simplified in the results
presented in Section 3.4 by considering motion in only one plane at a time. The graphical presentation of
vehicle motion in the phase plane, which plots vehicle rate versus vehicle position in one plane, is easily
interpreted, and the analog simulation used to obtain these results is vastly simplified, there being no
need for Euler angle resolution. However, it should be noted that the actual vehicle behavior does take
place in more than one plane at a time. Consequently the flight data, if presented in the form of, say,
rate gyro signal versus resolver chain signal, would include the cross-coupling effects which have been
neglected in the results of Section 3.4.
A second simplification has been to neglect the external torques (other than control torques) which act on
the vehicle in the presentation of the phase plane behavior. These torques influence the phase plane tra-
jectories, but if they are less than, say, 20 percent of the control torques, the influence is relatively
slight. Fortunately, this assumption is valid throughout most of the coast phase period. The exceptions
to this are discussed in greater detail. The approach which has been used is to summarize these torques,
and draw conclusions from the relative magnitudes of the external and control torques.
C-15
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C.3 AUTOPILOT EQUATIONS. This section contains the derivations of the equations describing the
coast phase autopilot behavior.
C. 3.1 Modes of Operation. The attitude control system has two possible modes of operation during the
AC- 5 mission. Either of these can be selected by the autopilot programmer at a preset time or in response
to a guidance command.
C. 3. i. 1 "All-Ofl _' Mode. This mode of operation is self-explanatory. The engine control logic prevents
any of the attitude control jets from firing. This mode of operation applies during all powered flight
phases from launch on.
C. 3. i. 2 "Separate On" Mode. During this mode of operation all attitude control engines are off until
commanded on by the engine control logic. On earlier Centaur vehicles having the four hydrogen peroxide
vernier engines, an "All-On" mode had the vernier engines on until commanded off by the engine control
logic. This mode was intended for purposes of propellant settling or velocity trim. For the "Separate-On"
mode, the reverse was true - the vernier engines were off until commanded on by the eng_me control logic
for purposes of controlling large error signals. In either instance, the smaller engines operated in the
same manner. For the AC-5 vehicle, the logic and circuitry to accomplish these functions is present
although the vernier engines themselves are not.
C.3.2 Autopilot Switching Lines. During the "Separate-On" mode of operation, the engine control logic
commands one or more attitude control engines to fire when the autopilot error signal exceeds a preset
threshold. The error signal, in general, is composed of both rate and position error information; the
former obtained from the rate gyros and the later from the channel selector. There is no position refer-
ence in the roll channel, although an integrator network in the error signal filter-amplifier provides the
equivalent of a position reference.
The error signal is filtered for noise suppression. In addition, the threshold circuitry incorporates
hysteresis. In the equations that follow, the filtering is ignored although it is included in simulations
of the coast phase autopilot. The time constants of these filters are listed in Table 2.2-2.
The channel selector obtains its input from the platform resolver chain whose output is equivalent to a
position error. The channel selector output is equivalent to a rate command since it is summed with the
rate gyro signal. The condition for engines on in the pitch and yaw channels is given by.
where
I + al> Tc+--h= 2 ' (C-28)
_a -- _K'''/'-
R
7?
The condition for engines off is
h
I_+ _a I--<Tc- _ - (C-29)
C-16
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For large excursions in vehicle attitude such that the magnitude of the position error is limited by the
channel selector, the condition for engines on becomes:
h
I_+_c I>Tc +F
and the condition for engines off is given by:
h
I;7+6c1-<Tc- 7
where:
(C-30)
(C-31)
~
c
K °
R
77
Vehicle angular displacement error
Vehicle angular rate
Maximum possible commanded vehicle angular rate
Autopilot gain ratio of position to rate
T _ Threshold value
c
h _ Hysteresis designed in threshold circuitry
These conditions are depicted graphically by the switching lines in Figure C-8.
-185
Tc 1.5,3 +
T -h/2
Ci.5,3
175 -170 -165 -15 -10 -5' 5 i0 15 165 170 175 185
- T + h/2
cl.5,3
Figure C-8. Pitch and Yaw Attitude Control System Switching Lines with Attitude Reference
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The threshold switching lines for the pitch, yaw, or roll planes with no attitude reference are illustrated
in Figure C-9. The condition for engines on is given by:
I_ I_ Tc + _ (c-32)
The condition for engines off is:
i_l< T h
c- 2 (C-33)
The switching lines for the roll plane when the filter-amplifier integrator network is active are illustrated
in Figure C-10. This figure does not include the effects of integrator saturation. The integrator saturates
for position excursions (integrated rates) greater than + 16.1 degrees. Upon saturation, the position refer-
ence is lost. When the rate signal passes back through zero, the position reference is restored with the
vehicle roll attitude excursion during integrator saturation being lost. The amplifier will also saturate
for vehicle roll rates exceeding approximately + 1.95 deg/sec. In either case, upon saturation, the roll
attitude control jets remain on until the vehicle roll attitude and rate are below the saturation level, at
which time normal operation continues. These conditions are not expected in flight.
0.01 -
+ 5/2
- h/2
Tcl.5,3
O
-Tcl.5,3 +h/2
cl.5,3
- h/2
Figure C-9. Pitch, Yaw or Roll Attitude Control System Switching Lines, No Attitude Reference
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• --0 °
5 10
Tel. 5
+h/2
77
Figure C-10. Roll Attitude Control System Switching Lines with Roll Channel Integrator
The condition for engines on is expressed by
]l_+_al =>Wc +-'h2
The condition for engines off is
i _}+ _a I=<Tc _h2
where
and where
K'
R_
Autopilot roll gain ratio of position to integrated rate
--, Vehicle roll angular displacement.
(C-34)
(C-35)
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C.3.3
tions (Reference C-3):
Engine Control Logic. The en_ne logic circuit is represented by the following Boolean equa-
1.5-Pound Yaw and Roll Control Engines
I
A1 = Kt Y3 R1 (Y2 + R2) (C-36)
A 2 = K' Y3 R2 (Y2 + R1) (C-37)
A3 = Kl Y2' RI' Y3 + R2) (C-38)
I
A 4 = K'Y2 R2 (Y3 + R1) (C-39)
3-Pound Pitch Control Engines
P1 =KIP2
P2 = K I P3
where
K I
P2 =1,
P3 =1,
Y2 =i,
Y3 -'i,
R 1 =1,
R_ =1,
/.
= 1, SEPARATE ON command
If pitch rate command or error equal 0.2 deg/sec
If pitch rate command or error equal -0.2 deg/sec
If yaw rate command or error equal 0.2 deg/sec
If yaw rate command ,)r error equal -0.2 deg/sec
If roll rate command or error equal 0.2 deg/sec
If roll rae.e command or error equal -0.2 deg/sec
For the above logic equations, the following defin'tions apply:
(C-40)
(C-41)
a. Non-primed outputs (P2, P3, Y2, Y3, R1, and R2) - When the non-primed outputs are true (equal to
"1") the appropriate engines are commanded ON.
_ _ ', and R_) - When the primed _ut:)uts are true (equal to "1") theb. Primed outputs (P_, P3' Y2' Y3' R1
appropriate engines are commanded OFF.
Therefore, if a non-primed output i,_ equal to "i" the associated primed output is equal to" 0" and vice
versa.
C-20
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C. 4 STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES. The disturbing torques acting on the Centaur vehicle are random and
are best handled statistically. The following discussion is general in nature and provides the theoretical
justification for much of the coast phase analysis as well as for the other analyses throughout the report.
C. 4.1 Introduction. The output of most physical systems or processes is random to some extent. That
is, either the input forcing function or the parameters defining the system, or in many cases both, are
predictable only in a statistical sense. Therefore, the system output is, strictly speaking, a random vari-
able which can only be predicted in a statistical sense.
The function which relates the random output to the random input and/or random system parameters is
sometimes known explicitly. More often, however, especially in connection with processes involving com-
plex nonlinear systems, this functional relationship is not known in explicit form. In these cases, the out-
put can frequently be evaluated for any specified input and system parameters. In either case, a complete
statistical description of the output random variable requires knowledge of its probability density function
(frequency function).
Fortunately, the probability density function corresponding to a large number of physical processes is
quasi-normal. Thus, the mean and standard deviation completely define the probability density function in
these cases. Unfortunately, however, there also arise many practical problems for which the assumption
of normality is not Justified. The mean and standard deviation are still very important parameters as they
usually provide the best measures of central tendency and dispersion. In fact, Tchebycheff's theorem,
valid for an..yyprobability density function, can always be used when only the mean and standard deviation
are known.
It is the purpose of this discussion to present a rigorous method for determining the mean and standard
deviation of any dependent random variable, given the statistical parameters of the independent random
variables involved.
C. 4.2 Analysis and Discussion. Consider the random variable w defined as follows:
w = _ (x1, x2..... x) (c-42)
Here, the x i are independent random variables having mean, xi, and standard deviation, _xi , respectively.
Inaddition, let fi (xi) denote the probability density function corresponding to the random variable x i. Note
that no restrictions are being placed on the form of the fi (xi)" The following definitions are fundamental
and will be .used repeatedly in the analysis which follows. They are,
fi (xi) dxi = 1 (C-43)
/
}
--@0
xi fi (xi) dx. = x. (C-44)1 1
(x i _ xi ) 2 fi {xi) dx.1 = _x2.
1
(C-45)
The explicit functional form of (p heed not be known. However, it will be assumed that the numerical value
of w corresponding to any given set of the x i (i - 1, 2 ..... n) can be determined by some computational
technique (e. g., manual, digital, or analog computer).
C-21
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The mean and variance of the random variable w are defined as
and
}w = z f(z) dz
--o:_
2
Ct
W
(z-w) 2 f(z) dz
-co
z 2 f(z) dz,-w 2
(c-4_
(C-47)
Here, f(z) is the probability density function for w and is defined as the derivative of the cumulative dis-
tribution function. That is,
d F(z)
f(z) - dz (C-48)
where
F(z) = P(w _z) . (C-49)
Now, the probability density function for w, F(z), can be expressed as
F(z) = P(w_z) = S...Sfl(Xl) ... fn(Xn) dXl.., dx
n
(c-50)
(p(xI ..... Xn) <z
where the region of integration is as indicated by the inequality, _(x 1 .... , Xn) g z.
C-48 and C-50, Equation C-46 can be written as
- }'s.s
w = z ("_z " " fl (Xl) "" " fn (Xn) dXl "" " dXn)
dz q_ <z
which is equivalent to
W }}
= "'" ¢_(Xl ..... Xn) fl(Xl) "'" fn (Xn) dXl "'" dXn
-a:_ --¢o
Using Equations
(C-51)
(C-52)
Similarly, Equation C-47 can be written,
2O"w = ... [_(Xl, ., Xn) fl(Xl) ... fn(Xn) ... dx n -w
-co -co
(C-53)
- r<2Now, expanding the integrand of Equation C-52 in a Taylor's Series about the point (Xl, , .... ), one
obtains,
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1 bkq_(Xl ..... Xn)
.....5 ..... kn:0 "'"_'bxlkl..._x -
k
Yn n fl(Yl) ... %(yn) dYl.., dy n (C-54)
where
and
Yi = X.-X.; i = 1, 2 ..... n1 1
k = kl+k_+z "'" +k n
(c-55)
(C-56)
r1_l._ I'-11 .... :.._ _ _ _ ,,
,,_ _,,_,v_ _,,sproperties u.,. the _i (Yi) muow immediately from Equation C-bb:
fi (Yi)dYi = 1
--CO
Yifi (Yi) dYi = Yi = 0
--¢0
2 2 2
Yi fi (Yi) dYi = _Yi = ax"
--co 1
Thus, one finally obtains the result
(C-57)
(c-58)
(C-59)
n m
1 Z b2cp 2w =7_+7 ----_%.
i=l bx. 1
1
(C-60)
m m
where the bar (e. g., q_ ) signifies that the function or derivative has been evaluated at the point (Xl, x2,
.... x). Similarly, Equation C-53 becomes
, ::
x i 8 _ _2 x i - w + ...
= +2 i=l _x I i,j=l bx. bx x]
i_j * J
(C-61)
Now, since
_22
_x._
1
= 2
/_-_i/2 b2¢P+ 2_ ---_2
bx i
C-23
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and
Equation C-61 can be written in the following more convenient form:
2
W 1 nT2
i_j L
+ ... (c-62)
Most practical engineering-type processes, in particular the ones considered in this report, require the
use of only the linear terms in the above series expansions. Hence, the approximate formulas
w _ _ (x:,x2..... x)
2
W nl ]'i_l _(xl ..... Xn) 2
(C-63)
are adequate. If there is any question regarding the legitimacy of using these approximate formulas, one
may calculate the next higher order derivatives in order to check their contribution to the total summation.
In those cases where w = cP(Xl, x2 ..... x_) is not known in explicit form, or where the known functional
form is extremely complicated, the required derivatives must be calculated numerically. Using the first
forward difference, one has
_ (p(x I ..... x i + AX i ..... X) - ¢)(X1 ..... Xi ..... Xn)
_X. AX.
I 1
where AXi is an arbitrary increment in the random variable xi from its mean value, xi'"
derivatives such as
(C-64)
The higher-order
2 2
2 _xi _xj
_x.
1
cml be evaluated in a similar manner using standard numerical techniques.
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APPENDIX D
CENTAUR/SPACECRAFT
SEPARATION DYNAMICS
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Symbol
F.
1
Iij (i,j = x,y,z)
M1,M 2
r
s
X,Y,Z
X1,YI,Z 1
X2,Y2,Z 2
Xlx,Y1Y, Zlz
X2x,Y2Y, Z2z
X12
Yl' Y2
z 1, z 2
1
6 i
l(t), 581(t)
(Y
2
(_
LIST OF SYMBOLS
Definition
Force exerted by the i th spring
Mass moment or product of inertia referenced to a set of centroidal
axes parallel to the geometric axes of the vehicle. Vehicle indicated
by superscript
Spring constant of the i th spring
Undeformed length of the i th spring
Total mass of the spacecraft and of Centaur respectively
Radial distance from the X axis to the centerline of the springs in the
separation plane (cf. _i)
Maximum distance the springs are allowed to recoil
Rectangular coordinate axes of the inertial frame pf reference defined
by the position of the combined Centaur/spacecraft body axis system
at the instant of separation
Rectangular coordinate axes of the spacecraft (subscript 1) and Centaur
(subscript 2); rigidly attached to the respective vehicles
Linear displacements - in X, Y, and Z directions - of the spacecraft
(subscript 1) and Centaur (subscript 2) with respect to the inertial
reference frame
Relative longitudinal distance between the spacecraft and Centaur
Y component of center-of-gravity offset for the spacecraft and Centaur
respectively
Z component of center-of-gravity offset for the spacecraft and Centaur
respectively
Angle between r and the -Z axis in the separation plane; considered
positive when rotated counterclockwise from the -Z axis for the space-
craft and clockwise for Centaur (cf. r)
Distance the i th spring moves in time (t), including angular effects
Variation of _l(t) and of 81(t)
Standard deviation of a normal distribution
Statistical variance
Eulerian angles in yaw, pitch, and roll for the spacecraft when sub-
scripted with 1 and for Centaur with 2
Vector sum angular velocity of the spacecraft
Units
lb
slug-f_ 2
Ib/ft
ft
slug
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
deg
ft
rad/sec
rad
deg/sec
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D.1 INTRODUCTION. This appendix presents the derivation of the equations describing the behaviour
of the Centaur vehicle and the spacecraft during their separation. A more complete presentation is given
in Reference D-1.
D. 1.1 System Description. The Centaur and spacecraft are designed to separate through the action of
three sets of helical compression springs which impart longitudinal and small angular motions to the
spacecraft. The springs and latches on which the spacecraft is mounted are located on the forward inter-
face of the payload adapter. As shown in Figure D-I, the three latches are equally spaced around the
adapter perimeter, and the associated springs are offset 3.50 inches from the latches, having their
centerline on a 46.24-inch diameter circle. Each separation-spring assembly consists of a spring support
and plunger holding two helical springs concentrically mounted to act together in a direction parallel to the
vehicle longitudinal axis. The plunger, running aft through the spring support, terminates in a head which
limits its motion to one inch. The inner springs (Numbers 1, 3, and 5) exert a smaller force than the
outer ones (Numbers 2, 4, and 6}.
D. 1.2 Latch Operation. The latch assembly, consisting of a coupling stud on the spacecraft, is grippvd
by a latch which in turn held by a piston. The !arches are released when the pistons are driven aft by three
paii-s uf pyrotechnic charges which fire in unison upon receiving a discrete signal through the separation
switch. In the ensuing one-seventh second, the springs recoil against the spacecraft, imparting a forward
velocity and angular rates to the spacecraft.
D. 2 SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS AND ASSUMPTIONS. A set of differential equations is first formulated
to express the accelerations due to the sum of all forces exerted by the six springs. The following forces
impart negligible motions to the spacecraft and are not considered:
SPRING,
3 PLACES
Y2 AXIS
/
_-- 3.50 IN. (TYP)
/
f/.'\ ! ". \
LATCHI
3 PLACES
Z 2 AXIS
Figure D-1. Payload Adapter with Springs and Latches.
Looking Aft Toward Centaur.
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a. Separation Switches. The separation switches are mounted on the spacecraft at its interface with the
payload adapter, one at each of three attachment points. When separation is initiated, each switch
imparts a nominal thrust of 1.8 pounds to the spacecraft. This thrust falls off linearly over the first
half-inch of travel, at which point the thrust becomes zero. Each switch parallels the other two in
thrust within +0.1 pound over the entire range of travel.
b. Extensometers. The extensometers are mounted at three points around the periphery of the inter-
stage adapter. Each has a wiper arm connected to the aft end of one of the spring plungers (which
pass through the spring supports). Their purpose is to measure the position of the spring (as a
function of time) and tiros the velocity with which the spring moves. Each extensometer has a nominal
force of 1.5 pounds which parallels the other two forces within + 1/4 pound.
The resultant changes due to these additional forces are less than one percent and are therefore ignored.
The motions imparted to the two vehicles depend, in part, on the spring constants, the lengths of the
springs, and the distance they are allowed to recoil. They also depend on the masses of the Centaur and
the spacecraft and on the offsets of their respective centers of gravity from the geometric axes.
In computing the longitudinal acceleration of the spacecraft with respect to the inertial reference frame
(that of the combined Centaur/spacecraft vehicle), it is necessary to consider the relative motion of the
two vehicles. An "exact" formulation in which all cross-coupling effects are considered yields equations
which are too unwieldy for practical use. Fortunately, the equations can be considerably simplified by
neglecting some of these cross-coupling effects without incurring any appreciable error in the final solution.
The separation distance between the two vehicles, for example, turns out to be essentially unaltered by the
presence of small angular rates; hence, these terms may be dropped from the differential equation de-
scribing separation distance. To justify such deletions, it was necessary first to compute the time at
which the springs reach exactly one inch, their full recoil distance. Nominal values were employed for
the spring constants, the undeformed lengths of the springs, and their geometrical locations. The desired
interval was found to be 0. 139 second and is the same for all springs within a thousandth of a second.
Inspection of the solution reveals that five of its terms are small compared to the sixth and can be deleted.
The resulting equations, thus simplified in several ways, are finally compared with the exact equations,
and the solutions are found to differ by less than two percent. These approximations are employed in the
calculations of the mean longitudinal velocity and its variance.
Similarly, in computing angular rates, terms in _b(yaw) are deleted from pitch equations and vice versa,
since these terms introduce only negligible coupling effects. For the same reason, any offsets of the
centers of gravity from the geometrical axis can be omitted in terms where they are coupled or squared.
The solutions to these simplified equations, evaluated at the time of full recoil, fall within two percent of
the corresponding exact values, thus justifying the use of the simplified equations. In their final simpli-
fied form, the solution to the equations of motion for pitch and yaw reduce, in each case, to two terms.
Of these, the term involving the spacecraft center-of-gravity offset predominates over the other so that it
alone need be considered. It is thus concluded that the angular rates are in simple proportion to the space-
craft center-of-gravity offset.
Finally, applying the fundamental principles of statistics with data adapted from specified design tolerances,
the standard deviations from the resulting mean angular and linear rates are computed.
D. 2.1 Dynamic Equations. Three sets of axes are used as illustrated in Figure D-2. The coordinates
(X, Y, Z) refer to the inertial frame of reference defined by the position of the combined Centaur/spacecraft
body axes at the instant of separation. The coordinates (Xl, YI' Z1) and (X 2, Y2' Z2) represent body axes
rigidly attached to the spacecraft and Centaur respectively. In these expressions, as in those following, a
subscript or superscript 1 denotes the spacecraft and a 2 the Centaur vehicle.
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_ +X 2
+ Z 2
_t+X +Z1ROLL
PITc,\//
+Z
Figure D-2. Centaur/Spacecraft Coordinate System
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D. 2.1.1 Summation of Torques. Let O1 and _1 represent angular displacements and I(1) and _1 z) moments
of inertia in pitch and yaw respectively for the spacecraft. Summing the torques about t_ee centroidal axes
of the two vehicles yields the following equations for the accelerations with respect to the inertial frame:
6
= 1
_1 i(1----_ _. (rsin_+91) F i
zz i=l
(D-I)
6
0"i = 1 _ (rcos_+- F.
- i(l---[ 1 Zl) 1
yy i=1
6
_ 1
_2 i(2) _ (rsin _+92 ) F i
yy i=l
6
-- 1
02 i(2) _ (rc°s Ai+z2) Fi
yy i=1
(D-2)
(D-3)
(D-4)
where the summation refers to the six separation springs, each located around the interface by the polar
coordinates r and A i (Figures D-3 and D-4) and exerting a force, F i (Table E-10). The roll angle and all
product-of-inertia terms are assumed to be negligible.
Separation Spring Movements and Forces. The distances (5i) that the springs move are given
5i = X12+ (r sin_+Yl) $1- (r cos Lil+zl) 01- (r sinA I+92) _2 + (r cos A i+z2) e2 (D-5)
i=l, ..., 6
where the distance X12 is the relative longitudinal separation between the two vehicles.
Now, assuming that each spring force (Fi) varies linearly with displacement, we have
Fi = Ki (£i - 5i)
i=1, .... 6
where K i is the spring constant of the i th spring and _i is its undeformed length (see Table E-10).
(D-6)
D. 2.1.3 Basic Dynamic Equations. The general equations expressing the dynamics of the separation
process are then derived by substituting Equation D-5 into Equation D-6 and the result into Equations D-1
through D-4. The resulting angular accelerations are therefore
16 II(1) _, K i (r sin _ +yl ) _i-X12- (r sin_+Yl ) _I
zz i=l
+ (r cos _ + z 1) 81 + (r sin _ + y2 ) _b2 - (r cos A i + z 2) 021 (D--7)
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NOTE: a. SEPARATION SPRINGS,
1 THROUGH 6
b. SEPARATION LATCHES,
A, B, C
----'--_ A 1 = 4 2
op _Jl _L,o _ |
Z C "
5=A6
Figure D-3. Parameters of Separation System. Looking Forward Toward the Spacecraft
NOTE: a. SEPARATION SPRINGS,
I THROUGH 6
b. SEPARATION LATCHES, }------.-....__
Figure D-4. Parameters of Separation System. Looking Aft Toward Centaur
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1 6 {
_1- l(1)_ _i(rcos_i+zl) _i-X12-(rsin_i+;1)_1
yy i=l
- /+ (rcos _I +zl) 01 + (r sinZk I+y2 ) _2- (r cos A i+ z2) 02 (D-8)
_ i 6 {i(2) _ K i (r sin_l +y2 ) _i-X12- (r sin A i+yl ) _1
zz i=1
_ _ }+ (r cos _i + Zl) Ol + (r sin _i + Y2 ) _2 - (r cos A i + z2) 02 (D-9)
° I_ 1 +- - (r sinA i+yl) _)1°'2 i(2)_ Ki(rcos_i z2) _i-X12
yy i=1
+ (rcos A i+zl) 81+ (r sin_l +y2 ) _2- (r cos A i+ z2) 82 (D-10)
D. 2.1.4 Linear Acceleration: Longitudinal. Neglecting initial turning rates, the linear accelerations
of the spacecraft and Centaur with respect to the inertial frame are given by
6 6
• . 1 _ F. (D-11) _ _ 1 _ F. (D-14)
Xlx - M1 _"1 1 2X M 2 _ 1
"= i=1
•" _1 6 " $2 6
YIY- M I _ Fi (D-12) Y2Y- M2 _ F i (D-15)
i=1 i=1
01 6 02 6
_IZ - M 1 _ Fi (D-13) Z2Z- M 2 _ F i (D-16)
i=l i=l
where M 1 and M 2 are the masses of the spacecraft and Centaur respectively, and the angular displace-
ments _ and 0 are assumed to be small.
Major concern is with motions along the X axis. Subtracting Equation D-14 from Equation D-11, the
relative longitudinal acceleration between the two vehicles is
= +_ F.
X12 M2/ I
i=l
(D-17)
To express the acceleration in terms of the spring parameters, the above equations are expanded by sub-
stituting, in place of F i, the expression in Equation D-6 for the forces of the springs, where 5 i is given
by Equation D-5. Then, the following general equation for the longitudinal acceleration of the spacecraft
relative to the Centaur vehicle results.
D-8
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X12
MI+M2 { _- _I_VI-_ K i[L i - X12- (r sin A i + ;1 ) _1 + (r cos _ +Zl) e 1
i=l
/
(r sin _ + 72 ) _2 - (r cos _ + z2) e2] [ (D-18)
+
D. 2.2 Simplifying Assumptions. Equations D-7 through D-10 and Equation D-18 may be combined to
form a set of simultaneous differential equations governing the rotation and longitudinal translation of the
spacecraft and the Centaur vehicle. These can be solved, using nominal values for all parameters, to
yield the mean angular and longitudinal displacements as flmctions of time. It was determined, through a
solution of these equations (Reference D-l), that the following simplifications could be made without in-
curring significant error in the results:
a. Angular displacements do not appreciably affect the longitudinal motion.
b. Certain second-order eouulin_ ¢_- ..... '--
. o ......... : _ ignored on the basis of relative magnitude.
D. 2.2.1 Simplified Equations. Considering rotation in yaw, Equations D-7 and D-9 are simplified to:
and
6 6
1 2 1
_'i = i(1) _. K i (r sin_l) _I + i(l---) _ Ki (r sinai )2 _2
zz i=1 zz i=l
6 6
+___1i( ) _. Ki _i (rsin_l+Yl)-i_l) '_. K i (rsin_
zz i=l zz i=l
+ yl)
6
j=l
6
j=l
6
_ 1
1 (2)
zz i=1
6
1
K i (r sin _)2 _b2 + I(2---_ _ Ki (r sin Ai)2 _b1
zz i=l
6
1
zz i=l
6
1
KiWi (r sin_+y2 ) +i- _ _. K i(r sinAi
zz i=l
6
+ j=l6
j=l
(D-19)
(D-20)
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where the longitudinal separation distance, X12{t ) , is found to be
6
i=1 1 - cos
X12(t)- 6
SK i
i--1
(D-21)
and
M1M 2
M = (D-22)
M 1 + M 2
D. 2.3 Angular Velocities. The yaw component of the angular velocity is derived by solving Equations
D-19 and D-20, yielding Equation D-23 (see Figure D-5)°
Evaluating Equation D-23 for mean values of the parameters, and rearranging terms, yields an expression
for the mean angular rate of the spacecraft measured in the yaw plane at time (t),
-r F
$1 (t) = Izz(1)--[3]_ _(_+ (rsin_zi)2 ) _---
K[.._ \Izz zz/i=l
3 _ z 3_
iiZz)i___: rsin 2i)](_)sin(_ I
- _ (rsinAzi 71
(1)' 1 + l____ zzizz_(1 ) I(2i / +--_2)_7(rsinAzi) sin +
VZZ -zz/
I(I)_.K -V-._ 3 I[,3 s,nI(_z) r sin _2i) LIZZ S (r sin _2i)Zi=l J
(i l- + _ 1 l__IS(rsinA2 i
K r ,in + %
±ZZ ZZ
(D-24)
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Where,for simplicityof presentation:
= F2i-1 +F2i for i=l ..... 3
and
= K2i-1 + K2i for i= 1 ..... 3
This equation consists of only two terms and is thus essentially of the form
_bl(t} = f(t} Yl + g(t) Y2 (D-25)
Examining the parameters in the coefficients of Yl and Y2' it is clear that
3
3 1
>> i-_ _ (rsin_2i)2
zz i=l
(D-26)
and
i (2) >> i(I)
ZZ ZZ
(D-27)
so that the coefficient of Y2 is much less than the coefficient of 71. We can therefore write
V_1 _ clY 1 (D-28)
where c 1 appears in place of f(t) because, at a given time, this coefficient is approximately constant.
Similarly, it can be shown that
Ol _ dlZ 1 (])-29)
As future design modifications shift the spacecraft center of gravity to new locations, Equations D-28 and
D-29 will afford a ready insight to resulting changes in angular velocities.
D. 2.4 Longitudinal Velocity. To compute the longitudinal velocity of the spacecraft with respect to the
inertial frame, consider first Xl2(t), the relative distance between the two vehicles. This was given in
Equation D-21 and is repeated below.
6
X12lt)_ i=l 1-cos
6 t
i=l
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Differentiating Xl2(t) then yields the rate as
6
which can also be written as
6 6
_ 1 i= 1 sin + 1 i; 1
12 (t) M 1_6 M---2 6f_
(D-30)
(D-31)
It can now be shown that, relative to the inertial frame of reference (X, Y, Z), the velocity of the space-
craft, XlX(t), is given by
6
1 i= 1 sin K i (D-32)
:_lx(t) : M1 _6 i:1
//)K. i
Equation D-21 is now solved for the time that it takes the springs to reach their full recoil distance (s) -
one inch as presently designed. Substituting this expression into Equation D-32, the velocity of the space-
craft at spring distance, s, is
_(_is-_ s 2 )K i
= I (D-33)
and therefore the mean velocity is given by
(D-34)
D. 3 STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SEPARATION VEIX)CITIES. The range within which the motions of
the spacecraft may be expected to remain can be shown by a statistical analysis of the deviations due to
dispersions in the design parameters of the vehicles and springs.
D. 3.1 Gaussian Form of the Joint Density Function. If a straightforward application of simple prob-
ability theory is to be employed, it must first be shown that the joint density function of the aggregate of
all variables takes the form of a normal or Gaussian curve.
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!
t
Prior to computing the joint function of the 15 variables involved, Ki, £i, Yl, Y2, and _1(0), it should be
noted that some of the functions taken separately are not normal. The probability function of the free
length of the separation spring, _i' for example, can be assumed to be rectangular. As portrayed in
Figure D-6, this distribution is therefore such that it is equally probable for the spring to have any length
deviation, A£i, within +al; yet the probability that it will surpass these limits is effectively zero. The
density or frequency function representing the tolerance in the spring constants is also assumed to be
rectangular in form.
1
f(A£i) - 2a 1, al<A£i < +a 1
0, E I__EWHERE
I
_L
-a 1 m +a 1
Figure D-6. Probability Density Function of the Free Spring Length Deviation,
Showing Rectangular Distribution
The probability density function of the lateral center-of-gravity offset is assumed to be normal. This is a
departure from previous assumptions (Reference D-l) but is felt to be more realistic. The value of the
uncertainty in location of the lateral center of gravity is taken to be three times the standard deviation
(3_) of a normal distribution, and is shown as +a2, Figure D-7.
' 68.28_OF POPULATION
r
95.45%
OF POPULATION
i I I
99.73%
OF POPULATION
Figure D-7.
/
J
-3_ -2(_ -1(_ MEAN +lff +2ff +3_
I
-a2 m +a2
Probability Density Function of the Lateral Center-of-Gravity Offset,
y, Showing Normal Distribution
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The initial angular velocities of the spacecraft, _1(0) and 01(0), are within the rate thresholds oI the atti-
tude control system. The probability density function of this variable is approximately discrete at + a 3
2
where a 3 is close to the rate threshold of the attitude control system. The variance, a_l(0), as computed
in the following section has little significance by itself; however, it results in no appreciable error when
used in determing the variance of the velocity dispersions in pitch ((_.2 land yaw (_2 _.
eli i /
The joint probability density function of the 15 random variables, K i and h i (i=i ..... 6), y;: _-_,,. _nci
_1(0) - is approximately normal, since, by the Central Limit Theorem, the sum o_ a iar_e n'_:nOel
independent random variables, not necessarily normal themselves, will be almost normal. T.his _v
approximately true in this case when only a few of the density functions are summed. Hence, _¢here as
many as 15 variables are involved, the resultant joint density function comes very close to being normal,
provided that the variances are approximately of the same order of magnitude.
D. 3.1.1 Variances of the Random Variables. The variance of a random variable, u, with density
function f(u), is given by
/u [/ ](_ = f(u) du- uf(u) du (D-35)
In the present case, u can be either £2i-1' or £2i" Therefore, solving Equation D-35 for each of these
random variables yields
2
2 2 al
crL = (_ 3
2i-1 2i
(D-36)
where a 1 refers to half the interval over wnicl_ the parameter varies. The variances for the iree lengtas
of all sL_ spz'ings were assumed to be equal (see Table E-10). Likewise, the _:ariances of Yl and Y2 are
_ssumed to be the same.
In the case of the spring constants (K2i_l and K2i ) , the variances are calculated in the same manner from
the data given in the drawings (Reference D-5).
For the normal distribution of Yl and Zl, the frequency function is given by.
1 -(Yl - m)2/2 (r2
f (Yl) - e (D-37)
where m is the mean (a real constant), a is the standard deviation (a positive constant), and the constant
1/(_2¢_ is a normalizing factor which makes the infinite integral of Equation D-37 equal to unity.
The variance for a normal distribution is equal to the square of the standard deviation. From Figure D-7,
0"-- =
Yl
(D-3S)
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For the discrete distribution of _1(0) and/or {}1(0),
2 2 / 32o._b1(O) = Orbl(O ) = [_1(0) fill(O)] d E_1(o) 3
(D-39)
where m, in Figure D-8 is equal to zero and
f[@l(0)] = 0, -¢_<_i(0)<-a3 , -a3<_l(0)<+a3,, +a3<_l(0)<+_
-a3+(
1 _1(0 ) = -a3f[_l(O)] d E,_(o)]-- _ ;
-a3-c
a3+_
/ 'f[_l(O)]dC_(0)]= 7; _(o)= a3
a 3-c
Evaluating Equation D-39 yields
2 2
a_l(0) = a 3 (D-40)
Figure D-8.
I I I I I _ ;1(0 )
m +a
3 3
Probability Density Function of Initial Angular Velocity, _1(0), Showing Discrete Distribution
D. 3.2 Variances for Velocity Dispersions. Having derived the variances for the 15 random variables,
the variances for the angular rates, _bl(t) and 01(t), which are functions of thesedeterminewe can now
variables.
D. 3.2.1 Dispersions in Angular Velocity. First consider the yaw velocity, _l(t). Its variation, 5_l(t ),
is expressible in terms of the mean values of: the numerators, Ni (i=1 ..... 4), of the four terms in
Equation D-23; the denominators, Di; and the dispersions in initial turning rate, $1(0), spring constants
(Ki) , undeformed spring lengths (£i), and center-of-gravity offsets (Yl and 72). This variation, then, is
given by Equation D-41 (Figure D-9).
where all second-order terms (involving products of small variations) have been neglected.
Now, since 5_l(t ) comprises a linear combination of the 15 random variables, SKi and 5_i (i=1 ..... 6),
551 , 5y2, andS_l(0) , its variance is given in Equation D-42 (Figure D-10).
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3 2
where_ in Equations (D-41) and D-42}, instead of the summation, _ (r sin A2i } , we could also have2
used _ (r sin/x2i_l } . i=l
i--1
2
In the derivation of (_l(t}, the longitudinal distance X12 is assumed to be held constant; or equivalently,
the terms being summed over j in Equation D-23 are kept constant. This is permissible because the
standard deviation X12 is very small.
_(1) T(2)
The variance for the pitch velocity, 0. (t), is computed exactly as in Equation D-42 except that Izz, "zz,
sin Z_i, Yl' Y2' and _1(0)are replace_by _, I(yy_, cos _, z 1, z 2, and 01(0) respectively.
D. 3.2.2 Variance for Longitudinal Velocity. To compute the variance for the longitudinal velocity of
the spacecraft with respect to the inertial reference frame, consider XIx(s), as given in Equation D-33,
w_ich is repeated below for convenience.
Since XIx(s) is a linear combination of 12 random variables, i.e., _i and Ki (i=l ..... 6), its variance
is given by
• = (D-43)
where, instead of _1 and _2' we could also have used _3 and £5 or £4 and _6 respectively; and the same
applies to the spring constants.
The linear velocities in the Y and Z directions are negligible and are not considered.
D. 4 SEPARATION CLEARANCES. Since transverse velocities are negligible, the separation clearance
is a function of the relative longitudinal velocity, X12, the vector sum of the angular velocity, ¢0, and the
dimensions of the spacecraft and the Centaur payload adapter. Figure D-11 shows the principle parameters.
In the case of _l(t) and 01(t), where the frequency functions about the origin are
fill(t)] 1 -[_(t) ]2/2 a 2
- e (D-44)
fE_l(t) ] _ 1
-[01(t)] 2/2 Cr2
e (D-45)
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NOTE: SN DENOTES
STATION NUMBER
Yc
S_ O (SPACECRAFT c.g.) 112.87
X12
xl "" I
\\
x 2
•12_
SNO
152.5
Figure D-11. Surveyor Spacecraft Separation Parameters
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it can be shown that the probability of the vector sum angular rate,
centered at the origin is
_R2/2 a 2
1 - e
Solving for R, where 99.73 percent of the population of u_ lies within the circle,
R = 3.44a
Now the vector sum angular rate (3a) of the spacecraft may be expressed.
= _ +3_
where
3% = 3. 44 (Y_,1(t) = 3.44(7_(t)
For purposes of separation clearance, the maximum (3if) angular velocity is used.
subsequently used is defined:
_[_l(t)] 2 [el(t)] 2 °. 44 a_bl(t)
0J -- + + _
From Figure D-11, the clearance, Yc' is
Yc = R2 - RlC°S_l + XlSin_-_
where
¢v, lying within a circle of radius R
Consequently, 0J as
x 2
t = .-7----
X12
D. 4.1 Allowable Lateral Center-of-Gravity Envelope. To determine the spacecraft lateral center-of-
gravity offset envelope, the following assumptions and equations were used.
A minimum acceptable clearance of
Small angles were assumed.
Yc min = 1 inch was assumed.
(D-46)
(D-47)
ao
b.
c.
(D-48)
(D-49)
do
The allowable center-of-gravity offset (radial) is assumed to lie within a circle about the geometric
centerline.
The coefficients c., and d., (Equations D-28 and D-29)are assumed to be equal, and of the value 14.4
deg/sec/ft. (The value used was obtained from Reference D-1 and is assumed to be a representative
number for the current Surveyor spacecraft.)
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In addition to the collision limitation, there is a constraint on angular velocity
_ 3 deg/sec (D-50}
The vector sum angular velocity may be expressed as
= ClR + A_ = ClR + ClAN (D-51)
where
AU_ = 3.4410.316a_(t)
and
A_
AR -
c 1
N is the radius representing the maximum boundary if the radial center of gravity is exactly known. The
2
value 0. 316 represents the fraction of the total variance, a_l(t), contributed by all factors other than
center-of-gravity offset uncertainty. This fraction was determined from the evaluation of Equation D-42
for the Surveyor A-21 configuration.
Now substituting into Equation D-49 and rearranging terms, we have an expression for the collision con-
straint in terms of thelongitudinal center-of-gravity position (represented by Xl} and the lateral center-of-
gravity offset (radial) R,
57.3
12 x 1 AR (D-52)
x 1N =(-Ycmin+R2-R1) ClX2
Similarly, an expression for the collision constraint in terms of the longitudinal center of gravity and the
nominal radial center of gravity (N') may be derived:
57.3 X12
x iR' = (-Ycmin + R2 - R 1) c lx 2 XlAR /
(D-53)
where
: ClN' + 3o-_ = ClR' + ClA.R' (D-54)
and
3.44 %1 (t)
_.' = (D-55)
c 1
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Symbol
A
A A
ABS
Af
ARA
ARH
B
C B
Cf
C V
I R
%r
Izzr
I
YY
Izz
K
K A
KAK R
Ka
KaK t
K c
Kf
K I
Km
LIST OF SYMBOLS
Definition
Actuating piston area ..
Accumulator piston area
"Bootstrap" piston area
Feedback piston area
Reservoir piston area
ARA + ABS
Bulk modulus of hydraulic fluid
Coulomb friction coefficient
Discharge coefficient for washout orifice
Viscous friction coefficient
Engine "wet" moment of inertia of gimballed mass
about gimbal point (pitch)
Reduced moment of inertia about the roll axis
Reduced moment of inertia about the pitch axis
Reduced moment of inertia about the yaw axis
Moment of inertia about pitch axis
Moment of inertia about yaw axis
Power of adiabatic compression
End-to-end position gain
End-to-end rate gain
Servoamplifier gain
Product of servoamplffier gain and feedback
transducer gain
Actuator no-load open-loop velocity gain
Feedback spring constant
Autopilot integrator gain
Spring constant of actuator support structure
Units
ft 2
ft2
ft2
ft 2
lb/ 2
ft-lb
ft3/sec
'v/. lb/ft 2
ft-lb
deg/sec
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug=ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
N.D.
deg 5
deg e
deg 5
deg/sec
ma/volt
volt/deg
(sec) -1
m/ft
sec-1
lb/ft
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Symbol
K R
K s
LPcL' LPCH
L
C
£CL' _CH
_p
_R
£r a
_'X a
_'Z
M r
MPcL MPcH
M R
M T
m(1)
PACi
PC
PFF
LIST OF SYMBOLS, Contd
Definition
Rate gyro gain
DPF valve pressure feedback gain
Servovalve discharge coefficient
Steering equation integral gain
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen pendulum lengths
Rocket engine pitch control moment arm
IAquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen pendulum moment
arms
Distance between vehicle center of gravity and inertial
guidance platform
Distance between rocket engine center of gravity and
gimbal point
Radial distance from the vehicle centerline to the
A Engine thrustline
Distance along the centerline from the center-<)f-
gravity to the plane of the A Engine thrustline
Distance along the centerline from the center-of-
gravity to the plane of the P Engine thrustline
Rocket engine roll control moment arm
Reduced mass of vehicle (without sloshing mass)
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen pendulum masses
Rocket engine gimballed mass, one engine "wet"
Total mass of vehicle
Generalized mass, i th mode
Initial pressure in Region d of accumulator (See
Figure B-6)
Relief valve cracking pressure
Relief valve pressure drop at full flow
Units
deg
deg/sec
ma
lb/ft_
ft3/sec
ma v/_/ft 2
sec-1
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
slugs
slugs
slugs
slugs
.slugs
lb/ft 2
lb/ft 2
2
lb/ft
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Symbol
PR
PReseat
PS
QFF
R
T c
T D
Ti
T
O
t
At
V A
VACi
V T
O
xCG
A
v
E
_(i)
LIST OF SYMBOLS, Contd
Definition Unit s
Hydraulic system reservoir pressure (return
pressure from servovalve) lb/ft 2
Relief valve reseat pressure lb/ft 2
Hydraulic system supply pressure to servovalve lb/in 2
Relief valve full flow ft3/sec
Engine actuator moment arm ft
Control engine thrust lb
Guidance computer computation delay sec
Temperature of hydraulic system at launch o F
Temperature of hydraulic system at MES °F
Time sec
Guidance computer compute cycle length sec
Total volume of hydraulic fluid in one actuator cylinder ft 3
Initial volume, region d of accumulator (See Figure B-6) ft3
Volume of manifold, power pack, and tubing on high ft 3
pressure side at temperature T
o
Vehicle axial acceleration ft/sec 2
Roll center of gravity Station Number (in.)
Yaw center-of-gravity offset ft
Pitch center-of-gravity offset ft
Normalized slope-coupling term, i th mode
= ¢_XT - ) deg/ft
Angular offset of the rocket engine center-of-gravity from
the engine centerline deg
Thrust misalignment deg
Thrust offset ft
Damping ratio, ith mode N.D.
E-5
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Symbol
CCL' _CH
_(i)
PG
el i )
RG
a(i)
XT
• rR
_(i)
wCL' c°CH
u_G
LIST OF SYMBOLS, Contd
Definition
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen slosh damping ratios
Rate gyro damping ratio
Normalized slope of ithmode atposition reference location
Normalized slope of ith mode at rate gyro location
Normalized slope of ith mode at engine gimbal point
Equivalent rate gyro time constant
Normalized displacement of ith mode at engine gimbal
point
Natural frequency, i th mode
Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen slosh frequencies
Rate gyro natural frequency
Units
N.D.
N.D.
deg/ft
deg/ft
deg/_
sec
ft/ft
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
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E. 1 ATLAS/CENTAUR SEPARATION SYSTEM PARAMETERS. The parameters used are given in
Figure E-1 and Table E-1. The idealized thrust forces (time measured from "Fire Retrorockets"
command) are
- { 6441b; 0<t< 0.71secFR(t) = 0; t> 0.71sec
720- 145.4t; 0<t<4.95 secTR(t) = 0; t> 4.95 sec
_1 = 58 95 = 215
#_2 = 23 '_6 = 199
(_3 = 341 :P7 = 157
_4 = 325 _8 = 122
NO. 8 NO. 1
NO. 7 ( c._g. /R_No. 2
x
NO. 5_NO. 4
_2
Y2
Figure E-1. Circumferential Retrorocket Locations (degrees)
Table E-1. Separated Sustainer Stage Inertial Properties
PARAMETER VALUE
m 2 (SLUGS) 258
12 (SLUG-FT 2) 117 x 103
2,2 (FT) 45.7
R (FT) 5.25
Y2 (IN.) -6.69
z2 (IN.) -11.35
E.2 SERVOVALVE, ACTUATOR, ENGINE, AND HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PARAMETERS. The param-
eters used to describe the electrohydraulic engine/actuator dynamics and the hydraulic power supply are
given in Tables E-2 and E-3. These parameter values have been obtained from References E-l, E-2,
and E-3. Table E-2 presents those parameters that were used for the rigid body/propellant sloshing,
autopilot/guidance, and elastic vehicle stability analyses. Ignition phase analysis uses parameters in
both Tables E-2 and E-3.
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E.3 RIG]D-BODY/PROPELLANT-SLOSHING AND AUTOPILOT/GUIDANCE PAR._METERS. The
parameter values used for the rigid-body/propellant-sloshing and autopilot/guidanee stability analyses
in this report are listed in Tables E-4, E-5, and E-6. These values, used for the pitch and roll plane
analyses, were obtained from Reference E-8, which is based on data contained in References E-4, E-5,
E-6, and E-7. The parameters used in the main engine cutoff transient are presented in Table E-7.
E-4. ELASTIC VEHICLE BENDING PARAMETERS. Table E-8 gives the normalized (at the engine
gimbal point) deflections and slopes, generalized masses, frequencies, and structural damping. These
are the parameters used to analyze the stability of the first three elastic modes corresponding to four
flight conditions: propellant tanks full, half full, quarter full, and empty (MECO). This data was obtained
from Reference E-9.
The rate gyro parameters used in the bending stability analysis are:
a. Rate gyro natural frequency (U_G) = 105 rad/sec
b. Rate gyro damping ratio (_G) = 1.70
E.5 COAST PHASE VEHICLE PARAMETERS. Table E-9 gives the vehicle mass, inertia, and moment
arms for the three coast phase portions of flight.
E. 6 CENTAUR/SPACECRAFT SEPARATION PARAMETER. Tables E-10 and E-II gives the parameters
used in the separation analysis. This data was obtained from References E-10, E-11, and E-12.
Table E-2. Servovalve, Actuator, and Engine Parameters for RL-10A-3 Propulsion System
PARAMETER VALUE REMARKS
A (ft 2)
B (lb/ft 2)
C B (ft-lb)
CV \deg/sec]
IR (slug -ft2)
M R (slugs)
£R (ft)
R (ft)
K (ma/volt)
a
KaK t (volt/deg)
K (lb/ft)
m
-2
1.06 × 10
3.89 × 107
2OO
3.62
66.7
65.3
11.0
2.04
1.16
3.6
7.416
5.1 × 105
9.84 X 105
At 100 ° F
Maximum Specified Value
Pitch
Yaw
Nominal
Nominal
K t = 2.06 volt/deg
Pitch Plane (30 psig Tank Pressure)
Yaw Plane (30 psig Tank Pressure)
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Table E-2. Servovalve, Actuator, and Engine Parameters for RL-10A-3 Propulsion System, Contd
PARAMETERS VALUE REMARKS
Q
ft3/se cKv ma_/ 1.02x 10 -6
PR (lb/ft2) 7.2 x 103
PS (lb/ft2) 1.512 × 105
T (lb) 1.5 ×104
c
V A (ft 3) 1.33 x 10 -3
K (sec -1) 13.1
c
Af (ft2) 3.41 X 10 -4
/ ft3/sec \
Cf__; 1.34× 10 -7
Kf (lb/ft) 9.36 X 103
K ! ma 1s lb/ft 2 1.22 x 10 -4
PS - PR = 1000 psi = 1.44 x 105 ib/ft 2
No-load Open-loop Actuator Velocity
Gain
Area of Washout Piston
Discharge Coefficient for DPF Orifice
Spring Constant Washout Piston
Pressure Feedback Gain
Table E-3. Hydraulic Power Supply and Miscellaneous Engine Parameters
PARAMETER VALUE REMARKS
V (deg) 0.536 Pitch I
I Assumed Values0. 356 Yaw
8.47 Pitch; Positive for C-1, Negative
for C-2 Engine.
3.22 Yaw; Negative for C-I, Positive
for C-2 Engine.
0.01 Maximum
0. 0033
0.0819
0.0854
1.4
86,400
(deg)
c (ft)
ABS (ft2)
ARA (ft2)
ARH (ft2)
K(N. D.)
PACi (Ib/ft2)
Nitrogen
At 70 ° F
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TableE-3. HydraulicPowerSupplyandMiscellaneousEngineParameters,Contd
PARAMETER VALUE REMARKS
VAci(ft 3) 1. 805 x 10 -3
T. (_ F) 70
1
T (_ F) 80
o
A A (ft 2) 0.0778
QFF (ft3/sec) 3.345 x 10 -3
PC (lb/ft2) 146,900
PFF (ib/ft2) 158,400
PReseat (lb/ft2) 141,110
V T (ft 3) 2.778 × 10 -3
o
Volume of Manifold, Power Pack,
and Tubing on High Pressure
Side Only.
Table E-4. AC-5 Rigid Body (Pitch Plane), Autopilot, and Guidance Parameters
TIME (SECONDS)
E-10
PARAMETER MES
T (lb) 30,000
c
£ (ft) 7.83
c
(ft) 15.6
P
(ft/see 2) 27.4
Iyy r X 10 -3 (slug-ft 2) 56.1
M r (slugs) 834
K (deg_
A_deg ] Varied*
( deg
KR _deg/soc / 1.33
K I (sec-_ 0. 785
V R (see) 0.04
At (see) 1.25
T D (see) 1.25
* The operating point is: KA-_ 0.24
MES
+210
30,000
9.56
13.9
47.1
39.8
371
MES
+310
30,000
10.48
71.8
37.5
286
Varied*
1.33
0.785
0.04
1.25
1.25
Varied*
1.33
0. 785
0.04
MES
+370
30,000
10.8
12.1
105
35.6
246
Varied*
1.33
0.785
0.04
1.25
1.25
MECO
30,000
14.04
9.42
154
37.5
193
Varied*
1.33
0.785
0.04
1.25
1.25
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TableE-4. AC-5RigidBody(PitchPlane),Autopilot,andGuidanceParameters,Contd
PARAMETER MES
TIME (SECONDS)
MES MES
+210 +310
Varied*
MES
+370
MECO
!
k I (see -1 ) Varied* Varied* Varied*
' = 0.25
* The operating point is: k I
Table E-5. AC-5 Propellant Sloshing Parameters
@
PARAMETER
_CL x 103 (N.D.)
_CH X 104 (N.D.)
¢OCL (rad/sec)
¢oCH (rad/sec)
LPc L (ft)
LPc H (ft)
£CL (ft)
£CH (ft)
MPc H (slugs)
MPc L (slugs)
MES MES
+210
TIME (SECONDS)
MES MES
+370
2
0.80
3.74
3.68
7
0.80
3.32
4.17
+310
71
0.80
2.69
4.37
27
0.80
3.19
4.80
1.96
2.02
-3.71
7.87
240
17.9
4.28
2.71
-3.98
-0. 527
240
23.8
7.03
3.11
-2.47
-3.07
109
20.9
14.4
5.47
3.73
-2.75
27.4
11.8
MECO
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Table E-6. AC-5 Rigid Body Roll l_arame_e_'s *
T £ I r R K Ie z xx
r
(lb) (ft) (slug-ft 2) (see) (see- 1)
K A K R
ddeg
eg/see )
30,000 2.08 2,106 0.04 2.4
*These parameters remain fixed throughout the powered flight phase.
0. ii
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Table E-7. Parameters Used in Calculation of Main Engine Cutoff Transients
PARAMETER VALUE
(ft) 14.05
C
(ft) 2.08
Z
Iyyr, Izzr (slug-f 2) 29,000
Ixx r (slug-ft 2) 2,100
Actuator Correction Angle for Thrust Structure Loading
BIAS ANGLE DIRECTION
ENGINE AC TUATOR
(deg) OF BIAS
C- 1 Pitch -0.681
C- 1 Yaw +0.426
C-2 Pitch +0. 605
C-2 Yaw -0. 752
Toward IX) 2 boost pump sump
Toward LH 2 boost pump sump
Toward IX) 2 boost pump sump
Toward H20 2 bottle
Table E-8. AC-5 Elastic Bending Parameters, Engines in the Mode
TANKS FULL
FIRST MODE SECOND MODE THIRD MODE
m (i) (slugs) 1795 445 2028
o_ (i) (rad/sec) 138 258 338
_(i) (N.D.) 0.005 0.005 0.005
G(i) (deg/ft) 19.8 2.93 -2.54
RG
(_(i) (deg/ft) 19.8 2.93 -2.54
PG
(_) (deg/ft) -9.61 -6.14 -2.0
¢(i) (ft/ft) 1.0 1.0 1.0
XT
fiX(i) (deg/ft) -65.0 -29.6 -22.0
T
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Table E-8. AC-5 Elastic Bending Parameters, Engines in the Mode, Contd
TANKS 1/2 FULL
FIRST MODE SECOND MODE THIRD MODE
m (i} (slugs} 1048 712 1461
u_(i} (rad/sec) 167 327 710
_(i) (N. D.) 0. 005 0.005 0. 005
(T(i) (deg/ft} 13.4 14.8 -65.7
RG
(_(i) (deg/ft) 13.4 14.8 -65.7
PG
;(i) (deg/ft) -11.4 -11.0 -I0.0
XT
(i) (ft/ft) 1.0 1.0 1.0
XT
fl(i) (deg/ft) -49.3 -32.5 -22.1
XT
TANKS 1/4 FULL
FIRST MODE SECOND MODE TIIIRD MODE
m (i} (slugs} 1150 333 1772
_(i) (rad/sec) 177 441 791
_(i) (N. D. ) 0. 005 0. 005 0. 005
(_(i) (deg/ft} 13.0 18.9 -160
RG
(_ (deg/ft) 13.0 18.9 -160
o(_:} (deg/ft} - 12.2 - 14.7 -9o 40
XT
(i) (ft/ft} 1.0 i. 0 1.0
XT
fl_) (deg/ft) -47.5 -33.5 - 19.0
TANKS EMPTY
FIRST MODE SECOND MODE THIRD MODE
m (i) (slugs) 303 85.5 82.7
_(i) (rad/sec) 185 581 862
_(i)(N. D.) 0. 005 0. 005 0. 005
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TableE-8. AC-5ElasticBending Parameters, Engines in the Mode, Contd
TANKS EMPTY (Contd)
FIRST MODE SECOND MODE THIRD MODE
(i) (deg/ft) 5.11 19.5 -34.2
IRG
if(i) (deg/ft) 5. Ii 19.5 -34.2
PG
i_) (deg/ft) -7.2 -14.6 - 18. i
¢(i) (ft/ft) 1.0 1.0 1.0
XT
_(i) (deg/ft) -38.2 -30.1 -25.7
XT
Table E-9. AC-5 Coast Phase Vehicle Parameters
PARAMETER
PRIOR TO SPACECRAFT
SEPARATION
M T (slugs)
I (siug-ft 2)
xx
I and I (slug-ft 2)
yy zz
xCG (Station Number - in.)
(m.)
z (_n.)
£ra (in.)
£Xa (in.)
_Xp (in')
TIME
AFTER SPACECRAFT DYNAMIC MODELSD-1
SEPARATION
195.9 151.8
2,100 1,932
29,000 17,800
285 332.6
1.76 2.3
1.07 1.33
63 63
134.72 87.12
134.72 87.12
44.1
125
129
109.8
0.0
0.52
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Table E- 10. Centaur/Payload Separation Mechanism Parameters
(Symbols are defined in Appendix D)
PARAMETER VALUE
K2i-1 i = 1, ... 3 (lb/ft)
K2i i = 1 .... 3 (lb/ft)
(lb/ft)
i = A2 (degrees)
A 3 = A 4 (degrees)
_5 = _6 (degrees)
2 i = 1 .... 3 (lb/ft) 2
°K2i-1
2 i _- 1 .... 3 (lb/ft) 2
C7_2i
2
_i i= 1,...6 (ft 2)
F2i-i i=1 .... 3 (lb)
F2i i=l .... 3 (ib)
(Ib)
22i_i i= 1.... 3 (ft)
i=l .... 3 (ft)
"2i
r (ft)
260.870
757.282
1018. 152
9.0
129.0
249.0
26.40
341.93
20,S.33 × 10 -8
45. 869
96.554
142. 423
0. 176
0. 127
i. 934
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Table E-11. Centaur/Payload Separation Parameters
(Symbols are defined in Appendix D)
SN B
SN A
"72
Z 2
SN C
R 1
R2
M 1
M 2
h,
PARAMETER
M 1 M 2
M
M 1 +M 2
o$1 (0)
(_t)
(in.)
(m.)
(_t)
(ft)
6C/SD- 1
(AC-5)
(in.)
(ft)
(_t)
(slugs)
(slugs)
(slugs)
(rad/sec)
2 2
0- = fl-
Y1 Y2 (ft)
2 2
o- =0- (ft)
Z I Z 2
I =I
YYl ZZl
I =I
YY2 zz2
(slug-ft 2)
(slug-ft 2)
0.0
0. 043
109.8
130• 5
2.3
1.33
128.32
0.667
1•79
44.1
151.8
34.1
681 × 10 -8
23.1 x 10 -4
-4
23.1 × 10
VALUE
129
17,800
3D/A21
AC-7/SURVEYOR
0.011
0.01
112.87
152.5
0.056
0.05
128.32
1.33
1.79
67
128.14
44
681 × 10 -8
TYPICAL VALVES
FROM REFERENCE E-10
-0.014
0.005
0. 198
0. 138
66.7
136.6
44.6
-8
*'25.39 X 10
-4
23.1X i0
-4
23.1 X I0
20O
14,200
-4
**'5.79 x 10
-4
***5.79 × I0
170
16,800
* Not given, assumed to be same as for operational-Surveyor configuration
** With 50-1b thrust vernier attitude_ontrol engines. Without these engines and with a 1.6 deg/sec
rate; this would become 780 x 10
*** Based on an uncertainty of +0.5 inches. More recent data indicates that this uncertainty (3_) is,
more realistically, _+1.0 inch
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E-2°
E-3°
E-4o
E-5°
E-S°
E-9o
E-10.
E-11.
E-12.
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